SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND
REGISTRY: BRISBANE
12317/14
NUMBER:
Plaintiff

LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED (RECEIVERS &
MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461
AS RESPONSIBLE ENTITY OF THE LM FIRST MORTGAGE
INCOME FUND ARSN 089 343 288
AND
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FRANCENE MAREE MLTLDER
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AND
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JOHN FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN
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SiXthikfendant
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0 Q.,

AND
Seventh Def'enilant
-
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SEVION JEREMY TICKNER
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33

LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED (RECEIVERS &
MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN LIQUIDATION) ACN 077 208 461
AND

Eighth Defendant

KORDA MEN1HA PTY LTD ACN 100 169 391 IN ITS CAPACITY
AS TRUSTEE OF THE LM MANAGED PERFORMANCE FUND

OviNI=ENDED AMENDED REPLY TO THE 904F4414;IED DEFENCE OF THE SECOND
DEFENDANT TO THE Walclia_FTF'Tll FURTHER AMENDED STATEMENT OF CLAIM
The Plaintiff relies on the following facts in reply to the AtiReodoil Amended Defence of the Second
Defendant, filed in the Supreme Court of Queensland, Brisbane Registry on 21 April 2017 27-Ap41
241-8, 26 February 201f) 3 April 2019 (Defence) as follows:
1.

The plaintiff adopts the:

Amended Reply to the amended defence of the
Second Defendant
Filed on behalf of the Plaintiff

BNEDOCS 26100037_2.docx

GADENS LAWYERS
Level 11, 111 Eagle Street
BRISBANE QLD 4000
Phone: (07) 3231 1666
Fax: (07) 3229 5850
Ref: SCZ:JSO:201401822,
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1A.

(a)

admissions made in paragraphs 1(a) to (c)„ 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 16, 17(a), 19, 20, 4,
24, 25, 25R. 29(a), 30(a), 4, 32(4 33, 40, and 51 and 64 of the Defence; and

(b)

definitions used in the aid Second Fifth Further Amended Statement of Claim dated 4
Navember=4044 -I-February-20+9 2 April 2019 (ZFASOG MEAS.Q.C) and the Defence
(unless the contrary intention is expressed).

The plaintiff admits paragraph 1(e) of the Defence.

lAB. As to paragraph l(f) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (1). admits that clause 13.1 and 29.1 of the FM1F Constitution
TFMIF.100.005.7639] is in the terms pleaded:

(b)

as to subparagraph (ii). admits clause 29 of the FMIF Constitution had the effect
Pleaded save that clause 29 was subject to the opening words at clause 29.1 "Subject to
the Law":
Particular
(i) The Law was defined in clause 1.1 of the FM1F Constitution
FFMLF.100.005.76391 as "the Corporations Act 2001 and the Corporations
Regulations".

(c)

says that s601FD(1)(c) of the Corporations Act 2001 obliged the directors of LM1M to
prioritise the interests of members of the RAW to the extent there is a conflict between
the members interests and the interests of the responsible entity and that s601FD(1)(b)
obliged the directors to exercise the degree of care and diligence that a reasonable
Person would exercise if they were in the officer's position.

113. As to paragraph 2 of te Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

Adopts the adrnissionsat subpa
(a):.
,,_Lagaph
r

(1).) is not required to plead to subparagraph (b);

admits .subparagraph idUv
otherwise does not admit the mattes alleged on the basis that. haying made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth ox falsity of the
all gatimisi

having_=
made
,g
reasonable enquiries it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

OIL admits subparagraph d but ciot,&.3 it d ii on the basis
(;)

admits subparagraph (e):

(f)

admits subparagraph (f);

(g)____admits subpagraph
a
(h)

reasonable enquiries, it
,d_knot admit sub am a
the basis that _a3dngimade
h
remains uncertain as to_the truth or falsity of the allegations;

13/0.1-1rNrC 1K1 Aflt117
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(i)

2.

does not admit subnara_uaph (i) on the basis that. having made reasonable enquiries. it
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations,

As to paragraph 3 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions in subparagraphs (a) and (b);

(b)

as to subparagraph (c):

4.

5.

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 3 of the 35FASOC;

(ii)

says further that the first to sixth defendants were acting in their capacity as
directors of the seventh defendant in its capacity as RE of the FMIF in relation to
the matters pleaded at paragraph 36 of the LFASOC;

(iii)

for the reasons pleaded in sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) above denies that the
plaintiff does not have standing as alleged; and

denies the allegation therein as they are untrue because his powers are not limited in the
manner alleged.

(c)
3.

(i)

As to paragraph 5 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission therein; and

(b)

admits subparagraphs (a) and (b).

As to paragraph 8 of the Defence, the Plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission therein; and

(b)

does not admit that the deeds referred to therein exhaustively list all variations to the
FMIF Bellpac Loan Agreement on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries,
they remain uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations.

As to paragraph 11 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (a);

(b)

admits that the MPF Charge provides that it was to secure, amongst other things, a loan
agreement intended to be executed and dated on the same date between Bellpac and
LMIM as trustee for the MEET but says further that:

(c)

(i)

clause 3 of the MPF Charge provides that the Secured Property (as defined in the
MPF Charge) is charged as security for payment of the "Money Secured" (as
defined in the MPF Charge);

(ii)

"Money Secured" is defined to include all money owing to the Mortgagee (being,
LMIM as Trustee for the MPF) by the Mortgagor (being, Bellpac);

(iii)

in in premises of subparagraph (i) and (ii) above, the MPF Charge secured the
payment of the MPF Bellpac Loan;

adopts the deemed admission that as security for the MPF Bellpac Loan, Bellpac
granted to LMIM as trustee of the MPF the MPF Mortgage; and
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(d)
6.

admits the MPF Mortgage pre-dates the MPF Bellpao Loan Agreement.

As to paragraph 12 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions in subparagraph (a);

(b)

admits that PTAL was also a party to the Deed;

1.1 to mean the Firot Mort,gegeo, the geeend Aient,og,ce, t-ht Th.i#4.Mortgagee or

dcfincd in clau;c 1.1 to
8444=Q4e="Rccponsiblc Entity'; 11€1

(d)
7.

10.

ian"

is not required teplead/o subpara_graph (c)„

As to paragraph 13 of the Defence, the plaintiff:

8.

9.

Cost

(a)

adopts the admissions in subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 13 of the LFASOC;

(ii)

does not admit the matters alleged therein on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations.

As to paragraph 15 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

admits the LASA is dated 21 October 2004;

(b)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (b); and

(c)

says that GPC was also a party to the LASA.

As to paragraph 18 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a); and

(b)

admits the allegations at subparagraph (a) and (b).

The plaintiff admits the matters alleged at subparagraphs 20(b)(i) and (ii) of the Defence.

f!)----did-nosiaeeifether-EM-gtied-ni418-eapaeity-as RE--ethe-RvilF-op-a&tiu8tee-for
the MPF;
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10A. The Plaintiff admits the matters alleged at subparagraph 20{bb) of the Defence.
11.

As to paragraph 22 of the Defence, the plaintiffi
(a)

adopts the admissions at subparagraphs (a) and (d);

(aa) as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

as to subparagraph (i), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in Paragraph
24 of the 5FASOC that LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the Proceedings as
second mortgagee in an amount of "not more than" approximately
$1,950,421.69;

(ii)

admits subparagraph (ii):

does not admit the allegation on the basis that, having
(iii) as to subparagraph
made reasonable enquiries, they remain uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations;
(b)

denies subparagraph (c) as untrue because LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the
Proceedings as second mortgagee;

(c)

as to subparagraph (e):
(i)

admits that LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreed to provide an undertakin_g_to_pay
any costs awarded against Beilpac in favour of Gujarg
proceedings; tos4o=tiofflatawpio4440.4441flowyw000esiitig

the-tiiitii-RP-446440-€44440•8440R460Eft

(ii) denies that LMLM_as trustee of the MPF funded the $1.3m payment to Coalfields
as part of the settlement of the Proceedings because the snip of $1.3m was paid
•
nt_
as_pw:Lolti
(iii) as to sub araL• aph (iv):
(A)

admits that LMEVI as trustee of the MPF funded the costs of settling the
Proceedings; but

(B)

says that part of Monaghan Lawyers invoice 644 dated 4 October 2011
relatesl_to_a_slifferent

(C)

says that Verekers invoice 11518 dated 13 September 2011 related tea
different claim and proceeding.

(iv) admits subp. .graph (v);

trurnrbrc

14.111/11117
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(d)

12.

denies subparagraph (f) on the basis that:
(i)

from 3 March 2009, LMINI as RE of the FM1F determined that it would not
accept any applications for investment in the FMT from any person who was not
an existing member in the FMIF. but

(ii)

the FMEF was not otherwise frozen, such that any other funds which the FM1F
was able to recover, or which it held could have been available to fund the
Proceedings or settlement thereof;

(iii)

those funds included the funds referred to at subparagraph 15(c)(v) below;

As to paragraph 23 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions made therein;

(b)

adopts the deemed admission that the Mediation Heads of Agreement was executed in
November 2010 in the course of a mediation between the parties to the Proceedings;
and

(c)

admits that the 'Heads of Agreement' bears the date 9 November 2010.

12A. As to paragraph 25 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions therein;
ch acted as
MY-F-vias-also-a--pacty-en-the-basis-that by the--referenees-t
custodian for the FMJF. and clause 22 ef4he-4nstrument-identi4ied-tha4MP4-eitere4
into it in its-canacitaf-the-FMIFAte-refeFences-Deeci-of-Release-te-LMIM
eauld-enly-have-been-referenGeS-to-1

(0__,Elenies_talat_.-eff-the-pfeper--censtructiewof-the-Dced of Settlement-and-Release, LMIM as
trustee af the MPF was also a party on the basis that. by the reference to PTAL being a
signatow-of the-instrument-which-aated-as-eustedian-of-the-f411T-and-on-the-basis-that
clause 19 of the instrument identified-that LMIM entered into it in its caaeitv as RE of
the-FM1r.—tlie-referenees-in-the-Deed-ef-Release-and-Settlement-te--1=M444-eould-enly
aa-ve-been-a-reference to LMIM as RE of lle-F-MLF,
12B. The plaintiff_admituarah 25A of the Defence.
13.

As to paragraph 26 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
Caal is not required to separately plead to subparagraph (aa).;
(a)

admits subparagraph (a); and

(b)

denies subparagraph (b) on the basis that the email of 6 December 2010 was a lengthy
letter of instruction which, on its proper construction sought advice as pleaded at
paragraph 30A of the FASOC.
Particulars
The plaintiff relies in particular on the second-last paragraph of the letter which
states, after providing a lengthy background to the issue:

1=11,1T,S1r1r,
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"Can you please consider the above and let me know what further information
you require. It is probably best that we have a meeting to discuss the matter
generally, and I can provide you with any detail you require that I have not
covered above."
admits subparagraph (c).

(c)
14.

15.

As to paragraph 27 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions contained therein;

(b)

admits subparagraphs (a), 4 (b), (cLancWI
I

As to paragraph 28 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a):
(i)

adopts the admission contained therein; and

(ii)

does not admit that the final forms of the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release
and the Deed of Release and Settlement were not in existence at the dates of the
WMS instructions on 6 December 2010 and the Aliens instructions on 14 March
2011, on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as
to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

1:.19:1111.11friLth

iaLMILi•

€ii.)—tta=t4444te.iiieflial-fflasle=titofeifii
ar

and

Arrisiapsamitt

the FMIF arid LNILM (witzhilky. .eti its

Gf the MPF).

members of the FM1F;

IZATUTV-1,C "IA 1 (111,11.7
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Decen.eet
that by the stpaettlys,) which was in fact adopted to settle the Proceedings,
_
- thc—FM1F cot
withotit-411e-eofteertofLM4IM-tec, thc !API;

2OC(b)(jlt

084--a-84-0-attivaragrapii-(i-a)orieinal—eertifieatcs of

e

14-opet4A94

f4b4---as40-grarraerarli
a.dmi-t& that

pieaded-at-pafttraph-24

te-4-FA,S13C---

attimmtrorapit4=i44054440

of sections 601R:(1)(c) and 601-FC(3) of the Act:

rwirrtric,c

1A1rinn2-7
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1

d t r

h3 G( )(i) f th 3FAS Cm

w y whi h ri riti

of-the-R.41Ft
(13)—dc-44isig-subriaraLirap14--(13)-on-theed-ai-auboatatrarlts-(1)-te-441tereof

(-4-)-------

ii\-1Wili6 RE of 4hc FMIF u441-is-ing funkla which could have

Ptite-iiersieneti--Letattirn)--ft•e-e-toiti4-of-&36-6tti. -of

adiftlart
ai)otit----28---Adtewat--400-8-for-fietooxiialately
io33-54-3-3-4440h

from LM Adminitrtion Pty-Ltd to LMIM
tr-u-gee-of-tho-MPF

itittaive-of-the-MPF
&4-1-74•Swit

-A.,SQ
30C(b)fi) of tha-4
.

(d) as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

11}.1F11(104: ,A1(1/11111

fl

adopts the admission therein;
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(ii)

otitem4so does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (i) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of
the allegations;

(iii) tioes=ttet admits subparagraphs (ii) and (iii)

±cb-th

havinmcdc

et.14egateitmt;
(e)

admits the mailers alleged at subparagraph (e);
as to subparagraph (f):
(i)

denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 30C(d)(i) of the kFASOC;

(ii)

tioes=itot=skinitit denies the allegation at subparagraph (ii) that "LMIM's directors
always understood that the MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would
be recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which resulted
from the Proceedings" because
io there was no such understanding as alleged;

(iii) says that at the time LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreed to fund the Proceedings
as registered mortgagee of the Property with second priority under the Deed of
Priority in or about July 2009, the first to sixth defendants had not considered
that MPF's contribution to the funding of the Proceedings was to be recognised
by providing MPF with a share of any proceeds recovered by the litigation as a
litigation funder;
(iv)

says the subsequent conduct of the first to sixth defendants as pleaded at
paragraphs 30A to 32 of the KFASOC is inconsistent with the existence of any
such prior understanding or agreement that MPF's contribution to the funding of
the Proceedings was to be recognised by providing MPF with a share of any
proceeds recovered by the litigation as a litigation funder;

(fa) adopts the aglmission at suhparaa (g)

as to subparagraph (g):
adopts the admission at subparagraph fik
aataiuta ar
_au___T_L(
a1

there is no subparagraph_ (g)(4

on its responses to paragraphs 22(c),
as to stth
2210,24-664-to-iiii-434(c),38(a) and 39(c)(iv) of the Defence
16.

As to paragraph 29 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a) and further:
(i)

as to subparagraph (i), admits that the WMS Report was addressed to Monaghan
Lawyers;

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii):

Ina=11,10C 1.41 nnrvx,
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(iii)

17.

(A)

admits that the WMS Report contained the opinion alleged; and

(B)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 34(a) of the
WASOC;

(C)

says that the WMS Report was deficient in that the instructions provided to
WMS had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the 36FASOC

as to subparagraph
(A)

says that the WMS Report on page 2 under the heading "Source of
Information" listed the matters on which the report was "primarily based"
as being "information supplied";

(B)

otherwise does not admit whether the WMS Report was based on any
other sources of information (which are not identified in the Defence) on
the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to
the truth or falsity of the allegations.

As to paragraph 30 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions at subparagraph (a);

(a__) admits Subparagraph (ab);
( c) admits subparagraph (ac);
ad

as to subuaragraph (ad):
i

secQnd defendant
says that regardless of her belief as to Monaghan's ad 'e
as a director of LMINI was required to read and consider the Aliens Advice for
herself, if she intended to rely on the Aliens Advice in_sunport of a decision.

(ii) otherwise does not admit the allegatimis on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain a Jo the truth or falsity of the
aegatiOn.S;
Lara___Adt.ilits_aubauagraph fag);
OA_ as t subparagraph (af):
(i)

thjss,Abgsrsoncl_sldemdaitt
sawhaticgardltss_s
as a director of WWI was required to read and consider the Aliens Advice for
herself, if she intended to rely on the Aliens Adviegiu_support of a decision;

(ii)

otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations;.

LagLas to subpaagrapli_(.a,g).:
ie second defendant
fiX____s_ays that regardless of her belief a1t2.1S4.0.1=h
as a director of LMThi was required to read and consider the Aliens Advice for
herself, if she intended to rely on the Aliens Advice in support of a decision.;

roorrInrc

rinn2/

402
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basis that havin made
(il) otherwise does not admit the alle ations on
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations;
as to subparagraph (b):

(b)

(i)

admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statements alleged at subparagraphs
(i) and (iii) and did not advise the matters referred to at subparagraph (ii) anel-was
addresseel-as-alleged-at--subparegfaph-(iv);
repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 34(a) of the 45FASOC;

(iii) says that the Aliens Advice was deficient in that the instructions provided to
Aliens had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the KFASOC.
__Lagoph 30A of the Defence, the plaintiff:
17A. As to_pai
(a)

joins issue with subparagrapl_t fa);

(b)

admits subparagraphs (b), (c) and (d).
T__Inmphae_o_f_the_Defence
theplaintiff:
a

17B. As
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagpph (a);

(b)

admits subparagraph (b);

(c)

as to subparagraph (c):
. tits subparagraph i •
Lj.r
he breaches
ies .1caded against the
__.s._5ubj2aragia h
n the basis th
first to sixth defendants in the 45FASOC is the contravention of section
601FD(1)(c) at_paramph 45 thereof;

f,_L de

s subparagraph d as untrue.

17C. As to p_ j•mwh__Ncskte_D_gtmce

laintiff:

(al is not required to plead to subparagraph (a);
(b)

as to subparagraph (b), repeats and relies upon the responses pleaded above to
oragraphs 2(b), 2(c) to (i), 30(ab) my". (aeland 30(b) above;

(c)

denies subparagraph (c) on the b_asis that a reasonable person in the position of the
second defendsm would have:
(i)

carefully read the Allem Advice; and
thereby appreciated the m.afters_pleaded Mpara aph3011

ASOC-

raora_ph (d):
as to stib_p_a„
(i).

trnrrnr-u-c

141 ill11-17

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);
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as to subparagraph (ii):
admits t

phlL1ins advice
he statement was qualified by the
matters identified at subparagraphs 16(a) to (g) inclusive, of which
subparagraphs (a), (d), (e),_(j) and (a) were not established for the reasons
pleaded in the KFASOC;

(A) as to subparagraph

(B)

s that the Aliens Advice did not expressly
as to subparagraph
state or warn that the proposeds lit of the proceeds of the settlement of the
Proceedings would constitute or would be a contravention of section
601FD(1)(b) or (c) of the Act but says that the second defendant as a
director of LMIIVI should have carefully read the Aliens Advice and
thereby appreciated thejatters p1eaded at paragaih 30H of the
KFASOC;

as to subparagraph (e):

(e)

(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph_(i);

(ii)

denies s bparagraph (ii) for the reasons pleaded at iaragr.oh 3011(b) of the
ASOC•

21.40;
t si. p a . 11
•(o___t__mgra
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagrap_b_dt

WI

adopts the admission at subparagraph (ii);

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):
ej admits that the Aliens Advice did not expressly state that pavina ° o
the proceeds of settlement of the Proceedings to LMINI as trustee of the
MPF would be consistent with the interests of members of the FIVIR or
inconsistent with the duties owed under sections 601FD(1)(b) or (c) of the
Act; but
(B) says that the second defendant as a director of LMINI should have
carefidly read tlae__AllensAdviee_whereb _ appreciated the matters
pleaded at paragraph 3011 of the 45FASO_C;
Liy), as to subparagraph (iv):
(A)

admits that the Aliens Advice contained at paragraph 16 text to the effect
alleged;

(B)

says that whether a payment was "legally acceptable
legal, not accounting, advice;

(C)

says that the WMS Advice was concerned only with the reasonableness of
the percentage division selected, but not the question whether such a split
would be consistent with the duties of LMIM as RE of the FIA1F;

to sulmarazaphisi:

mu-pro-1,re

1g1/111(121
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_ adopts the admission at subparagraph (i_);
(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii):
(Al admits that paragraph r561 fell under the heading "Issues for the RE as an
AFS Licensee";

(13) denies as untrue to the extent it is alleged, that such placement negatives
tl.e_plea in the 45FASQC that paragraph [56} misconstrued or was
inconsistent with the effect of sections 601Fc(1.)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of
the Act;

_li11j2K.ii
_denies st
for the reasons 1 a
(iii)
(B) above:
(h)

30H of the

as tou_b_p_au
subparagraph
-a
(i).... adopts the admission at subparagraph (i):
ii

repeats and relies upon its responses above to
as to sub ara a h
subparagraphs (f)(iii) and (iv) and (g)(ii) of the Defence;

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) for the reasomleaded at paragraph 30H(e) of the
ASOC and at subpam_graplijii) above;
(i)

as to subparagraph (i):
(i)

denies sullpara_gra 6h (i) for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 30H(f) of the
5FASOC;

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), admits that paragrapl 9 of the Allens Advice contained
the text alleged;

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) for the reasons pleaded
EFASOC;

paragraph 3011 of the

(IL as to subparagraph CD;
(i)

denies subparagraph (j) for the reasons pleaded at paragraph_3_0if(g) oLthe
EFASOC;

(ii)

denies subparagraph (ii), on the basis that the Aliens Advice_s_el_out inconsistent
matters, a reasonable person in the position of the second defendant as a director
optng _that it was legally
of LMIM would not con tru the
A vi
s_sl_
acceptable to_v_lit the litigation_proceeds without:
(AL independently ascertaininger t1ieqna1iiicatioi&were made good:
and/or
(B)

seeking advice which Was not compromised by such inconsistenejs

and in those premises would not have relied on the Aliens Advice in:
(c)__ executing the Deed Poll; or

tykrunne-e

IA1(1/1/171
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(D)
(k)

approving the_payment of the Settlement payment to the MTF.

as to subparagraph
ado ts the admission at submagrabh (i);
l at parAglaph 30G are found in
iiihat the terms_pleadgc_
(a_ as to milli2LT4gx)1)
J
the September 2009 revision of the Conflicts Management Policy
LEM:F.500.005.50861 the September 2010 revisionf the Conflicts Management
Policy [FM11-7.500.005.4683Land the Comtiliance Plan 1FMIF.500.015Li72J.
es above to ara
jjj) as to subpararraoh lLe120
r
anc
ilrthes . iot its res o ns
30B and 30G of the Defence;

s

(i ) as to subpar4graph (iv):
(A) admits subpaaph IA);
denies subparaaaph (B) on the basis that LlVIEVI as RE of the FMIF was
55 of the Aliens
the holder of a AFS Licenc jstated at
Advice) and sections 60lFD(lWb) and (c) apply to directors of REs which
are AFS Licensees;

(1)

subparaigmhs

(v)

as to subparagraph (v), repeats and relie u on its re
d iii and (f)(iii) and (jv) above;

(vi)

. responses to subpaaagr_anhs.
as _tosAmaragraph_(yi),_s_emaiEautrglieson_iU_
fiji),to_ty) ab9_vp,;

as to subt ara 9in h 1 •
U)

adopts the ad iision ataubparap(j),

as to subparagraph (li)repeats and relies upon its responses above to
subparagraphs (d)(iii) and (illi) and (iv) • id (k) of the Defence;
___
(iii) as to subparaKaph(iii):
(.A.Ariguils that there is no express allegation in the 45FASOC that the second
defendant breached the LMEM Conflicts Management Policy;
1t to establishing the
_ar.ag:tan133_00o_L_t15FASOC is
second defendant's breaches at paragraph 45 of the WFASOC;
(iv)

On)

niirrnry-c

as to sub oraitraph (iv), repeats and relies uppn jsresponses above to
subparagraphs (ii) and (iii) of the Defence;

as to subparagr_aph (M);
dnh1stparagraph 63 of the Aliens Advice contains the

(i)

as to
text alleged;

(ii)

adopts the admission at subparagraph

041/1/14121
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repeats and relies upon its responses to subparagraphs
as to subparagraph
(d)(iii) and (f)(iii) And (iv) above;
iv

(v)

(

al qts sub .aragraph (iv):
On the basis that the matters pleaded at subparagraph
denies sub ar
le second defendant's breache_sa_r_pmgapli
30H(j) are relevant to establishingAl_
45 of the 45FASOC;
_ is not required to plead to subparagraph (vi);

(L denies subparagraph (n) for the reasons pleaded in response to subparagraphs (a) to (m)
and (9) of the Defence;
(o)

as to sutipar
__
(i)

lxagra
a _p_b__.(11
denies subparagraph (ii) as untrue and_s_ays that the true position is as pleaded at
sub ara
30H of the 4 FASOC.

1.7D. As to paragraph 31 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
ado_pts the admissions at sukiarawaphs (a) and ..);
is not re uired to plead to subparagraph (0.
17E. As to paragraph 33A of the Defence, theplaintiff:
a

as th n)ara a h a ,
(ij

adopts the admission at subparagraph;
sullparaguethik
(A)

admits the matters allegc_daill

(B) _ denies that the text referred to is a reference to the Aliens Advice;
as to subparagraph
(A) admits the raatcrs_all=d- b_ut
(B)
fiy) _

denies that the text referred to is a reference to the Aliens Advice;

to subparagraph (iv):
(A)

denies

(B)

does not admit subparagraph (B) on the basis that, having made reasona_b_k
enquiries,it remains uncertain as to thetruth or falsity of the allegations;

(v) _ as to subparagraph (v):

M.TC1-1,,C 1K1nroa1
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•

(A) repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded inr..es _onse to paraizrap s 2b),
s
Defence and taU
))ar
to
30 ab to
u iii and iv above.
(B)

18.

says that the WMS Advice was not, and did not prQod_10_12e, legal advice
as to whether it was "legally n_cep_tablef or consistent with the director
defendants' duties as directors of LMIM as RE of the FMIF to cause the
Settlement payment to be made to LMIIvl as trustee of the MPF;

(i)

admits mbpsuagaphs_a_tojkli

(ii)

denies subparagraph (x) as untrue.

As to paragraph 34 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(aa) as to subparagraph faaa),. repeats and relies upon its responses to subparagraphs (gq) to
(c)_of the Defence below_;
(aa) as to subparagraph (aa), repeats and relies upon kis its responses above to paragraph 28
of the Defence and the paragraphs referred to therein;

19.

(a)

joins issue with the matters alleged at subparagraph (a);

(b)

admits subparagraph (b);

(c)

as to subparagraph (c), admits there was no formal agreement entered into between
LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LM1M as trustee of the 11/TPF;

(d)

otherwise tioes=tiot-admit denies the matters alleged at subparagraph (c) for the reasons
pleaded at paragraph 15(f)44(e) above.

As to paragraph 35 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(aa) denies subparagraph (aaLon the basis that the true position is as pleaded at paragraph
34(aa) of the ilFASOc.
(a)

as to subparagraph (a), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at subparagraph 4-4
15(c) above and fiuther:
(i)

dent nmraph (iii) as untrue and repeats and relies upon its response above
to paragraph 28(c) of the Defence;
._ove
es to paragraphs
as to subparagraphitro_eals_and relies upon its respons
20,22, 2 (d), 28 and 30(ac) to (b) of the Defenc,

(b)

as to subparagraph (b)(44):
(ia) as to subparagraph (ia), repeats and relies upon its resp_onses to subparagraphs (i)
and (li) a the Defence below;
ao to Lath ;ara ;14 i ro4cato and ruhon u Jon itG r&c, RGO above to art 4 2'
of the Defence:

1711,FTII("C 1F11111(117 /
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(iia) as to subparagraph (ha), repeats and relies upon its response above to paragraph
28(g) of the Defence;
fhb) as to subparagraph (jib):
(A) admits subparagraphs A(1), (2) and (4) and as to subparagraph (3), repeats
and relies upon its responses above to paragraphs 25 and 25A of the
Defence;
(B)

(C)

as to subparagraph (B):
(1)

admits that Aliens held the original certificates of title for
the Property:

(2)

otherwise does not admit the matters alleged at
subparagraph (B) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, they remain uncertain as to the truth or falsity of
the allegations;

as to subparagraph (C):
(1)

admits that LMIM as trustee for the MPF was paying the
legal fees alleged;

(2)

denies that only the MPF had the capacity to pay those fees.
because the Proceedings could have alternatively been
funded by LMIM as RE of the FMLF utilising funds which
could have been received from LMIM as trustee of the MPF
in the form of amounts payable by the latter to the former
comprising:
(i)

Loans assigned by LMIM as RE of the
FMIF to Lmws as trustee of the MPF.
being described as the "Albassit", "KPG
13th Beach" and "Lifestyle" loans ("the
Assigned Loans") for a total of $36.6m of
which between $31m and $33,513,345
remained payable as at July 2009:
rartieularl
(a)

The Assigned Loans were assigned
on or about 28 August 2008 for
approximately $33,513.345.00.

(b)

As to March 2010, the balance of
those loans was approximately

(c)

As at 31 December 2010, the
balance of those loans was
approximately $20.2m.

An assignment of debt/management fee
receivable of $5.1m, which related to an

rne-we ,A1,111f1,7
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assignment of debt from LM
Administration Ptv Ltd to LMIM as trustee
of the MPF.
such that, as at 30 June 2009. LMIM as trustee of the
MPF owed to LMIM as RE of the FMIF approximately
$41.745m.

(ii)

(D)

as to subparagraph (D). denies subparagraph (D) for the reasons pleaded at
subparagraph 19(b)(iib)(C) above;

(E)

as to subparagraph (El. denies that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was
entitled to or would have taken the steps alleged therein because:
LMIM as trustee of the MPF would not have withheld such
consent or refused to pay the legal fees as alleged because
pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act,
where and to the extent to which there was any conflict
between the interests of members of the FMIF and LMIM
(whether on its own behalf or as trustee of the IvIPF). LMIM
was required to act in a way which gave priority to the
interests of members of the FMIF

(2)

the directors or LMIM would not have caused LMIM as
trustee of the MPF to take those steps, because doing so
would have constituted a breach of sections 601FC(1)(c)
and 601FC(3) of the Act

(3)

there was no basis for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to seek
an injunction or other relief to prevent the sale of the
Property or to sue LMIM as RE of the FMIF in the manner
alleged:

(4)

clause 29 of the FMIF Constitution did not entitle LMIM as
RE for the MPF to take the steps alleged for the reasons
pleaded in lAB, and paragraphs (1) and (2) above:

further as to subparagraph (F):
(A)

denies subparagraph (1) on the basis that, in the Premises pleaded at
subparagraphs (C) to (E) hereof. LMIM would not have withheld its
consent or cooperation to the settlement of the Proceedings in a way which
prioritised the interests of LMIM as trustee of the MPF over the interests
of members of the FMIF:

(B)

denies subparagraph (2) on the basis that:

(C)

rs,orru-kr,c 2 LI %VW

(1)

(1)

in the premises pleaded at subparagraphs (C) to (E) hereof.
LMIM would not have caused or permitted LMIM as RE of
the FMIF to be exposed to the risks alleged: and

(2)

the Proceedings could have alternatively been funded by
LMIM as RE of the FMIF as pleaded in (C)(2) above

admit subparagraph (3);
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(iii) as to subparagraph (ii), denies that the agreement of LMIM as trustee of the MPF
was required as alleged for the reasons pleaded at subparagraph 15(c) above and
further:
(A)

as to subparagraph 1A),_ admits the matters alleged but says that LM1M as
RE of the FMIF held a registered mortgage over the relevant property with
first ranking priority;

(B)

denies subparagraph (B) as untrue and says that the sale of the Property
pursuant to the Gujarat Contract was part of a series of arrangements in
relation to the settlement of the Proceedings;

(C)

denies subparagraph (C) as untrue and repeats and relies upon the matters
pleaded at paragraphs 12A and 15(c) above;

(D)

doeoglet-atimit as t subparagraph (D):

(B)
(c)

(1)

admits that Aliens had possession of_the certificates of title for the
Proi erti,

(2)

otherwise does not admit the _Lc j_ti.ott on the basis that, having
made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegation;

repeats and relies upon paragraph 15(c) above;

as to subparagraph (e):
(i)

joins issue with subparagraph (i);

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A) joins issue with the allegation that the second defendant gave adequate
considerations to the matters referred to;
(B)

tiloos="tot=othift4 denies that there was any understanding between LMIM's
directors that MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be
recognised as alleged, or that the second defendant had regard to any such
understanding, for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 15(f)14(e) above;

o oubparagraph (iii), deltic° that LMIN4
(d)

nxruni-v-c ')Al r

trustroa tho MPF had any auch

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

does not admit subparagraph (i) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), admits that the fact that LMIN4 as trustee of the MPF was
a registered mortgagee with second priority did not impair its ability to
theoretically act as a litigation funder, but denies that LM1M as trustee of the
MPF entered into any form of litigation funding agreement or arrangement prior
to funding the Proceedings;
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(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) as untrue and saysihat_thp_M S Advice and the Allens
Advice were premised on the contention that LIvIIM as trustee of the MPF could
be considered as an arms-length litigation funder;
(iv) does _not admit subparagraph (iv) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the_allegatioL,
Is.
(e)

joins issue with subparagraph (e);

(f)

as to subparagraph (f):
(i)

as to subparagraph (i), admits that there was no legal impediment to LMIM as
trustee of the MPF being treated as if it were an arm's-length litigation fimder if
there was such an arrangement, but denies that there was any such arrangement
for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 34(a)(i) and (ii), (b)(i) and (ii) and (c)(i),
(ii) and (iii) of the KFASOC;

(ia) as to subparagrgh Cal repeats and relies uncn its res
(d)(iii) of the Defence;

sub ara a

(ibp as to subparagraph (ib), repeats and relies_npon its responses herein to the matters
referred to in the Defence;
denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that it was appropriate to seek such advice
in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 34(a)(i) and (ii), (b)(i) and (ii) and
(c)(i), (ii) and (iii) of the 11FASOC;
(iii) otherwise denies does=not=adEntit that there was any understanding between
LMThil's directors that MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be
recognised as alleged for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 15(04-4(e) above;
denies it was "clearly in the interests of the FMlF" for
(iv) as to subparagraph
LMliv1 as trustee of the MPF to be paid the Proceeds Split because it was to the
detriment of LMIM as RE of the FMIF and not required in order to effect
settlement of the Proceedings for the reasons pleaded in the igASOC and the
plaintiff repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 1514(c) above;
(v)
(g)

(h)

as to subparagraph (iv), denies the advice which LMIM did seek and receive was
adequate for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 30C of the ilFASOC;

as to subparagraph (g)(ii):
(i)

as to subparagraph (A), admits that it was appropriate for the second defendant to
take the Aliens Advice and the WMS Report into consideration but denies that it
was sufficient for the second defendant to do so because the Aliens Advice and
the WMS Advice had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
ilFASOC and the first to sixth defendants' decision-making had the deficiencies
pleaded at paragraph 34 of the idFASOC; and

(ii)

denies subparagraph (B) for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 34 of the
agASOC; and

as to subparagraph (h), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at subparagraphs (a)
to (g) above.

oNturstlf,
c 141 Anro;
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20.

As to paragraphs 36 and 37 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

denies that the amount paid to LMIM as trustee of the MPF is appropriately categorised
or defined as a "Litigation Funding Fee" because it is not;

(b)

does not admit subparagraph 36(b), on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries,
it remains uncertain as to the date on which the documents referred to therein were in
fact executed;

(c)

admits subparagraphs 36(c) and (d);

(d)

as to subparagraph 36(e):
(i)

admits that by letter dated 21 June 2011 (Direction Letter) Aliens, on behalf of
LMIM as RE for the FMIF, directed that funds payable to PTAL pursuant to the
Gujarat Contract and the Deed of Release be paid in accordance with the
Direction Letter;

(ii)

says that the Direction Letter provided for cheques to be drawn and paid as
follows:
Wollongong Council
Sydney Water
Office of State Revenue

$291,106.31;
$3,278.24
$99,487.50;

LMIM ATF LM Managed Performance Fund

$13,601,649.61;

PTAL ATF LM First Mortgage Income Fund

$25,260,206.41;

PTAL ATF LM First Mortgage Income Fund

$4,055,572.81;

Harris Friedman Lawyers Trust Account

$1,300,000.00;

Brian James Gillard CMA Gujarat PTAL Settlement

$5,000,000.00;

Brian James Gillard CMA Gujarat PTAL Settlement

$500,000.00;

(iii) says further that the cheques provided at settlement on 21 June 2011 included:
(A)

a cheque made payable to PTAL ATF LM First Mortgage Income Fund in
the amount of $25,268,459.01;

(B)

a further cheque made payable to PTAL ATF LM First Mortgage Income
Fund in the amount of $4,055,864.92; and

(C)

a cheque made payable to LMIM ATF LM Managed Performance Fund in
the amount of $13,606,093.32;

(iv) denies that the Direction Letter directed Gujarat to draw a cheque in the amount
set out in paragraph 36(f)(i) of the Defence because it is untrue by reason of the
matters pleaded in sub-paragraphs (d)(i), (ii) and (iii) above;
(e)

TI-K1 crumoc

1.4 1

as to subparagraph 36(f):

nnn21
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21.

(f)

admits LMIM as trustee for the MPF received the amounts set out in
subparagraphs 36(f)(i) and (ii) of the Defence;

(ii)

but says that on or about 29 June 2011, an amount of $4,545.94 was refunded by
LMIM as trustee for the MPF to Gujarat for an overpayment made on settlement;

(iii)

denies that the amount received by LMIM as trustee of the MPF is appropriately
categorised or defined as a "Litigation Funding Fee" because it is not;

(f)

admits subparagraph 36(g); and

(g)

denies subparagraph 36(h) on the basis there was no "Litigation Funding Fee" payable
as alleged.

As to paragraph 38 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

does4vat=etimit denies the matters alleged at subparagraph (a) for the reasons pleaded at
paragraph 15(f)4-4(e) above;

(b)

as to subparagraph (b), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 30C of
the 45FASOC;

(c)

as to subparagraph (c), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded herein in response to
paragraphs 28(c) and 39 of the Defence;

(d)

admits subparagraph (d);

(e)

does not admit subparagraph (e) on the basis it is not clear what "accounts" are being
referred to therein, and having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the
truth or falsity of the allegation;

(f)

as to subparagraph (f):
(f)

admits that LMIM as RE of the FMIF directed part of the Gujarat Settlement
Payment to LMIM as trustee of the MPF as it similarly directed other parts of the
Gujarat Settlement Payment to another six parties; but

(ii) denies that LMIM as RE of the FMIF was entitled to direct the payment pleaded
therein for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 37 and 37A of the LFASOC;
(g)

22.

as to subparagraph_.(g):
(i)

says that_thP matIffs_aleged therein are not responsive to paragraph 37 of the
45FASOC_;

(ii)

denies the matters alleged on_the basis that,pursuant to the Deed of Priority, as
pleaded at p r4graph12ofthe5EASQC,LMJMas RE of the FM1F was granted
first_priority over LMIM as trustee of the MPF,

As to paragraph 39 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

denies the matters alleged at subparagraph (a) for the reasons pleaded above in response
to paragraph 18 of the Defence;

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):

izakrursr‘re 1A1 forr27 A--
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(c)

(i)

denies that there was any "Litigation Funding Fee" as that term is described in
the Defence;

(ii)

denies that it was appropriate for the second defendant to rely merely on the
WMS Report and thc Aliens Advice because those advices had the deficiencies
pleaded at paragraph 30C of the FASOC;

(iii)

denies that there was any reasonable basis for an "after the event" calculation of a
rate to be paid to LMIM as trustee of the MPF "properly to protect the interests
of both the FMIF and the MPF" and says the Settlement payment should have
been accounted for in the manner pleaded at paragraphs 37 and 37A of the
iiFASOC;

as to subparagraph (c):

(i)

denies that it was reasonable for the second defendant to reach the conclusions
alleged because:

LMIM ac tructoo of the-MPF fcr the roncont; platitiod at parneyoph 1514(0
tbintt
(B)

the Proceeds Split was not fair to FMIF because the Proceeds Split was to
the detriment of LMIM as RE of the FMIF and the plaintiff repeats and
relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph .15-1-4(4) 12 above;

(C)

the Proceeds Split was not in the best interests of FM1F's members
because it was to the detriment of FM1F's members and the plaintiff
repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 4444s) 19 above;

(D)

the Proceeds Split was excessive and unnecessary;

(E)

LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not in an analogous position to a
litigation funder at all because it had funded the Proceedings as registered
mortgagee with second priority under the Deed of Priority;

(ii) otherwise €149s=not=atkait denies that there was any such understanding between
the directors of LMIM as alleged for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 15(f)4-4(-e)
above;
(d)

as to subparagraph (d), denies that the second defendant gave adequate consideration to
the matters referred to, for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 37A of the if FASOC, and
further:
(i)

denies that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was entitled to be paid any "Litigation
Funding Fee" because it was not;

(ii)

does—not—ad/nit denies that there was any such understanding between the
directors of LM1M as alleged for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 15(04-4(e)
above;

(iii)

says it was not in the best interests if FMIF 's members and it was unlikely that
LMLM as trustee of the MPF would sue LMIM as RE of the FMIF as alleged
where the former had no entitlement to any split of the settlement proceeds; and

,,TrrvVQ ,411,111'I
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(iv) says the Proceeds Split caused detriment to LMIM as RE of the FMIF because it
reduced the amount recovered by it from the settlement of the Proceedings;
(e)

as to subparagraph (e):
(i)

tioes=oot=adfftit denies that there was any such understanding between the
directors of LMIM as alleged for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 15(f)4-4(&)
above; and
says the Settlement payment should have been accounted for in the manner
pleaded at paragraphs 37 and 37A of the KFASOC.

23.

As to paragraph 41 of the Defence, II fa)--adopt-s-the-achEttiasioti-at-subparagraph-(a);
(.1)-)—aa=4)=8044Par&gfol44=0*
of the FMIF because those chilies were owed to LMIM and to INITM as RE of
t=14e=FA4:
(ii)

(a)

admit° that tho c4atatotiy Etatios of 44floora of a Fesponailf4e onti4y of-.a registered
8ekeflio-afe-pfeaefibecl--ift-s-60+FD-ef-tke-A-ett but

out -o that it to doodad at A ara_ra )11 39 a of tho 11AS9C that tho &at to oixth
of-144411V1=e0-142Epe,f=44€
t -. .-.-.L

(44—as-to4Rtioloaramtar 444*

fa lsity of the allcgatioiis:

24.

As to paragraph 66 f the Defence, the j44' :
(a)

as to subparagraph (a):

171‘1.11/1f ,V. 1F111I11127 '7
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(i)

denies that the payment aladi,. to- LM E'd as -trustee of thc MPF 4s er was to be
33

(19)=Ets=to=f4ATafogrsariSi*
1--the-MPFs

(ii)

denic)3 ac untrue the allegation that the burnt-me judgment te outer into the Deed

(i44)—€1enies-at-untftte-the-ailegatiott-that--there-was-any—L-ittgation--Eundin

pleadcd at

taketiarkel

(a)-t-o-(1)-iterecrE
25A. As to paragraph 52 of the Defen e. the plaintiff denies the payment was within the power
conferred on LMIM as RE of the FMIF:
(a)

for the reasons pleaded at paragraph lAB above: and

(b)

because the payment of the settlement sum to the MPF was a breach of LMLM's duties
under section 601FC of the Act.

25B. As to paragraph 52A of the Defence, the -plaintiff:

nxirmrc 1A1 J1WI1
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(a)

as to subparagraphs (a) and (c), repeats and relies on the responses to paragraphs 39 to
52 above;

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

as to subparagraph (ii), does not admit that it would have been a breach of the
duties of LMIM as trustee of the MPF as alleged on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegation;

(ii)

admits subparagraph (iii);

(iii) as to subparagraph (iv), denies that LMIM as trustee for the MPF would not have
entered into the Deed of Release and Deed f Settlement and Release because
LMIM would not have withheld its consent or cooperation to the settlement of
the Proceedings in a way which prioritised the interests of LMIM as trustee of the
MPF over the interests of members of the FMIF for the reasons pleaded in
paragraph 19(b)(iib) above:
(iv) as to subparagraph (v), denies the allegation for the reasons pleaded in (iii)
above:
(v)

as to subparagraph (vi), denies the allegation for the reasons pleaded in (iii)
above:

(vi) as to subparagraph (vii):
(A)

denies the allegation for the reasons pleaded in (iii) above;

(B)

says that it was not a party to the Gujarat Contract;

(vii) as to the second subparagraph (vii), denies the allegation for the reasons pleaded
in (iii) above.
25C. As to paragraph 52AA of the Defence, the plaintiff repeats and relies on the responses to
paragraphs 39 to 52 above and on paragraph 25B above:
25D. As to paragraph 53(b) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

denies the settlement would not have occurred for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 25B
above;

(b)

denies thepayments or funding alleged in 22(b) and 22(e) would not have been made or
provided for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 25B above-,

(c)

repeats and relies on the responses to paragraphs 22, 27(d), 35(b)(iib), 35Iii11 (A) to (C)
and 52A to 52AA above.

25E. As to paragraph 54(b) of the Defence. the plaintiff:
(a)

denies the settlement would not have occurred for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 25B
above.

(b)

denies the payments or funding alleged in 22(b) and 22(e) would not have been made or
provided for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 25B above;

rInii,r-snr.0
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repeats and relies on the responses to paragraphs 22. 27(d), 35(b)(iib) and 35(f)(iii) (A)
to (C) and 52A to 52AA above.

(c)

25F. As to paragraph 55 of the Defence: the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (b). denies the allegation therein and repeats and relies on paragraph
4.5B of the 5FASOC;

(b)

as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

denies the settlement would not have occurred for the reasons pleaded in
paragraph 25B above;

(ii)

denies the payments or funding alleged in 22(b) and 22(e) would not have been
made or provided for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 25B above:

(iii) repeats and relies on the responses to paragraphs 22. 27(d). 35(b)(iib) and
35(f)(iii) (A) to (C) and 52A to 52AA above.
25.

As to paragraph 67 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a) as to subparagraph (a), does not admit that the second defendant acted honestly in
making, permitting or directing the amount paid to LMIM as trustee for the MPF to be
paid by LMIM in its capacity as RE of the FMIF, on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegation; and
(ha) is not required to_plead to subparagraph_ (ba);
(bb) does not admit subparagraph (bb) on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegation;
(bc) as to subparagraph (bc):
fil______adnitts_siiPpamgr __L(i);
:
(i_j)Ldnathpa
ar w_p_l_Dj,
l i•

(b)

(iv)

admits subparagraph (iv);

(v)

does not admit subparagraph (v)_ on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(vi)

does _not admit_ subparagraph (vi) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the tru_th_or_falsity of the allegations;

as to subparagraphs (b) and (c), denies the allegations therein because, having regard to
all the circumstances of this case (in particular those pleaded at paragraph 37A of the
kFASOC and the second defendant's knowledge and experience in the operation of
LMIM and the_absence of any greement between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and
LMIM as trustee of the MPF in rektion to the MPF recoverin a shar of the
proceedings of the Proceedings prior to the entry into of the Deed Poll), there is no
basis on which it can be said that the second defendant ought fairly be excused for any
contravention of the Act.

nxlrnnrc ,),inntyx,
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thc basis that, having
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s
thot having mode rcocnab1e-cnqoirics, it renth-unccrtain
to the truth or foloity of the

28.

Save as aforesaid, the Plaintiff joins issue with the matters pleaded in the Defence.

This amended pleading was settled by Mr D O'Brien of Queen's Counsel and Mr M Jones of
counsel.

Signed:
Description:

Solicitors for the Plaintiff

Dated:

4..44449--26614

PNIFTle,C 14.1 rInl117 rine,'

+2-Mareli-20-1-9 4 April 2019
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-2The plaintiff hereby replies to the Fufthef Amended Defence of the third defendant dated 1-2
IR:ttlitoil-24l4-9 4 April 2019 as follows (the Defence):
March 2018
1.

2.

The plaintiff adopts the:
(a)

admissions made in paragraphs 1, 3(a), 7(a), 10(a), 11(a), 12(a), 13, 14, 15(a),
19(aa), 20(a), 24(a), 25(a); 26(:1)7 27(a), 28(a), 31(a) and (b), 3-5-(a)736= and 43
an4-L54 of the Defence;

(b)

the definitions used in the T4444 Second Fifth Further Amended Statement of
Claim dated Novenaber-204-6—(2F--ASOC-) 4—Relmstiotai 20.14 2 April 2019
(45FASOC1 and the Defence (unless the contrary intention is expressed).

As to paragraph 2 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions made therein in subparagraphs (a) to (c);

(b)

joins issue with subparagraph (d);

(c)

does not admit subparagraphs (a) and—(-P) on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations;

(d)

admits sub_paragraph

2A. As to paragraph 2A of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 3 of the
alFASOC:

(ii)

says further that the first to sixth defendants were acting in their capacity
as directors of the seventh defendant in its capacity as RE of the FM1F in
relation to the matters pleaded at paragraph 36 of the if FASOC:

(iii)

for the reasons pleaded in sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) above denies that
the plaintiff does not have standing as alleged.

2B.

As to paragraph 2B of the Defence, the plaintiff does not admit the allegations therein
on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth
or falsity of the allegations.

2C.

As to paragraph 2C of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraphs (a) and (b) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity
of the allegations;

(b)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (c);

(c)

as to the allegations in subparagraph (d):
(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in paragraphs 5 to 36, 38 to
40 and 44 to 46 of the 1,1FASOC;
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-3otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations.
2D. As to the allegations at subparagraphs 3(b)(i), 4(a), 5(a), 6(b)(i), 7(b)(i), 8(i), 9(b)(i),
1001}fg1(i), 11(b)(i), 12(b)(i), 15(b)(i), 16(b)(i), 17(a), 18(b)(i), 19(a), 20(e)(i),
22(c)(i), 23(b)(i), 24(b)(i), 25(b), 26(b)(i), 27(b)(i), 28(b)(i) and 43(a) of the Defence
which refer to paragraphs 2B and 2C of the Defence:

3.

(a)

those allegations purport to be made in support of a non-admission;

(b)

those allegations are not proper non admissions and are liable to be ttnjck out;

(c)

to the extent that the third defendant relies on those allegations as positive
allegations of material fact, the plaintiff repeats and relies upon the matters
pleaded in the il.FASOC and at paragraphs 2B and 2C above.

As to paragraph 6 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (a);

(b)

says further as to subparagraph (a) that:
(i)

the document referred to in subparagraph (a)(iv) was not executed on
behalf of Balgow Pty Limited;

(ii)

the "Variation Deed" referred to in subparagraph (a)(viii):
(A) was also executed on behalf of Richland Investment (Australia) Pty
Ltd, Balgow Pty Ltd, Great Pacific Capital Limited and GPC No 8
(Bulli) Pty Ltd; and
(B)

4.

contains a Facility Agreement at Annexure A which was separately
executed on behalf of Bellpac, PTAL and LMIM as RE.

As to paragraph 9(a) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions in subparagraph (a);

(b)

says the MPF Mortgage is comprised of the mortgage bearing dealing no.
AB211547W referred to in subparagraph (a)(i);

(c)

further says the MPF Charge is comprised of the fixed and floating charge
referred to in subparagraph (a)(ii) formerly registered with ASIC as charge
number 1327826.

(a)

LIvIIM as trustee f the MPF siencd the Deed f Pri ft •

Atistvo934

-eftsiodittrt21-seitd-t.ite-iiii•evaittil4e-Ettti
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(c)

the terms f ause 13 f the Deed f Pr rity relate t LMINel as res sible
elitithe-R4R
MPF only:

(g)

(i)

6.

7.

8.

the namea of the PartiJo in the deed include a reference to LMIN1 twice. once
,,
-entitv" and once finc44.8_4n44:_

de,".fiene.4.444...t!R€sp.o.n4bie

in fact, LMIM as trustee f the MPF held a third re istered mort s
ProDertY,

vcr the

As to paragraph 16(a) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (a) that it disclosed to the third defendant
those documents described therein but says that the copy of the document
disclosed and entitled "Access Licence Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" (referred to in
subparagraph (a)(v)) has not been executed on behalf of Coalfields;

(b)

says the letter referred to in subparagraph (a)(vi) was also addressed to
Coalfields;

(c)

further says that these documents comprise the 2004 Agreements.

As to paragraph 18(a) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (a);

(b)

says that these documents are the Settlement Deeds.

As to paragraph 20 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

admits the allegations in subparagraphs (b) and (bb);

(b)

adopts the admission at as-to subparagraph (c):
(i)--deMes-that-the-Goalftelds--er.o.sa•-el6mas-eommeneecl-by-way-ef-fifst
cross claim summons filed 18 March 2010 because it was commenced by
way-ef-first-erOSS-elaim-suirimons-filed 16 March 2010;
(ii) says that the Coalfields cross claim was filed in the Bellpac proceedings;

(0)

does not admit the allegation in as to subparagraph (d) because the description
of-the-pafty-itt-4he-B-ellpac--pr-eeeedings--was-411,1-r-and-it-doe6 not identify in
what capacity LMIM was a party to the Bellpac proceedings and having-made
reasonable enquiries, it remains-uneeFtaiia--as-48-tite-tFutla-or-falsi
allegations, admits that LMIM as trustee for the MPF was also a party to the
Proceedings.

9—As-to-parograpb-2-1-of-the-Defenee3-the-plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraphs (a) and (b):
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(b)
10.

(i)

says that the allegations therein are not responsive to the matters pleaded
at paragraph 23 of the 2FASOC;

(ii)

otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations;

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraphs (c) and (d).

As to paragraphs 22(a) and (b) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in paragraphs 23 and 24 of the
FASOC;

(b)

adopts the admission in as to subparagraph (a):

(c)

(i)

denies that the FMIF was frozen on the basis that from 3 March 2009
LMIM as RE of the FMIF determined that it would not accept any
applications for investment in the FMIF from any person who was not an
existing member in the FMIF;

(n)

admits subparagra_pti

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

denies the allegation in subparagraph (i) as untrue because LMINI as
trustee of the MPF funded the Proceedings as second mortgagee in the
manner pleaded at paragraph 24 of the KFASOC;

(ii)

does-not-admit denies as untrue the allegation in subparagraph (ii) on the
basis that there was no such understanding as alleged, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations;
as to subparagraph (iii):

11.

(A)

admits that "funding was not provided pursuant to the Deed of
Priority";

(B)

says that the Deed of Priority was not a facility agreement (or
similar) pursuant to which funds were advanced, but rather
regulated the priority between LMDI as RE of the FMIF and
L1VIIM as trustee of the MPF in relation to recovery of their
respective loans to Bellpac.

As to paragraph 23 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions in subparagraph (a);

(b)

says the document referred to in subparagraph (a)(ii) was also purportedly
executed on behalf of Bellpac;

(c)

does not admit the allegation of material fact at subparagraph (b)(i) on the basis
that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegation;

(d)

is not required to otherwise plead thereto.
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-611A. As to paragraph 26 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (aa);

(c)

as to subparagraph (bb):
(i)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), admits that the recitals to the Deed of Release
contained references to the matters alleged;

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), admits that clauses 5 and 6 of the Deed of
Release contained references to the matters alleged;
(iv) as to subparagraph (iv), admits that clause 2 of the Deed of Release
contained references to the matters alleged;
(v)_ as to subparagraph (v) admits that clauses 5 and 6 of the Deed of
Settlement and Release contained references to the matters alleged;
(vi)

admits subparagraph (vi);

(vii) does not admit subparagraph (vii) on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains =certain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations;
(viii) denies subparagraph (viii) on the basis that the words of clause 22.1 of
the Deed of Release did not have the effect alleged;
(ix) admits subparagraph (ix);
(x)

as to subparagraph (x):
(A)

says that the allegation is vague and =particularised;

(B)

admits (and says) that LMIIvi as trustee of the MIT was bound by
the Deed of Release;

(=Q—c,1
1-4,1144-as-tftratee-of111e4/1T-was-alsera-partron-the-basis-that-by

Reicqac to LMIM could-only have been
of-the-FME.Ft

rcfcrcnccs in
nees4o-L-M-13+4-as RE

(cc) admits subparagraph (cc);
(dd) as to subparagraph (dd):
Ii)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii), admits that the recitals to the Deed of Release
contained references to the matters alleged;

BNF DOCS
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(iii) as to subparagraph
repeats and relies upon its response to
subparagraph (aa)(v) above;
(iv) does not admit subparagraph (iv) on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations;
(v)

admits subparagraph (v);

(vi) denies subparagraph (vi) on the basis that the words of clause 19.1 of the
Deed of Release did not have the effect alleged;
'vii) admits subparagraph (vii):
(viii) as to subparagraph (viii):
(A) says that the allegation is vague and unparticularised;
(B)

admits (and says) that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was bound by
the Deed of Settlement and Release;

baoiu that, by tho roferonoo to PTAL hGine a oicnatorr of the

to=1441444=ae=PEE.44he=F4141&
(ee) admits subparagraph (ee).
12.

As to paragraph 29 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission contained therein;

(b)

admits the allegation of material fact therein.

(c)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in paragraphs 30A of the 2FASOC;

(€1)—ethefwise-jeine4ssue-with-the-allegatiens-therein:
13.

14.

As to paragraph 30 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

admits the allegations at subparagraph (b);

(c)

as to subparagraph (c), admits the email from the second defendant to the first,
third, fourth and sixth defendants and Mr Fischer dated 14 March 2011 at
3:35pm.

As to paragraph 31 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);
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-8(ii) does not admit that the final forms of the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of
Release and the Deed of Release and Settlement were not in existence at
the dates of the WMS instructions on 6 December 2010 and the Aliens
instructions on 14 March 2011, on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;
(b)

as to subparagraph (b):

3f-ASOC4--ankl
(B) admit° that, at tho data of tho inctruotiono, whothor or not a

Me€144iefi4lea4.t==iktrreentet*

fe&ity-erf-the-oiloetti.ionE

(iv) as to subparagraph (iv):
(A)

as to admits the allegations in subparagraph (A):
does not admit that Aliens were engaged "at all material
times-fr-em-er-ou-aheut--1-13eeember--2.0-141-in-felation4o4he
settlement-negotiatien&-in-respect of the Proceedings-on-the
4asis--that;-haN.ing-made-r-easenel4e-enquifiesT--they-feniain
uneeitain-as4e-the-tFuth-or-falsity-of-the-allegationsi
(ii) does not admit that Aliens were the solicitors retained to-act
on behalf of LMIEVI and PTAL in the Proceedings, including
for the settlement negotiations in respect of those
enquiries, they remain uncertain as to the truth or falsity of
the allegations;

(B)

as to the allegations in subparagraph (B), admits that the
instructions to Aliens contained the information pleaded at
paragraph 30(b) of the Defence;

(BB) admits subparagraph(B1R
(C)

says that the allegations in subparagraph (C) are vague and
embarrassing and therefore do not admit the allegations on the
basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, they remain uncertain
as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;
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-9(D)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (D) on the basis that, if the
Defendants intended to rely upon advice from WMS or Aliens,
they should have ensured that the instructions on which that advice
would be based were accurately communicated to the relevant
persons who provided the advice at WMS and Aliens;

(v) does not admit the allegations in subparagraph (v) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;

81F16Pitcater-&144144-simrow

(iv)

as to suboaraeraph (

(iii):

tAi----R-the-aWega4ottasuhtwtratritiths-64t&•-EFit
+0441o=teatiott

the--Proeeedtnga—L--as--IkE-of---t:he-FMIF-eou-lti-effeet--the
trus1ee-of-the-M4F7;
(D)

(L)

uo untruo that th watt ro oil sod thoroin oroctod u

afi to aubtxtrograph (1') in purtiJulttrAonioi; LIG untruo that there wu
turv-prtlierei,s-fer-surit-etti-atfi-i4u-44se-ofi.ht-sai.e-pou

whether tillY t1t110 \yap not tit nuirlcot value) on he tutt;i that, ,bu nn;
falsity of the allegations:

abo-ve:
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truatoo of the MPF to take thew °top, beuaume dein t would
ivive-eottatittited-a-brefieh-of-geetiortg-60-1-FC-f-1-40--ancl--6-of
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FMLF---er-P-T-AL—te-perfoufn-theif-obit
— gations-under-the-doeumentg
(d)

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

adopts-the-aElmissien-thereint as to subparagraph (i):
(A)

admits subparagraph (A);

(B)

as to subparagraph (B), does not admit that the authors of the
Aliens Advice were aware of the matters alleged at the time of
drawing the Aliens Advice on the basis that, haying made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity
of the allegations;

(-ii)--does-not-admit-the-allegatiens-in-subparagrapli-(i)--en the basis that3
ha-ving-4Bade-Feasonahle-enquifies7-it--remaiRs-uneeftain-as-to-the-tfuth-of
falsity of the allegations;
(iii) jeilis.-issue-with-the--allegations-in denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis
that the true position is as pleaded at subparagraph 30C(c) of the
45FASOC;
(e)

admits the allegations in subparagraph (e);

(f)

as to subparagraph (f):
(i)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (i);

(ii)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (ii);

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):
(A)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (A);

P".:EF,C3CS
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(B)

denies subparagraph (B) as untrue because LMIM as trustee of the
MPF funded the Proceedings as second mortgagee;

(C)

as to subparagraph (C), dees not admit denies as untrue that there
was any such understanding as alleged on the basis that, having
made reasonable-enquiries, it romains-uneeftain-as-to4he4mth-ef
falsity of the allegations.

(iv) as to subparagraph (iv).;
(A)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (A);

(B)

does not admit the allegations at subparagraph (13) on the basis
that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to
the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(C)

denies-as to subparagraph (C) as-untBle-fer-the-reaeons-that leaded

(i)

admit subparagraph C.2;

(ii)

admit subparagraph C.3:

(iii)

otherwise denies the allegations on the basis that:
(1) pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the
Act, where and to the extent to which there was any
conflict between the interests of members of the FM-IF
and LMIM (whether on its own behalf or as trustee of
the MPF). LMIM was required to act in a way which
gave priority to the interests of members of the FMT;
(2) LMIM would not have withheld its consent or
cooperation to the settlement of the Proceedings in a
way which prioritised the interests of LMIM as trustee
of the MPF over the interests of members of the FMIF;
(3) LMIM as trustee of the MPF could not have, and would
not have, "insisted" on obtaining a "reasonable share" of
the settlement proceeds.

15.

As to paragraph 32 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

denies that the WMS Report contained the opinion alleged because
it did not;

(B)

says that the WMS Report stated that "...the litigation funding for
a matter such as this would range between 30% to 40%. For the
purposes of our allocation we have adopted the midpoint being
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- 12 35% for MPF. Accordingly, the remaining 65% of the litigation
proceeds should be applied to FM/F";
(C)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 34(a) of
the ilFASOC;

(D)

says that the WMS Report was deficient in that the instructions
provided to WMS had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C
of the 45FASOC;

(iii) as to subparagraph
(A)

says that the WMS Report on page 2 under the heading "Source of
Information" listed the matters on which the report was "primarily
based" as being "information supplied";

(B)

otherwise does not admit whether the WMS Report was based on
any other sources of information (which are not identified in the
Defence) on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(c) as to subparagraph (c), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded above in
response to paragraph 29 of the Defence.
16.

As to paragraph 33 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions at subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statements alleged at
subparagraphs (i) and (iii), did not advise the matters referred to at
subparagraph (ii) and was addressed as alleged at subparagraph (iv);

(ii)

but says that the statement alleged at subparagraph (i) was subject to the
matters set out in the Aliens Advice, summarised at paragraph 16 of that
advice;

(iii)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraphs 34(a) and
34(aa) of the KFASOC;

(iv)

says that the Aliens Advice was deficient in that the instructions provided
to Aliens had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
FASOC.

16A. As to paragraph 33A of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions at subparagraph (a);

(131 admits subparagraph (b);
(c)

admits subparagraph (c);

(d)

admits subparagraph (d);

(e)

joins issue with subparagraph (e).

16B. As _v_2_,pAu
ra

Defence theplaintiff:
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(a)

denies subparagraph (a) as untrue and further:
as to subparagraph (i), admits that the 45FASOC does not allege against
the director defendants any breach of Part 2D.1 of the Act;

(i)

denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that one of the breaches pleaded
against the first to sixth defendants in the a5FASOC is the contravention
of section 60IFD(1)(c) at paragraph 45 thereof
(b)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (b).

16C. As to paragraph 33C of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a)
(i)

ado_pts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(fij

as to subparagraph (ii):
(A) adopts the admission contained therein;
(B)

denies as untrue that the Aliens Advice expressly opined that the
proposed split of proceeds of settlement of the proceedings was
legally acceptable because the opinion offered therein was
qualified to the extent it was subject to the matters then identified
at subparagraphs [16](a) to (g) inclusive, of which subparagraphs
(a), (d), (e), (f) and (g) were not established for the reasons pleaded
in the 35FASOC;

(C)

denies that the Aliens Advice did not state or warn that the
proposed split of the proceeds would constitute, or result in, breach
of section 601FD of the Act, on the basis that the Aliens Advice
referred to sections 601FC and 601FD of the Act, warned that
LM1M would need to comply with those sections and did not
explain how making the proceeds split was consistent with those
requirements;

repeats and relies upon its response above to
(iii) as to subparagraph
paragraph 33(b) of the Defence;
(iv)

as to subparagraph (iv):
(A) admits that the Aliens Advice was obtained as part of LMIM's
consideration of the proper and most appropriate treatment of the
proceeds of settlement of the Proceedings;
(B)

says that, to the extent the Aliens Advice was sought, or the
director defendants believed the Aliens Advice was being sought,
to consider how to split the proceeds "having regard to the context
in which those proceeds were produced and the respective interests
of FMIF and the MPF", those considerations did not negative the
requirement pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of
the Act to pay the whole of the proceeds of the settlement of the
Proceedings to LMIM as RE of the FM1E;

(b)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (b);

(c)

as to subparagraph (c):
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(i)

(ii) as to subparagraph (iv):
(A) repeats and relies upon its response above to subparagraph 33(b) of
the Defence;
(B)

otherwise denies the allegations on the basis that the statement at
paragraph 16 of the Aliens Advice was qualified, to the extent it
was subject to the matters then identified at subparagraphs [16](a)
to (g) inclusive, of which subparagraphs (a), (d), (e), (f) and (g)
were not established for the reasons pleaded in the WFASOC;

(iii) denies subparagraph (v) because paragraph 16 of the Aliens Advice was
qualified, to the extent it was subject to the matters then identified at
subparagraphs 1161(a) to (g) inclusive, of which subparagraphs (a), (d),
(e), (f) and (g) were not established for the reasons pleaded in the
45FASOC;
(iv) denies subparagraph (vi) on the basis that:
(A) whether the proceeds split was in the best interests of members of
the FMT within the meaning of sections 601FC(1)(c) and
601FD(1)(c) was a matter, in respect of which LMIM sought legal
advice from Aliens, in the form of the Aliens Advice;
(B)

alternatively, if and to the extent that the decision to pay part of the
proceeds of the settlement of the Bellpac proceeding was a
commercial, corporate or ethical judgraent, it was not and could
not have been in the interests of members of the FM1F to pay the
sum of $15,546,147.85 to the MPF as pleaded at paragraph 35 of
the 45FASOC;

as to subparagraph (vii):
(A) as to subparagraph (A), admits that the Aliens Advice did not
expressly state the matters alleged but says that the effect of the
Aliens Advice was, inter alia, that:
(1)

LMIM as RE of the FMIF was required to act in the bests
interests of members of the FMIF;

(2)

paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee
of the MPF may be inconsistent with LMIM's obligations;

(3)

the directors of LM1IYI needed to give consideration to the
matters raised in the Aliens Advice in deciding whether to
split the proceeds of the Bellpac litigation between the FMIF
and the MPF (as stated at paragraph 50 thereof);

(B) as to subparagraph (B), admits that the Aliens Advice did not
expressly state the matters alleged but says that the effect of the
Allens Advice was, inter alia, that:
(1)

LM1M as RE of the FMIF was required to act in the bests
interests of members of the FMIF;
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(C)

(d)

(2)

paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee
of the MPF may be inconsistent with LMIM' s obligations;

(3)

the directors of LMIM needed to give consideration to the
matters raised in the Aliens Advice in deciding whether to
split the proceeds of the Bellpac litigation between the FMIF
and the MPF (as stated at paragraph 50 thereof);

as to subparagraph (C);
(1)

denies the allegations as untrue;

(2)

says that, if the assumptions referred to at paragraphs 25 and
27 of the Allens Advice were "invalid or incapable of being
confirmed" and the director defendants read, considered and
relied upon the Aliens Advice in deciding to proceed with
the proceeds split, a reasonable person in their position
would have followed up or asked questions about those
matters, either to Mr Monaghan or Aliens and not proceeded
with the proceeds split;

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i):

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

admits that paragraph [56] fell under the heading "Issues for the
RE as an AFS Licensee";

(B)

denies as untrue, to the extent it is alleged, that such placement
negatives the plea in the a5FASOC that paragraph [561
misconstrued or was inconsistent with the effect of sections
601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the Act;

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) as untrue;
(e)

as to subparagraph (e):
(i)

denies subparagraph (i) as untrue;

(ii)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (ii);

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), admits that the Aliens Advice did not expressly
state the matters alleged but says that the effect of the Aliens advice was,
inter alia, that:
(A)

LMIM as RE of the FMIF was required to act in the bests interests
of members of the FMIF, consistently with sections 601FC and
601FD of the Act;

(B)

paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee of the
MIT may be inconsistent with LMIM's obligations;

(C)

the directors of LMIM needed to give consideration to the matters
raised in the Aliens Advice in deciding whether to split the
proceeds of the Bellpac litigation between the FMIF and the MPF
(as stated at paragraph 50 thereof);
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subparagraphs 33C(v)(iv) to (vi) of the Defence;
ffi

as to subparagraph (f):
(i)

and (iii) on the basis that the true position is
denies subparagraphs (i)
as pleaded at subparagraph 3011(1) of the 45FASOC;
as to subparagraph (iv):
(A) admits that the instructions provided to Aliens on 14 March 2011
expressly informed Aliens that FMIF and MPF had not entered into
an agreement concerning the proposed split of any proceeds from
the Proceedings;
(B)

says that the email [FM]F.300.004.3198] from Mr Monaghan to
Mr Lavell of WMS, which was forwarded to Aliens, states, inter
alia:
was always the understanding of LM's directors that it
was appropriate for MPF's contribution to be recognised by
providing MPF with a share of any proceeds recovered by
the litigation, however as the outcome of the litigation was
so uncertain, and the possible methods of resolving the
litigation so varied, it was not considered appropriate to
enter into any formal agreement to split the proceeds at that
time."

(C)
(g)

says that the Aliens Advice at paragraph 9 recites the substance of
the passage pleaded at subparagraph (B) above;

as to subparagraph (g):
(i)

denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 30I1(g) of the 45FASOC;

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A) admits that the matters set out at paragraphs 25, 27, 35, 37 and 53
of the Aliens Advice were not conclusions;
(B)

says that the Aliens Advice did not in fact reach an unqualified
opinion that the proceeds split was consistent with the duties of
LMIM as RE of the FMIF or its directors;

(C)

otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis that, having
made reasonable enquiries, they remain uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) on the basis that the Aliens Advice was
qualified, to the extent it was subject to the matters then identified at
subparagraphs [161(a) to (g) inclusive, of which subparagraphs (a), (d),
(e), (f) and (g) were not established for the reasons pleaded in the
a5FASOC;
(h)

as to subparagraph;
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (9;
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to the effect of section 601FC ought to have alerted the director
defendants to the need for LMIM to comply with those provisions,
including section 601FC(1)(c);
(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):
(A)

if and to the extent it is alleged, says that the proceeds split was
justified on the basis that the third defendant acted in the bests
interests of members of the IVLPF, proceeding on that basis was a
breach of sections 601FD(1)(b) and (1)(c);

(B)

admits that there may be situations in which LMIM may have
acted in the best interests of members of the MPF without
breaching the duties imposed by sections 601FD(1)(b) or (c);

(C)

denies as untrue that causing the Settlement payment to be made to
LMIM as trustee of the MPF was consistent with or reconcilable
with the duties imposed by sections 601FD(1)(b) or (c);

(D)

repeats and relies upon its responses above to paragraphs 33C(c)(v)
and 33C(f)(iii) of the Defence;

(iv) is not required to plead to the non-admission at subparagraph (iv);
(i)

as to subparagraph (i):
(i)

admits subparagraph (1):

fii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

is not required to plead to the non-admission made therein;

(B)

to the extent the further matters alleged are allegations of material
fact:
(1)

admits subparagraph (A);

(2)

denies subparagraph (B) on the basis that one of the
breaches pleaded against the first to sixth defendants in the
45FASOC is the contravention of section 601FD(1)(c) at
paragraph 45 thereof;

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its responses above to
subparagraphs 33(b), 33C(a)(ii), 33C(c)(iv), 33C(c)(v), 33C(e)(iii),
33C(g)(ii) and 33C(g)(iii) of the Defence;
(j)

as to subparagraph (j):
admits subparagraph (i);
(ii) adopts the admission at subparagraph (ii);
(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its responses above to
subparagraphs 33(b), 33C(3)(ii), 33C(e)(iv), 33C(c)(v), 33C(e)(iii),
33C(g)(ii) and 33C(g)(iii) of the Defence;

(k)

as to subparagraph (k):

1)(
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(1)

(i)

denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 30H(k) of the i5FASOC;

(ii)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (ii);

as to subparagraph (1):
(i)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii)

admits subparagraph (ii);

fill) as to subparagraph (iii):
(A) admits the matters alleged; but
(B)

says that the third defendant was required to make his own
independent assessment of the Aliens Advice and the
appropriateness of the proceeds split, as referred to at paragraph 50
of the Aliens Advice;

(iv) denies subparagraph (iv) on the basis that a reasonable director in the
position of the director defendants, who read the Aliens Advice, would
have appreciated that the Aliens Advice had the deficiencies pleaded in
the 45FASOC and would have sought further advice before acting in
reliance on the Aliens Advice; •
(v)

denies subparagraph (v) as untrue and repeats and relies upon the matters
pleaded at subparagraphs (iii) and (iv) above;

(vi) does not admit subparagraph (vi) on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations.
17.

As to paragraph 34(o) of the Defence, the plaintiff
-does not admit the allegations therein on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations.
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (b);

(c)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (c);

(d)

admits subparagraph (d);

(e)

as to subparagraph (e):
(i

adopts the admission contained therein;

(ii) is not required to plead to the non-admission contained therein;
(f)

denies subparagraph (f) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
paragraph 31 of the 15FASOC.

17A, As to paragraph 35 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)
BNEDOCS
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(i)

adopts the admission contained therein;

(ii)

does not admit the further allegation of material fact on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegation;

(b)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (b);

(c)

as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

is not required to plead thereto, to the extent the matters pleaded are nonadmissions;

(ii)

admits that the Deed Poll was executed in the week prior to the date of
execution of the Deed of Release. Deed of Settlement and Release and
the Gujarat Contract;

(iii) otherwise denies the allegations on the basis that the true position is as
pleaded at paragraph 31A of the a5FASOC.
17B. As to paragraph 36A of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

(b)

as to subparagraph (a), adopts the admission contained therein and further:
(i)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii)

denies subparagraphs (ii) and (iii) as untrue;

as to subparagraph (b), says that the true position was as pleaded at paragraph
32A of the 35FASOC and further:
(i)

as to subparagraph (i):
(A)

admits the Deed Poll contained the text quoted;

(B)

does not admit that the directors discussed or properly considered
the Aliens Advice among themselves or with Mr Monaghan prior
to the director defendants executing the Deed Poll or determining
to proceed with the split of the settlement proceeds on the basis
that, having made reasonable enquiries, it einairts uncertain as to
the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):

(iii)
18.

(A)

admits that there is similarity between the text of the background
matters set out in the Deed Poll and the text of the background
matters set out in the Aliens Advice;

(B)

does not admit that the "Background" summary of the Deed Poll
was prepared with reference to the Aliens Advice on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the
truth or falsity of the allegations;

admits subparagraphs (iii) and (iv).

As to paragraph 37 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a):
5,1,'zt 3 docx
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(b)

(c)

(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded above in response to
paragraph 22(b) of the Defence;

(ii)

otherwise joins issue with the allegations therein;

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

says that those allegations are not a proper non admission and are liable
to be struck out;

(ii)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraphs (i) or (ii) on the basis
that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the
truth or falsity of the allegations;

(iii)

joins issue with subparagraph (iii);

as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraphs (i)

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), repeats and relies upon its responses to
paragraphs 2B, 2C and 37(b) of the Defence above;

says that the true position was as pleaded at
(iii) as to subparagraph
paragraph 33(a) of the ,3,5FASOC and further:
(A)

as to subparagraph (A), repeats and relies upon its response
above to subparagraph 30C(d)(iii) of the Defence;

(B)

admits subparagraph (B);

(C)

as to subparagraph (c), slookm42,t=ittlEctit denies as untrue that
there was any such understanding as alleged on=the=baseie
as t th truth r falsity of tho allogatiort;

(iv) joins issue with subparagraph (v);
(d)

as to subparagraph (d), says that the true position was as pleaded at para_graph
33(blof the 45FASOC and further:
(i)

joins issue with subparagraph (i)(A) and (C); and

(ii)

decs not admit-the-allegatiens-in-subparegrapii-(4)(B)-en-the-basis-th,*
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations.

(i)

joins issue with subparagraph (i)j

(ii)

denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that there was no such
understanding as alleged;

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) on the basis that there was no understanding of
the kind alleged at subparagraph (iii);
(e)

denies subparagraph (e) on the basis that:
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it was not necessary
cooperation of LMEVI as trustee of the MPF because LMIM was required
by section 601FC(1)(c) to cause the whole of the proceeds of settlement
of the Proceedings to be paid to LMIM as RE of the FMIE;
(ii) in those circumstances, LMIM as trustee of the MPF would not withhold
its consent or otherwise prevent the settlement of the Bellpac proceeding
from occurring.

19.

As to paragraph 38 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (a);

(aa) joins issue with subparagraph (aa);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

as to subparagraph (0:
(A) admits subparagraphs (A) and (B);

(ii)

(B)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraphs (A)7-(B)-er (C) on
the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, they remain
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(C)

as to subparagraph (D), repeats and relies upon its responses above
and below to paragraphs 2B, 2C, 30, 31(c) and (f), 33(b) and
38(b)(ii) of the Defence;

as to subparagraph (ii):
(A) as to subparagraph (A), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded
above in response to paragraph 31 of the Defence and denies as
untrue that the priority set out at clause 3.1 of the Deed of Priority
was affected by clause 3.2;
(B)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraph (B) on the basis
that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to
the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(C)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (C) on the basis that:
(1)

the WMS Report was deficient in that the instructions
provided to WMS had the characteristics pleaded at
paragraph 30C of the 4.5FASOC;

(2)

the Aliens Advice was deficient in that the instructions
provided to Aliens had the characteristics pleaded at
paragraph 30C of the 35FASOC;

(3)

as to subparagraph (iii), admits (to the extent it is alleged)
that it was possible for the Deed of Priority to be varied but
denies as untrue that there was any such variation;

(ba) as to suboaraaraoh (ba):
(i)

admits subparagraphs (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi);
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(c)

(d)

(ii)

says that pursuant to sections 601FC(11(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act.
where and to the extent to which there was any conflict between the
interests of members of the FMIF and LMIM (whether on its own behalf
or as trustee of the MPF). LMIM was required to act in a way which gave
priority to the interests of members of the FMIF;

(iii)

denies subparagra-ph (iv) as untrue because LMIM as RE of the FMTF
and/or PTAL had no such authority;

(iv)

as to subparagraph (v):
(A)

admit that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was intended to be, and
was, a party to the Deed of Release and Deed of Settlement and
Release. but

(B)

otherwise deny that being a party to the Deed of Release and Deed
of Settlement and Release was subject to the "agreement" alleged
in subparagraph (v) because it is untrue and because it was not
subject to such "agreement" as alleged;

(v)

as to the second subparagraph (iv), denies that LMIM as trustee of the
MPF was entitled to or would have taken the steps alleged therein
because the directors or LMIM would not have caused LMIM as trustee
of the MPF to take those steps, because doing so would have constituted
a breach of sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act:

(vi)

further as to the second subparagraph (v):
(A)

denies subparagraph (A) on the basis that. in the premises pleaded
at subparagraphs (ii) to (v) hereof, LMIM would not have withheld
its consent or cooperation to the settlement of the Proceedings in a
way which prioritised the interests of LMIM as trustee of the MPF
over the interests of members of the FMIF and the true position is
as pleaded at paragraphs 45AA or 45AB of the 5FASOC:

(B)

denies subparagraph (B) on the basis that, in the premises pleaded
at subparagraphs (ii) to (vi) hereof, LMIM would not have caused
or permitted LMIM as RE of the FMIF to be exposed to the risks
alleged;

(C)

admits subparagraph (C) but says that LMIM would not have
withheld its consent or cooperation to the settlement of the
Proceedings in a way which prioritised the interests of LMIM as
trustee of the MPF over the interests of members of the FMIF for
the reasons pleaded in subparagraphs (ii) to (vi) above:

as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in response to paragraphs 2B,
2C, .26,30, 31. 33(b) and 38(b)(ii) and (c) above;

(ii)

otherwise joins issue with the allegations therein;

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (i);

(ii)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (ii);
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having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;
(iv) as to subparagraph (iv):
(A) does not admit the allegations in subparagraphs (A), (B) or (C) on
the—basis—thatT-haNing—made—reasenable—enquiries7-they—remain
uncertaiwa&-te-the-trath or falsity of thciallcgations;
(43)--as-te-subparagraph-(1))5-repeata-and-relies-uperi-its-responses above
and below to paragraphs 2B, 2C, 30, 31(c), 33(b) and 38(b)(ii) of
the Defence;
(iv) as to subparagraph (iv):
(A)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (A);

(B)

admits subparagraphs (B) and (C);

(C)_ does not admit the allegations in subparagraphs-(B), (C) or (D) on
the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, they remain
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;
(D)

(v)

as to subparagraph (E), repeats and relies upon its responses above
and below to paragraphs 2B, 2C, 22(b), 26, 30, 31(c), 31(f), 33(b)
and 38(b)(ii) of the Defence;

as to subparagraph (vi):
(A)

does not admit the allegations in admits subparagraph (A) en-the
basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain
as to the truth or falsity-ef-the-allegatiens;

(B)

as to subparagraph (B), repeats and relies upon its responses above
and below to paragraphs 2B, 2C, 30, 31(c) and (f), 33(b) and
38(b)(ii) of the Defence;

(vi) as to subparagraph (vii):

(e)

(A)

joins issue with the-allegatiens-in-suhpepagraph-(4)-;

(B)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraph (B) on the basis
that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains -uncertain as to
the-truth-Or-falsity-ofthe-allegatiensi

•as to subparagraph (e):
(i)

denies the allegation at subparagraph (i) on the basis that Aliens Advice
was not sought as to "whether LMIN1 as trustee of the MPF could
lawfully be treated as an arm's-length litigation fimder" but rather, the
advice sought from Aliens was identified in the Aliens Advice as follows:
"15. You have asked us whether it is legally acceptable for the RE to
split the litigation proceeds between FMIF and MPF on the basis
of the opinion provided by WM5' Chartered Accountants, given that
the RE is in a position of conflict (in its capacity as responsible
entity for FMIF and in its capacity as trustee for MPF)."
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-24 as to the allegations in subparagraph (ii), repeats and relies upon its
responses above to paragraphs 30, 31(b)(iv) and 31(c). (d) (e) and (f) and
38(ba) of the Defence;
(iii) as to the allegations in subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its
response above to paragraph 33(b), 33C(a), 33C(c)(v) and 33C(g) of thc
Defence;
(iv) does not admit the allegations in subparagraph (iv) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;

(f)

(v)

denies subparagraph (v) and says that the director defendants, including
the third defendant, ought to have considered whether LMIM as trustee of
the MPF could be treated as if it was an arm's-length litigation fimder and
determined that it could not be so considered;

(vi)

as to subparagraph (vi):
(A)

admits the allegations; but

(B)

the WMS Report was deficient in that the instructions provided to
WMS had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
35FASOC;

(C)

the Aliens Advice was deficient in that the instructions provided to
Aliens had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
45FASOC;

(D)

the third defendant was obliged to have regard to or give adequate
consideration to the matters referred to at paragraph 34 of the
FASOC:

as to subparagraph (f):
(i)

as to the allegations in subparagraph (i):
(A)

does not admit the allegations as to the third defendant's state of
mind on the basis that those matters are not within the knowledge
of the plaintiff; but

(B)

says that, even if the third defendant believed that the second and
sixth defendants together with Monaghan were taking the steps
alleged, the third defendant was obliged to have regard to or give
adequate consideration to the matters referred to at paragraph 34 of
the KFASOC;

(ii) denies the allegations at subparagraphs (ii) and (iii) on the basis that:
(A) the WMS Report was deficient in that the instructions provided to
WMS had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
35FASOC;
(B) the Aliens Advice was deficient in that the instructions provided to
Aliens had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
45FASOC;
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the third defendant was obliged to have regard to or give adequate
consideration to the matters referred to at paragraph 34 of the
45FASOC;

(g)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (g);

(h)

denies subparagraph (h) on the basis that:
(i)

as to subparagraph (i), admits that there was no legal impediment to
LM1M as trustee of the MPF being treated as if it were an arm's-length
litigation funder if there was such an arrangement, but denies that there
was any such arrangement for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 34(a)(i)
and (ii), (b)(i) and (ii) and (c)(i), (ii) and (iii) of the 45FASOC;

(ii) denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that it was appropriate to seek such
advice in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 34(a)(i) and (ii), (b)(i)
and (ii) and (c)(i), (ii) and (iii) of the 45FASOC;
otherwise deoc, not admit denies as untrue that there was any
understanding between LMIM's directors that MPF's contribution to
funding the Proceedings would be recognised as alleged on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegation;
(iv) as to subparagraph (iii):
(A)

does not admit the allegation in subparagraph (A) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the
truth or falsity of the allegation;

(B)

repeats and relies upon-tlae-matters-Oeadeci-in paragraph 23 of the
2FASOC;

(C)

otherwise denies the allegation that it was "clearly in the interests
of the FMLF" for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid the
Proceeds Split because it was to the detriment of LMIIVI as RE of
the FMLF and not required in order to effect settlement of the
Proceedings for the reasons pleaded in the 45FASOC and the
plaintiff repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph
19(ba) above;

(v) as to subparagraph (iv), denies the advice which LMIM did seek and
receive was adequate for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
5FASOC;
(vi) as to subparagraph (y)denies the allegations on the basis that:
(A)

whether the proceeds split was in the best interests of members of
the FM1F within the meaning of sections 601FC(1)(c) and
601FD(1)(c) was a legal matter, in respect of which LMIM sought
legal advice from Aliens, in the form of the Aliens Advice;

(B)

alternatively, if and to the extent that the decision to pay part of the
proceeds of the settlement of the Bellpac proceeding was a
commercial, corporate or ethical judKment it was not and could
not have been in the interests of members of the FMIF to pay the
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- 26 sum of $15 546 147.85 to the MPF as pleaded at paragraph 35 of
the 5FASOC:
(i)

as to subparagraph (i):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), admits that it was appropriate for the second
defendant to take the Aliens Advice and the WMS Report into
consideration but denies that it was sufficient for the second defendant to
do so because the Aliens Advice and the WMS Advice had the
characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the ;5FASOC and the first to
sixth defendants' decision-making had the deficiencies pleaded at
paragraph 34 of the 35FASOC;

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (j);
(k)

as to subparagraph (k):
as to subparagraph (i), does not admit that the third defendant made the
independent assessment alleged, whether at all or whether to a sufficient
degree having regard to the third defendant's knowledge of LMIM and
the complexity and structure of the operations of LMIM, on the basis that
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegation;

20.

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), does not admit that the third defendant acted in
good faith and after making his own independent assessment of the
matters referred to, oti the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(iii)

as to subparagraph (iii), denies the allegations therein for the reasons
pleaded at paragraph 34 of the 45FASOC and because s 189 does not
apply to contraventions of Part 5C.2 of the Act dees-fiet-adimit-the-mattefs
alleged on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains
uneeftaifi-as4e-the-truth-er-fa4s-ity-ef-the-allegations,

As to paragraph 39 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

joins issue with the allegations at subparagraph (b);

•(c)

as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

dee, not admit denies as untrue that there was any understanding as
alleged on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains
uneertain-as-te-the-tfutli-er--falsity-ef the allegations;

(ii) as to the allegations in subparagraph (ii):
(A)

admits that LMIM as RE of the FMIF made the Settlement
payment in purported reliance on the advice of WMS; but

(B)

denies that it was appropriate for the Settlement payment to be
made for the reasons pleaded in the 35FASOC:

(iii) as to the allegations in subparagraph
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admits that LMIM as RE of the FMIF made the Settlement
payment in purported reliance on the Aliens Advice; but

(B)

denies that it was appropriate for the Settlement payment to be
made for the reasons pleaded in the 45FASOC;

(iv) as to the allegations in subparagraph (iv), denies as untrue the allegation
that the settlement of the Proceedings could only occur with the consent
and cooperation of LMIM as trustee of the MPF and says that the true
position was as set out at paragraph 30C(b)(ii) of the idEASOC;
(v)

denies subparagraph (v) as untrue;

(vi) denies subparagraph (vi) as untrue.
21.

22.

As to paragraph 40 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to the allegations in subparagraph (b):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (ii) on the basis that the true
position was as set out in the 45FASOC and the plaintiff repeats and
relies upon the matters pleaded in this Reply to the allegations referred to
therein.

As to paragraph 41 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

does-net-admit denies the allegations in subparagraph (i) on the basis that3
falsity of the allegation there was no understanding of the kind alleged
and LM1/VI as trustee of the IVICPF funded the Bel ac proceeding in the
manner pleaded at paragraph 24 of the 45FASOC;

(ii)

as to &Moo thnallogutiono in subparagraph (ii)

.avc that

(A)

admit it was necessary to obtain the consent and cooperation of
LMIM as RE of the MPF: but

(B)

deny LMIM would have withheld its consent or cooperation to the
settlement of the Proceedings in a way which prioritised the
interests of LMIM as trustee of the MPF over the interests of
members of the FMIF; ancl

(C)

repeat and rely on the response to paragraph 38(ba) above:

as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its responses above to
paragraphs 26, 34-fe)-atid 31(f)(iii) and 38(ba) of the Defence;
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pleadeil-therein-fer-the-reaseas-pleaded4n-paragraphs-37--and--37-A-ef-the
2FASOC
(iv) denies subparagraph (iv) on the basis that the true position was as pleaded
at paragraph 37 of the KFASOC;
(v)

as to subparagraph (v):
(A) admits that, as at 21 June 2011, the directors of LMIM had already
executed the Deed Poll and thereby recorded their decision to pay
part of the proceeds of settlement of the Bellpac proceeding to
LMIM as trustee of the MPF;
(B)

denies as untrue that there was in fact a need to LM1M as trustee of
the MPF to agree to the overall settlement of the Proceedings or
that it was necessary or appropriate to pay 35% of those proceeds
to LMIM as trustee of the MPF;

(vi) as to subparagraph (vi):
(A) admits subparagraph (A);

23.

(B)

denies subparagraph (B) on the basis that any and all moneys
received by LMIM as RE of the FMIF from or in relation to
Bellpac were subject to the Deed of Priority;

(C)

denies subparagraph (C) on the basis that:
(i)

PTAL or LMIM as RE of the FMIF's entitlement to
payment under the Deed of Release was not subject to the
agreed split of the settlement proceeds;

(ii)

directing all or part of the proceeds of settlement of the
Proceeding to LMIM as trustee of the FA44 MPF was a
breach of LMIM' s duties under section 601FC of the Act.

As to paragraph 42 of the Defence, the Plaintiff:
(a)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (a) for the reasons pleaded in response to
paragraphs 2B, 2C, 26, 31(c), 33C and 38 above and because the true position is
as pleaded at paragraph 37A of the 35FASOC;

(aa) as to subparagraph (aa), repeats and relies upon its response above to paragraph
33C of the Defence;
(b)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (b) as untrue and because pursuant to
,sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act, where and to the extent to which
there was any conflict between the interests of members of the FmrF and
LMIM (whether on its own behalf or as trustee of the MPF), LMIM was
required to act in a way which gave priority to the interests of members of the
FM1F;

(c)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (c) on the basis of the matters pleaded at
subparagraph
(b) above and because the circumstances referred to therein did
•
not justify the conduct of the third defendant;

FiNEDOCS•2 122U:
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21.

(d)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (d) on the basis of the matters pleaded at
subparagraph (b) above and because each of the conclusions referred to therein
was incorrect;

(e)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (e) on the basis of the matters pleaded at
subparagraph (b) above and because each of the premises referred to therein
was incorrect and further:

(i)

as to subparagraph (iv), the WMS Report was not legal advice; and

(ii)

denies subparagraph (v) on the basis that reasoning of the kind alleged
was not consistent with LMIM's duties under section 601FC of the Act
and the director defendants' duties under section 601FD of the Act.

As to paragraph 11 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(4---joins4ssue-with-the-allegations-in-subparagfapli-(a);
(b)

25.

denies subparagraph ) on the basis those duties were-owed-4o-LM-IM and to
LMIM as RE of the FMIF.

As to paragraphs 15 to 61 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in paragraphs 39 to 19 of the
2FASOC;

(b)

otherwise joins issue with the allegations therein.

25AA. As to paragraph 53 of the Defence, the plaintiff
(a)

adopts the admission therein;

(b)

admits that clause 13.1 and 29.1 of the FMIF Constitution is in the terms
pleaded save that the terms in 29.1 were subject to the opening words at clause
29.1 "Subject to the Law":
rarticularl
(iv)

The Law was defined in clause 1.1 of the FM1F Constitution as "the
Corporations Act 2001 and the Corporations Regulations".

(c)

says that s601FD(1)(c) of the Corporations Act 2001 obliged the directors of
LMIM to prioritise the interests of members of the FMIF to the extent there is a
conflict between the members interests and the interests of the responsible
entity and that s601FD(1)(b) obliged the directors to exercise the degree of care
and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they were in the
officer's position;

(d)

says that clause 29.2 of the Constitution of the FMIF did not exclude the
obligations at s601FD(1)(b) or (c) of the Corporations Act 2001.

25AB. As to paragraph 54(c) of the Defence, the plaintiff denies the payment was within the
power conferred on LMIM as RE of the FMIF:
(a)
(b)

for the reasons pleaded at Para2raph 25AA above: and
because the payment of the settlement sum to the MPF was a breach of LMIM' s
duties under section 601FC of the Act.
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(a)

as to subparagraph (a):
(i)

(ii)

as to subparagraph (i):
(A)

does not admit that taking the steps pleaded at paragraph
45AA of the 5FASOC would have been contrary to the
duties of LAM as trustee of the MPF on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to
the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(B)

says, if taking those steps would have been contrary to
LMIM's duties as trustee of the MPF:
(1)

LMIM was required, pursuant to sections
601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act, to act in a
way which gave priority to the interests of members
of the FMIF;

(2)

being in breach of its obligations to the MPF did not
excuse or justify LMIM' s non-compliance with the
above provisions on behalf of the FMIF;

as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

denies that it would have been unreasonable to do so for the
reasons pleaded at subparagraph (i);

(B)

denies that it would have been uncommercial to do so
because the MPF had funded the Bellpac proceeding as
second mortgagee;

(C)

as to subparagraph (A), admits that LMLM as trustee of the
MPF had funded more than 90% of the costs of the Bellpac
proceedings;

(D)

as to subparagraph (B), denies as untrue that there was any
such understanding as alleged;

(E)

denies subparagraph (C) as untrue and says that the conduct
of the Bellpac Proceeding and the negotiations of directors
of LMIM as RE of the FMIF also contributed to the
settlement of the Bellpac proceedings:

(F)

admits subparagraph (D):

(G)

as to subparagraph (E), admits that as part of the settlement.
LMIM as trustee of the MPF was required to forever release
and forgo its rights against Gujarat as claimed in the Bellpac
proceedings.

(H)

admits subparagraph (F);

(I)

as to subparagraph (G), repeats and relies upon its responses
above to subparagraphs 31(f)(iv) and 38(ba) of the Defence:
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(iii)

(b)

(J)

as to subparagraph (H), admits that LMIM had obtained the
Aliens Advice but says that the Aliens Advice had the
deficiencies pleaded in the 5FASOC:

(K)

as to subparagraph (I), admits that LM1M had obtained the
WMS Report but says that the WMS Report was not legal
advice and that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not an
armslength litigation funder to LMIM as RE of the FMIF:

as to subparagraph (iii), does not admit the allegations therein as it is
unaware of the truth or falsity of the allegations despite having made
reasonable inquiries and says that such an allegation is irrelevant as
LMIM as trustee of the IVIFF was not an "independent trustee"
because LMIM was at the same time the RE of the FMIF and the
trustee of the MPF;

as to the subparagraph (b), the plaintiff:
(i)

admits the matters alleged:

(ii)

but says that LMIIVI would not have wit eld its consent or
cooperation to the settlement of the Proceedings in a way which
prioritised the interests of LMIM as trustee of the MPF over the
interests of members of the FMIF for the reasons pleaded in
paragraph 19(ba) above:,

(c)

as to subparagraph (c) repeats and relies on its response to paragraph 45AA of
the first defendant's fourth further amended defence to the 5FASOC:

(d)

deny on the basis that the true position is that pleaded in paragraph 45AA of the
5FASOC.

25AD. The plaintiff denies the allegations of material fact at paragraph 54B of the Defence
on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at paragraph 45AA of the 5FASOC.
25AE. As to paragraph 54C of the Defence the plaintiff repeats and relies on paragraph
45AB of the 5FASOC.
25A. As to_paragraph 55 of the Defence, the plaintiff adopts the admission therein and:
(a)

denies subparagraph (a) as untrue and repeats and relies upon its response above
to paragraph 41 of the Defence;

(b)

denies subparagraph (b) as untrue and says that LMIM as RE of the FMIF was
entitled to receive the whole of the proceeds of the settlement of the Proceeding
in circumstances where the proceeds were insufficient to fully discharge the
FMIF Bellpac Loan;

(c)

denies subparagraph (c) as untrue and repeats and relies upon the matters
pleaded at paragraph (e) above.

25BA. As to paragraph 56A of the Defence, the plaintiff:
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al
(b)

as to subparagraph (a). denies the allegation therein and repeats and relies on its
responses to paragraphs 20. 31(fi(iv). 38(ba). 54A and 54C;
as to subparagraph (b). denies the allegation therein and repeats and relies on
45B of the 5FASOC.

-Paragraph

As-t-e-paFair-Faph 58A c-f thc Dcfm.:e. theplaintiff:

45B.

was intended by its directors to be bound by the Deed P 11.
26.

As to paragraph 63 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a), admits that the decision of the third defendant to execute
the Deed Poll was a "business judgment" within the meaning of section 180(3)
of the Act;

(b)

as to subparagraph (b), denies as untrue the allegation that the business
judgment to enter into the Deed Poll was made in good faith and for a proper
purpose and repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraphs 30A to 34
of the 35FASOC;

(c)

does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (c) on the basis that, having
made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegation;

(d)

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

repeats and relies upon its responses to paragraphs 2B, 2C and 38(k)
above;
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- 33 denies that the third defendant properly informed himself about the
Proceeds Split and the Settlement payment for the reasons pleaded at
paragraphs 30A to 34 of the igASOC;
(e)

as to subparagraph (e):
(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded above in response to
paragraph 38(k) of the Defence; and

(ii)

otherwise does not admit the matters alleged on the basis that, having
made reasonable enquiries, he remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity
of the allegation;

(f)

as to subparagraph (f), denies that the third defendant rationally believed the
judgment he made was in the best interests of LMIM including in its capacity as
RE of the FMIF because the judgment was plainly to the detriment of the FMIF
and the plaintiff repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 37A of
the 45FASOC;

(g)

as to subparagraph (g), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at
subparagraph (f) above;

(h) denies the allegations in subparagraph (h) for the reasons pleaded at
subparagraphs (a) to (g) above;
(i)
27.

says that there is no statutory_ business judgment rule defence to a claim for
breach of section 601FD of the Act.

As to paragraph 64 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a), does not admit that the third defendant acted honestly in
making, permitting or directing the amount paid to LMIM as trustee for the
MPF to be paid by LMIM in its capacity as RE of the FMIF, on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity
of the allegation; and

(b)

as to subparagraphs (b) and (c), denies the allegations therein because, having
regard to all the circumstances of this case (in particular those pleaded at
paragraph 37A of the KFASOC and the third defendant's knowledge and
experience in the operation of LMIM and the absence of any agreement
between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and L/vILM as trustee of the MPF in relation
to the MPF recovering a share of the proceedings of the Proceedings prior to the
entry into of the Deed Poll), there is no basis on which it can be said that the
third defendant ought fairly be excused for any contravention of the Act.

28.

As to paragraph 65 of the Defence, the plaintiff denies the allegations therein because
s 189 of the Act does not apply to contraventions of Part 5C.2 of the Act does-net
admit the matters alleged on the basis thah-haNting-made-reasenable-enquiriesit
remains uncertain as to the truth er falsity of the allegations.

29.

The plaintiff is not required to plead to paragraph 66 of the Defence.

30.

Save as aforesaid, the plaintiffjoins issue with the matters pleaded in the Defence.
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Signed:
Description:

Solicitors for the Plaintiff

Dated:

29 March 2018
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2.

The plaintiff adopts the:
(a)

admissions made in paragraphs 1, 3(a), 7(a), 10(a), 11(a), 12(a), 13, 14, 15(a),
19.(aa) 20(a), 24(a), 25(a); 26(4; 27(a), 28(a), 34(a) and (b), 3-50)736, and 43
arrt1-5-3 of the Defence;

(b)

the definitions used in the Second T-hirtl Fifth Further Amended Statement of
Claim dated 7-November--204-6-(-2FASOC) 4—F44111804044 2 April 2019
(WASOC) and the Defence (unless the contrary intention is expressed).

As to paragraph 2 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions made therein in subparagraphs-004o- (c);

-(b)--j-ei14S-issueith-subparagr-aph-(-el);
does not admit subparagraphs (a) and (f) on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations.;
(d)
2A.

admits subparagraph (b).

As to paragraph 2A of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 3 of the
a5FASOC;

(ii)

says further that the first to sixth defendants were acting in their capacity as
directors of the seventh defendant in its capacity as RE of the FMIF in
relation to the matters pleaded at paragraph 36 of the 45FASOC;

(iii)

for the reasons pleaded in sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) above denies that the
plaintiff does not have standing as alleged.

2B.

As to paragraph 2B of the Defence, the plaintiff does not admit the allegations therein
on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth
or falsity of the allegations.

2C.

As to paragraph 2C of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraphs (a) and (b) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of
the allegations;

(b)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (c);

(c)

as to the allegations in subparagraph (d):
(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in paragraphs 5 to 36, 3-8-to-40
and 44 to 46 of the ;5FASOC;

(ii)

otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations.
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As to the allegations at subparagraphs 3(b)(i), 4(a), 5(a), 6(b)(i), 7(b)(i), 8(i), 9(b)(i),
10(dc)(i), 11(b)(i), 12(b)(i), 15(b)(i), 16(b)(i), 17(a), 18(b)(i), 19(a), 20(e)(i), 22(c)(i),
23(b)(i), 24(b)(i), 25(b), 26(b)(i), 27(b)(i), 28(b)(i), 31(f)(iii) and 43(a) of the Defence
which refer to paragraphs 2B and 2C of the Defence:
(a)

those allegations purport to be made in support of a non-admission;

(13)—d-iese-allegations-afe-net-preper--nen-admissiens-and-afe-liable4e--be-st+tiek-eut;
(c)

3.

4.

to the extent that the fourth defendant relies on those allegations as positive
allegations of material fact, the plaintiff repeats and relies upon the matters
pleaded in the ;5FASOC and at paragraphs 2B and 2C above.

As to paragraph 6 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (a);

(b)

says farther as to subparagraph (a) that:
(i)

the document referred to in subparagraph (a)(iv) was not executed on
behalf of Balgow Pty Limited;

(ii)

the "Variation Deed" referred to in subparagraph (a)(viii):
(A)

was also executed on behalf of Richland Investment (Australia) Pty
Ltd, Balgow Pty Ltd, Great Pacific Capital Limited and GPC No 8
(Bulli) Pty Ltd; and

(B)

contains a Facility Agreement at Annexure A which was separately
executed on behalf of Bellpac, PTAL and LMIM as RE.

As to paragraph 9(a) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions in subparagraph (a);

(b)

says the MPF Mortgage is comprised of the mortgage bearing dealing no.
AB211547W referred to in subparagraph (a)(i);

(c)

further says the MPF Charge is comprised of the fixed and floating charge
referred to in subparagraph (a)(ii) formerly registered with ASIC as charge
number 1327826.

I-TI-to-thetwi-tile-Firtit-Merteavee-tite--Seeend-Morttagete--T-Itirtl-MvrteneeAustcorp:
and-thecesponsibie-Ettfit

fej--the-ternts-64-elause-1-3-ef-the-Deed-of-Pfiorit
entity for the FMIF:
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6.

7.

8.

the terms f clause 14 f the Deed f Prieritv rel-tz-. to LIVITh4 as trustee of the
N4.12 1444,q.

As to paragraph 16(a) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (a) that it disclosed to the fourth defendant
those documents described therein but says that the copy of the document
disclosed and entitled "Access Licence Bellpac No. 1 Colliery" (referred to in
subparagraph (a)(v)) has not been executed on behalf of Coalfields;

(b)

says the letter referred to in subparagraph (a)(vi) was also addressed to
Coalfields;

(e)

further says that these documents comprise the 2004 Agreements.

As to paragraph 18(a) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (a);

(b)

says that these documents are the Settlement Deeds.

As to paragraph 20 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

admits the allegations in subparagraphs (b) and (bb);

(b)

adopts the admission at as-te subparagraph (c):
Ei)--denies-that-the.C-ealfields-Efo&s-c-laim-was-c-ommeneed-by-way-ef--f-tr-st
cross claim summons filed 18 March 2010 because it was commenced by
way-of--first-eress-.6aliftelifflffieffra4fled-1-(3-Mafell-2.0-1-8;
cress-eluim

(c)

dees-net-admit4he-allegatien4ff as to subparagraph (d) because the description of
the party in the Bellpae proceedings was "LMIM" and it does not identify in what
capacity LMIM was a party to the Belipac proceedings and having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations, admits that 1.,MINI as trustee for the MPF was also a party to the
Proceedings.

9-.---As-4e-paragraph-2-1—ef--t-he-Defemeerthe plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraphs (a) and (b):
says that the allegations therein are not responsive to the matters pleaded at
paragraph 23 of the 3FASOC;
(ii) otherwise does not admit the allegations OR the basis that, having made
allegations;
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10.

As to paragraphs 22(a) and (h) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

repeats and relies upon the Matters pleaded in paragraphs-2-3-and 24 of the
45FASOC;

(b)

adepts-the-adfs+ssion-in as to subparagraph (a):

(c)

(i)

denies that the FMIF was frozen on the basis that from 3 March 2009,
LMIM as RE of the FMIF determined that it would not accept any
applications for investment in the FMIF from any person who was not an
existing member in the FMIF:

(ii)

admits subparagraph (ii);

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

denies the allegation in subparagraph (i) as untrue because LMIM as
trustee of the MPF funded the Proceedings as second mortgagee in the
manner pleaded at paragraph 24 of the 45FASOC;
does-net-admit-the denies as untrue the allegation in subparagraph (ii) on
the basis that there was no such understanding as allegedrhaving-made
allegafiene.i

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):

11.

(A)

admits that "funding was not provided pursuant to the Deed of
Priority";

(B)

says that the Deed of Priority was not a facility agreement (or
similar) pursuant to which funds were advanced, but rather regulated
the priority between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee
of the MPF in relation to recovery of their respective loans to
Bellpac.

As to paragraph 23 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions in subparagraph (a);

(b)

says the document referred to in subparagraph (a)(ii) was also purportedly
executed on behalf of Bellpac;

(c)

does not admit the allegation of material fact at subparagraph (b)(i) on the basis
that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegation;

(d)

is not required to otherwise plead thereto.

11A. As to paragraph 26 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (aa);

(c)

as to subparagraph (bb):
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admits subparagraph (I);

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), admits that the recitals to the Deed of Release
contained references to the matters alleged;

admits that clauses 5 and 6 of the Deed of Release
(iii) as to subparagraph
contained references to the matters alleged;
(iv) as to subparagraph (iv), admits that clause 2 of the Deed of Release
contained references to the matters alleged;
(v)

as to subparagraph (v), admits that clauses 5 and 6 of the Deed of
Settlement and Release contained references to the matters alleged;

(vi) admits subparagraph (vi);
(vii) does not admit subparagraph (vii) on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations:
(viii) denies subparagraph (viii) on the basis that the words of clause 22.1 of the
Deed of Release did not have the effect alleged;
(ix) admits subparagraph (ix);
(x)

as to subparagraph (x):
(A)

says that the allegation is vague and u,nparticularised;

(13) admits (and says) that LMINI as trustee of the MPF was bound by
the Deed of Release;
FC-)—€1eaies-that—en--the-pr-oper—sonstrustien-ef--the-Deed-of-Release1414114-as4fustee-ef-the-MPF-was-alse-a-pafw-on-the-basis-thet*the
FMIF.
slause-2.2-ef-the-instviment-identifieti-that-LM1M-entere€1-inte-it-41-its
eapaeit-v-as-RE-of-the-FMW-413e4eferennes-in4lie-Deed-of-Release-te
LMIN1 could only have been refercneu9 to LMEYI as RE of thc
Flak
(cc) admits subparagraph (cc);
(dd) as to subparagraph (dd):
(i)

admits subparagraph (i);
as to subparagraph (ii), admits that the recitals to the Deed of Release
contained references to the matters alleged;

repeats and relies upon its response to
(iii) as to subparagraph
subparagraph (aa)(v) above;
f iv) does not admit subparagraph (iv) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;
(v)

admits subparagraph (v);
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denies subparagraph (vi) on the basis that the words of clause 19.1 of the
Deed of Release did not have the effect alleged;

(vii) admits subparagraph (vii);
(yiii)_ as to subparagrapifyiii):
(A)

says that the allegation is vague and unparticularised;

(131 admits (and says) that LMLM as trustee of the MPF was bound by
the Deed of Settlement and Release;
f-C-)--denies4hat,-eil-the-pr-eper--constEuetion-of the
Release. LM]M as trustee of the MP-F was also a na' on the basis
that. by the reference to PTAL being a signatory of the instrument,
which acted as custodian of the FM]F and on the basis that clause 19
of the instrument identified that LMIM entered into it in its capacity
as RE of the FM1F, the references in the Deed of Release and
aye-been-a-referenee-to-LMIM-as
Settlement-te
RE of the FMIF;
(ee) admits subparagraph (ee).
12.

As to paragraph 29 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
adopts the admission contained therein;

(b)

admits the allegation of material fact therein.

(c)

repeats-and-relies-upen-the-niat-t-efs-pleaded-in-paragraphs40A-4-the

(d)

otherwise joins issue with the allegations therein.

As to paragraph 30 of the Defence, the plaintiff:

13.

14.

(a)

(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

admits the allegations at subparagraph (b);

(c)

as to subparagraph (c), admits the email from the second defendant to the first,
third, fourth and sixth defendants and Mr Fischer dated 14 March 2011 at
3:35pm.

As to paragraph 31 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

(b)

as to subparagraph (a):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii)

does not admit that the final forms of the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of
Release and the Deed of Release and Settlement were not in existence at
the dates of the WMS instructions on 6 December 2010 and the Aliens
instructions on 14 March 2011, on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

as to subparaaranh (b):
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€iii44840'84+14tftitititt

of-t.heollettations

(iv) as to subparagraph (iv):
(A)

(B)

as4e admits the allegations in subparagraph (A):
(i)

does net admit that Allens-were-engageeVat-all-material-times
from or on about 1 Deeember---20-1-011-irelation--te4ite
settlement-negotiations-in-respect of the Proceedings on the
basis
having
unsertain-as-4e-the-truth-or-faisity-ef4he-allegationsi

(ii)

flees-net admit that Aliens were the solicitors retained to act
eia-behalf-ef-LMAI--and-TAL in the Proceedings,including
fer-the-settlement-negotiations-in-respeet-ofthese-preceedingsi
on-the-basis-thatr having-made-reasenable-enquiries7-they
remain-uneertain-as-to-the-trath-or-faisity-of-the-allegations;

as to the allegations in subparagraph (B), admits that the instructions
to Aliens contained the information pleaded at paragraph 30(b) of
the Defence;

(BB) admits subparagraph (BB);

(v)

(C)

says that the allegations in subparagraph (C) are vague and
embarrassing and therefore do not admit the allegations on the basis
that, having made reasonable enquiries, they remain uncertain as to
the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(D)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (D) on the basis that, if the
Defendants intended to rely upon advice from WMS or Aliens, they
should have ensured that the instructions on which that advice would
be based were accurately communicated to the relevant persons who
provided the advice at WMS and Aliens;

does not admit the allegations in subparagraph (v) on the basis that, having
made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of
the allegations;
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(d)

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

adepts4tie-adrais-siEna-thereini as to subparagraphkiji
(A)

admits subparagraph (A);

(B)

as to subparagraph (B), does not admit that the authors of the Aliens
Advice were aware of the matters alleged at the time of drawing the
Aliens Advice on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(ii)--dees-net-admit-the-allegatiens-in-subpafagfa*(4)-en-tite-basis-that3-having
made reasonable onquirie, it retmiins uncertain as to the truth or-falsity of
the allegations;
joins issue with the allegations m denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that
the true position is as pleaded at subparagraph 30C(c) of the KFASOC;
(e)

admits the allegations in subparagraph (e);

(f)

as to subparagraph (f):
(i)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (i);

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

denies subparagraph (A) as untrue because LMIM as trustee of the
MPF funded the Proceedings as second mortgagee;

(B)

as to subparagraph (B), flees-not-admit denies as untrue that there
was any such understanding as alleged en-the-13asis4hat-Thaving
made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity-efthe-allegatiens.

(iii)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (iii);

(iv)

as to subparagraph (iv):

(A)

adopts the admission at subparausaph (A);
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(B)

does not admit the allegations at subparagraph (B) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the
truth or falsity of the allegations

(C)

44etirio-as to subparagraph (C) as-untfue-fer-the-reasorts-that leaded at
ata4taamoevaph=1.4(=e4=aigave:
(i)

admit subparagraph C.2

(H)

admit subparagraph C.3:

(iii)

otherwise denies the allegations on the basis that:
(1) pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the
Act, where and to the extent to which there was any
conflict between the interests of members of the FMIF
and LMIM (whether on its own behalf or as trustee of the
MPF). LMIM was required to act in a way which gave
priority to the interests of members of the FM1F
(2) LMIM would not have withheld its consent or cooperation
to the settlement of the Proceedings in a way which
prioritised the interests of LMIM as trustee of the MIT
over the interests of members of the FMIF;
(3) LMIM as trustee of the MPF could not have, and would
not have, "insisted" on obtaining a "reasonable share" of
the settlement proceeds.

15.

As to paragraph 32 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

denies that the WMS Report contained the opinion alleged because it
did not;

(B)

says that the WMS Report stated that "...the litigation funding for a
matter such as this would range between 30% to 40%. For the
purposes of our allocation we have adopted the midpoint being 35%
for MPF. Accordingly, the remaining 65% of the litigation proceeds
should he applied to FMIF';

(C)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 34(a) of the

LFASOC;
(D)

says that the WMS Report was deficient in that the instructions
provided to WMS had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C
of the a5FASOC;

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):
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(0)

16.

(A)

says that the WMS Report on page 2 under the heading "Source of
Information" listed the matters on which the report was "primarily
based" as being "information supplied";

(B)

otherwise does not admit whether the WMS Report was based on
any other sources of information (which are not identified in the
Defence) on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

as to subparagraph (c), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded above in
response to paragraph 29 of the Defence.

As to paragraph 33 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions at subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statements alleged at
subparagraphs (i) and (iii), did not advise the matters referred to at
subparagraph (ii) and was addressed as alleged at subparagraph (iv);

(ii)

but says that the statement alleged at subparagraph (i) was subject to the
matters set out in the Aliens Advice, summarised at paragraph 16 of that
advice;

(iii)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraphs 34(a) and 34(aa)
of the LFASOC;

(iv)

says that the Allens Advice was deficient in that the instructions provided
to Aliens had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
ifFASOC.

16A. As to paragraph 33A of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions at subparagraph (a);

(b)

admits subparagraph (b):

(c)

admits subparagraph (c);

(d)

admits subparagraph (d);

(e)

joins issue with subparagraph (e).

16B. As to paragraph 33B of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

(b)

denies subparagraph (a) as untrue and further:
(i)

as to subparagraph a admits that the asFASOC does not allege against
the director defendants any breach of Part 2D.1 of the Act;

(ii)

denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that one of the breaches pleaded
against the first to sixth defendants in the 45FASOC is the contravention
of section 601FD(1)(c) at paragraph 45 thereof;

is not required to plead to subparagraph (b).

fiNFDOCS 1 4222
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(a)

as to subparagraph (a)
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

adopts the admission contained therein;

(B)

denies as untrue that the Aliens Advice expressly opined that the
proposed split of proceeds of settlement of the proceedings was
legally acceptable because the opinion offered therein was qualified
to the extent it was subject to the matters then identified at
subparagraphs [161(a) to (g) inclusive, of which subparagraphs (a),
(d), (e), (f) and (g) were not established for the reasons pleaded in
the WFASOC;

(C)

denies that the Aliens Advice did not state or warn that the proposed
split of the proceeds would constitute, or result in, breach of section
601FD of the Act, on the basis that the Aliens Advice referred to
sections 601FC and 601FD of the Act, warned that LMEV1 would
need to comply with those sections and did not explain how making
the proceeds split was consistent with those requirements;

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its response above to
paragraph 33(b) of the Defence;
(iv) as to subparagraph (iv):
(A)

admits that the Aliens Advice was obtained as part of LMIM's
consideration of the proper and most appropriate treatment of the
proceeds of settlement of the Proceedings;

(B)

says that, to the extent the Aliens Advice was sought, or the director
defendants believed the Aliens Advice was being sought, to consider
how to split the proceeds "having regard to the context in which
those proceeds were produced and the respective interests of FMIF
and the MPF", those considerations did not negative the req_uirement
pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the Act to pay
the whole of the proceeds of the settlement of the Proceedings to
LMIN4 as RE of the FMIF;

(b)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (b);

(c)

as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

adopts the admissions at subparagraphs (i), (ii) and (iii);

(ii)

as to subparagraph (iv):

(A) repeats and relies upon its

ra a h 33 b of
se above to snbpa_gl_pLL_

the Defence;
(B)

otherwise denies the allegations on the basis that the statement at
paragraph 16 of the Aliens Advice was qualified, to the extent it was
subject to the matters then identified at subparagraphs 1161(a) to (g)

BNEDOCS ;26 42r2 do:
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established for the reasons pleaded in the WASOC;
(iii) denies subparagraph (v) because paragraph 16 of the Aliens Advice was
qualified, to the extent it was subject to the matters then identified at
subparagraphs [161(a) to (g) inclusive, of which subparagraphs (a), (d), (e),
(f) and (g) were not established for the reasons pleaded in the a5FASOC;
(iv)

denies subparagraph (vi') on the basis that:
(A)

whether the proceeds split was in the best interests of members of
the FMIF within the meaning of sections 601FC(1)(c) and
601FD(1)(c) was a matter, in respect of which LMIM sought legal
advice from Aliens, in the form of the Aliens Advice;

(B)

alternatively, if and to the extent that the decision to pay part of the
proceeds of the settlement of the Belipac proceeding was a
commercial, corporate or ethical judgment, it was not and could not
have been in the interests of members of the FMIF to pay the sum of
$15,546,147.85 to the MPF as pleaded at paragraph 35 of the
45FASOC;

(vii) as to subparagraph (vii):
(A') as to subparagraph (A), admits that the Aliens Advice did not
expressly state the matters alleged but says that the effect of the
Aliens Advice was, inter alia, that:
(1)

LMIM as RE of the FMIF was required to act in the bests
interests of members of the FMIF;

(2)

paving 35% Of the Settlement proceeds to LlYLLM as trustee of
the MPF may be inconsistent with LMIM's obligations;

(3)

the directors of LMIM needed to give consideration to the
matters raised in the Aliens Advice in deciding whether to
split the proceeds of the Bellpac litigation between the FMIF
and the MPF (as stated at paragraph 50 thereof);

(B) as to subparagraph (B), admits that the Aliens Advice did not
expressly state the matters alleged but says that the effect of the
Aliens Advice was, inter alia, that:

(C)

(1)

LMIlvl as RE of the FMIF was required to act in the bests
interests of members of the FMIF:

(2)

paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIM as trustee of
the MPF may be inconsistent with LMIM' s obligations;

(3)

the directors of LMIM needed to give consideration to the
matters raised in the Aliens Advice in deciding whether to
split the proceeds of the Bellpac litigation between the FMIF
and the MPF (as stated at paragraph 50 thereof);

as to subparagraph (C):
(1)

denies the allegations as untrue;
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(d)

says that, if the assumptions referred to at paragraphs 25 and
27 of the Aliens Advice were "invalid or incapable of being
confirmed" and the director defendants read, considered and
relied upon the Aliens Advice in deciding to proceed with the
proceeds split, a reasonable person in their position would
have followed up or asked questions about those matters,
either to Mr Monaghan or Aliens and not proceeded with the
proceeds split;

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

admits that paragraph 156] fell under the heading "Issues for the RE
as an AFS Licensee";

(B)

denies as untrue, to the extent it is alleged, that such placement
negatives the plea in the 35FASOC that paragraph 1561 misconstrued
or was inconsistent with the effect of sections 601FC(1)(c) and
601FD(1)(c) of the Act;

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) as untrue;
(e)

as to subparagraph (e):
(i)

denies subparagraph (i) as untrue;

(ii) adopts the admission at subparagra_ph (ii);
(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), admits that the Aliens Advice did not expressly
state the matters alleged but says that the effect of the Aliens advice was,
inter alia, that:
(A)

LIVILM as RE of the FM1P was required to act in the bests interests
of members of the FMIF, consistently with sections 601FC and
601FD of the Act;

(B)

paying 35% of the Settlement proceeds to LMIIVI as trustee of the
MPF may be inconsistent with LMIM's obligations;

(C)

the directors of LMIM needed to give consideration to the matters
raised in the Aliens Advice in deciding whether to split the proceeds
of the Bellpac litigation between the FAIT and the MPF (as stated at
paragraph 50 thereof);

(iv) as to subparagraph (iv), repeats and relies upon its responses above to
subparagraphs 33C(v)(iv) to ivi) of the Defence;
(f)

as to subparagraph (f):
(i)

denies subparagraphs (i), (ii) and (iii) on the basis that the true position is
as pleaded at subparagraph 30I1(f) of the 45FASOC;

(ii)

as to subparagraph (iv):
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expressly informed Aliens that FMIF and MPF had not entered into
an agreement concerning the proposed split of any proceeds from the
Proceedings;
(B)

says that the email [FMIF.300.004.3198] from Mr Monaghan to Mr
Lave11 of WMS, which was forwarded to Aliens, states, inter alia:
"It was always the understanding of IM's directors that it
was appropriate for MP.F's contribution to be recognised by
providing MPF with a share of any proceeds recovered by the
litigation, however as the outcome of the litigation was so
uncertain, and the possible methods of resolving the litigation
so varied, it was not considered appropriate to enter into any
formal agreement to split the proceeds at that time."

(C)
(g)

says that the Aliens Advice at paragraph 9 recites the substance of
the passage pleaded at subparagraph (B) above;

as to subparagraph (g):
(i)

denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 3011(g) of the 45FASOC;

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

admits that the matters set out at paragraphs 25, 27, 35, 37 and 53 of
the Aliens Advice were not conclusions;

(B)

says that the Aliens Advice did not in fact reach an unqualified
opinion that the proceeds split was consistent with the duties of
LMIM as RE of the FMIF or its directors;
otherwise does not admit the allegations on the basis that, having
made reasonable enquiries, they remain uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) on the basis that the Allens Advice was qualified,
to the extent it was subject to the matters then identified at subparagraphs
I16](a) to (g) inclusive, of which subparagraphs (a). (d). (e), (f) and (g)
were not established for the reasons pleaded in the a5FASOC;
(h)

as to subparagraph (h):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii)

denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that references in the Aliens Advice to
the effect of section 601FC ought to have alerted the director defendants to
the need for LMIA4 to comply with those provisions, including section
601FC(1)(c);

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):
(A) if and to the extent it is alleged, says that the proceeds split was
justified on the basis that the fourth defendant acted in the bests
interests of members of the MPF, proceeding on that basis was a
breach of sections 601FD(1)(b) and (1)(c);
LINECOGS
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(B)

admits that there may be situations in which LW-NI may have acted
in the best interests of members of the MPF without breaching the
duties imposed by sections 601ED(1)(b) or (e);

(C)

denies as untrue that causing the Settlement payment to be made to
LMIM as trustee of the MPF was consistent with or reconcilable
with the duties imposed by sections 601FD(1)(b) or (c);

(D) repeats and relies upon its responses above to paragraphs 33C(c)(v)
and 33C(f)(iii) of the Defence;
(iv)
(i)

is not required to plead to the non-admission at subparagraph (iv);

as to subparagraph (i):
(i)

admits subparagraph (i):

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A) is not required to plead to the non-admission made therein;
(B)

to the extent the further matters alleged are allegations of material
fact:
(1)

admits subparagraph (A);

(2)

denies subparagraph (B) on the basis that one of the breaches
pleaded against the first to sixth defendants in the a5FASOC
is the contravention of section 601FD(1)(c) at paragraph 45
thereof;

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its responses above to
subparagraphs 33(b), 33C(a)(ii), 33C(c)(iv), 33C(c)(v), 33C(e)(iii),
33C(g)(ii) and 33C(g)(iii) of the Defence;
fj)

as to subparagraph (j)
(i)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii) adopts the admission at subparagraph (ii);
(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its responses above to
subparagraphs 33(b), 33C(a)(ii), 33C(c)(iv), 33C(c)(v), 33C(e)(iii),
33C(g)(ii) and 33C(g)(iii) of the Defence;
(k)

(1)

as to subparagraph (k):
(i)

denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 3.0H(k) of the a5FASOC;

(ii)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (ii);

as to subparagraph (11:
(i)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii)

admits subparagraph (ii);

13NI Dr
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fA)

admits the matters alleged; but

(B) says that the fourth defendant was required to make her own
independent assessment of the Aliens Advice and the
appropriateness of the proceeds split, as referred to at paragraph 50
of the Aliens Advice;
(iv) denies subparagraph (iv) on the basis that a reasonable director in the
position of the director defendants, who read the Aliens Advice, would
have appreciated that the Aliens Advice had the deficiencies pleaded in the
45FASOC and would have sought further advice before acting in reliance
on the Aliens Advice;
(v)

denies subparagraph (v) as untrue and repeats and relies upon the matters
pleaded at subparagraphs (iii) and (iv) above;

(vi) does not admit subparagraph (vi) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations.
17.

As to paragraph 34(c), of the Defence, the plaintiff
does not admit the allegations therein on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries,it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allcgations,
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (b);

(c)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (c);

(d)

admits subparagraph (d):

(e)

as to subparagraph (e):

(f)

(i)

adopts the admission contained therein;

(ii)

is not required to plead to the non-admission contained therein;

denies subparagraph (t) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
paragraph 31 of the WFASOC.

17A. As to paragraph 35 of the Defence, the plaintiff
(a)

as to subparagraph (a):
(i)

adopts the admission contained therein;

(ii)

does not admit the further allegation of material fact on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegation;

(b)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (b);

(c)

as to subparagraph (c):

Nf: DOCS
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is not required to plead thereto, to the extent the matters pleaded are nonadmissions;

(ii)

admits that the Deed Poll was executed in the week prior to the date of
execution of the Deed of Release, Deed of Settlement and Release and the
Gujarat Contract;

(iii) otherwise denies the allegations on the basis that the true position is as
pleaded at paragraph 31A of the a_5,FASOC.
17B. As to paragraph 36A of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

(b)

as to subparagraph (a), adopts the admission contained therein and further:
(i)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii)

denies subparagraphs (ii) and (iii) as untrue;

as to subparagraph (b), says that the true position was as pleaded at paragraph
32A of the 45FASOC and further:
(i)

as to subparagraph (i):
(A) admits the Deed Poll contained the text quoted;
(B)

does not admit that the directors discussed or properly considered
the Aliens Advice among themselves or with Mr Monaghan prior to
the director defendants executing the Deed Poll or determining to
proceed with the split of the settlement proceeds on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the
truth or falsity of the allegations;

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A) admits that there is similarity between the text of the background
matters set out in the Deed Poll and the text of the background
matters set out in the Aliens Advice;
(B)

does not admit that the "Background" summary of the Deed Poll was
prepared with reference to the Aliens Advice on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the
truth or falsity of the allegations;

(iii) admits subparagraphs (iii) and (iv).
18.

As to paragraph 37 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

(b)

as to subparagraph (a):
(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded above in response to paragraph
22(b) of the Defence;

(ii)

otherwise joins issue with the allegations therein;

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

says that those allegations are not a proper non admission and are liable to
be struck out;
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does not admit the allegations in subparagraphs (i) or (ii) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;

(iii) joins issue with subparagraph (iii);
(c)

as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

adopts the ai mission at subparagraphs (i)

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), repeats and relies upon its responses to paragraphs
2B, 2C and 37(b) of the Defence above;

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), says that the true position was as pleaded at
paragraph 33(a) of the 45FASOC and further:
(A) as to subparagraph (A), repeats and relies upon its response above to
subparagraph 30C(d)(iii) of the Defence;
(B)

admits subparagraph (B);

(C)

as to subparagraph (g), Eleos not admit denies as untrue that there
was any such understanding as alleged on-the-basis--thatT-having
made-reasonable enquiries, it remains unGertQin as to the truth or
falsity-of The allegation;

(iv) joins issue with subparagraph (v);
(d)

as to subparagraph (d), says that the true position was as pleaded at paragraph
33(b) of the WFASOC and further:
(4----joins-issue-with-st+bparagfaph-(i)(4)-and-(G)i-an4
(ii)--dee,-tiet-aiimit-41ae-allegations-in-subpar-agpafth--(4)(41)-efi-the-basis that3
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth-er
falsity of the allegations.
(i)

joins issue with subparagraph (1);

(ii)

denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that there was no such understanding
as alleged;

(iii) denies subparagraph (iii) on the basis that there was no understanding of
the kind alleged at subparagraph (iii);
denies subparagraph (e) on the basis that:

(e)

it was not necessary to pay any amount to the IVIPF to ensure the
cooperation of LMTM as trustee of the IVIPF because LMTIVI was required
by.section 601FC(1)(c) to cause the whole of the proceeds of settlement of ,
the Proceedings to be paid to LM2v1 as RE of the FM1F;
(ii) in those circumstances. LIVITM as trustee of the MPF would not withhold
its consent or otherwise prevent the settlement of the Bellpac proceeding
from occurring.
19.

As to paragraph 38 of the Defence, the plaintiff:

BNED C111; S

1.
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is not required to plead to subparagraph (a);

(aa) joins issue with subparagraph (aa);
(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(iii) as to subparagraph (i):
(A)

admits subparagraphs (A)_ancl Di);

(B)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraphs (A), (B) or (C) on
the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, they remain
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(B)

as to subparagraph (D), repeats and relies upon its responses above
and below to paragraphs 2B, 2C, 30, 31(c) and (f), 33(b) and
38(b)(ii) of the Defence;

(iv) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

as to subparagraph (A), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded
above in response to paragraph 31 of the Defence and denies as
untrue that the priority set out at clause 3.1 of the Deed of Priority
was affected by clause 3.2;

(B)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraph (B) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the
truth or falsity of the allegations;

(C)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (C) on the basis that:
(1)

the WMS Report was deficient in that the instructions
provided to WMS had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph
30C of the 45FASOC;

(2)

the Aliens Advice was deficient in that the instructions
provided to Aliens had the characteristics pleaded at
paragraph 30C of the 45FASOC;

(3)

as to subparagraph (iii), admits (to the extent it is alleged) that
it was possible for the Deed of Priority to be varied but denies
as untrue that there was any such variation;

(ba) as to subparagraph (ba):
(i)

admits subparagraphs (i),

(iii) and (vi);

(ii)

says that pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act, where
and to the extent to which there was any conflict between the interests of
members of the FMIF and LMIM (whether on its own behalf or as trustee
of the MPF). LMIM was required to act in a way which gave priority to the
interests of members of the FM:F.

(iii)

denies subparagraph (iv) as untrue because LMIM as RE of the FMIF
and/or PTAL had no such authority;

(iv)

as to subparagraph (v):
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(y)

(A)

admit that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was intended to be,
and was, a party to the Deed of Release and Deed of
Settl ment and Release; but

(B)

otherwise deny that being a party to the Deed of Release and
Deed of Settlement and Release was subject to the
"agreement" alleged in subparagraph (v) because it is untrue
and because it was not subject to such "agreement" as alleged.

as to the second subparagraph (iv). denies that LMIM as trustee of the MPF
was entitled to or would hive taken the steps alleged therein because the
directors or LMIM would not have caused LMIM as trustee of the MPF to
take those steps, because doing so would have constituted a breach of
sections 601FC(1)(e) and 601FC(3) of the Act:

(vi) further as to the second subparagraph (v):

(c)

(d)

(A)

denies subparagraph (A) on the basis that, in the premises pleaded at
subparagraphs (ii) to (y) hereof. LMIM would not have withheld its
consent or cooperation to the settlement of the Proceedings in a way
which prioritised the interests of LMIM as trustee of the MPF over
the interests of members of the FM1F and the true position is as
pleaded at paragraphs 45AA or 45AB of the 5FASOC;

(B)

denies subparagraph (B) on the basis that, in the premises pleaded at
subparagraphs (ii) to (vi) hereof, LMIM would not have caused or
permitted LMIM as RE of the FMLF to be exposed to the risks
alleged;

(C)

admits subparagraph (C) but says that LMIM would not have
withheld its consent or cooperation to the settlement of the
Proceedings in a way which prioritised the interests of LM1M as
trustee of the MPF over the interests of members of the FMLF for the
reasons pleaded in subparagraphs (ii) to (vi) above;

as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in response to paragraphs 2B,
2C, 26, .30, al, 33(b) and 38(b)(ii) and 38(c) above;

(ii)

otherwise joins issue with the allegations therein;

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (i);

(ii)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (ii);

(iii)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraph (iii) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;

(iv)—as-te-subPafagrafth-ONLY
(A)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraphs (A), (B) or (C) on
remain
the basis
enquiries,
having
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;
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as to subparagraph (D), repeats and relies upen-its-respenses-aheve
and-belevf-tetar-agrap4s-2135-2C7-30r 3-1-(e)r 34(b) and 38(bXii) of the
Defence;

(iv) as to subparagraph (iv):

(v)

(A)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (A);

(B)

admits subparagraphs (C) and (D);

(C)

does not admit the allegations in subparagraphs (B), (C-)T(D) or (E)
on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, they remain
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(D)

as to subparagraph (F), repeats and relies upon its responses above
and below to paragraphs 2B, 2C, 22(b), 26, 30, 31(c) and (f), 33(b)
and 38(b)(ii) of the Defence;

as to subparagraph (vi):
(A)

dees-net-adfnit-the-allegatiens-in admits subparagraph (A) on the
basis-that-,-having-naade-reasonable enquiTiesrit--renaains-uneeptain-as
te-the-tRnh-er-falsity-ef-the allegations;

(B)

as to subparagraph (B), repeats and relies upon its responses above
and below to paragraphs 2B, 2C, 30, 31(c) and (f), 33(b) and
38(b)(ii) of the Defence;

(vi) as to subparagraph (vii):
(A) joins-issueitll-the-allegatiens-in-subparagrapit-(4)-;
(B)--dees-not-admit-the-ailegatiens-in-subparagrapll-(B)-en-the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the
tfuth-er--falsity-ef-the-allegatiens;
(e)

as to subparagraph (e):
(i)

denies the allegation at subparagraph (i) on the basis that Aliens Advice
was not sought as to "whether LMIM as trustee of the MPF could lawfully
be treated as an arm's-length litigation funder" but rather, the advice
sought from Aliens was identified in the Aliens Advice as follows:
"15. You have asked us whether it is legally acceptable for the AE to split
the litigation proceeds between FMIF and MPF on the basis of the
opinion provided by IVMS Chartered Accountants, given that the RE
is in a position of conflict (in its capacity as responsible entity for
FMIF and in its capacity as trustee for MPF)."

(ii)

as to the allegations in subparagraph (ii), repeats and relies upon its
(e) and (f) of
responses above to paragraphs 30, 31(b)(iv),. and 31(0,
the Defence;

(m) as to the allegations in subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its
response above to paragraphs 33(b),_ 33C_(a), 33C(c)(v) and 33C(g) of the
Defence;
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made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of
the allegations;
(v)

denies subparagraph (v) and says that the director defendants, including the
fourth defendant, ought to have considered whether LMIM as trustee of the
MPF could be treated as if it was an arm's-length litigation funder and
determined that it could not be so considered;

(vi) as to subparagraph (vi):
(A) admits the allegations; but
(B)

the WMS Report was deficient in that the instructions provided to
WMS had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
;5FASOC.

(C) the Aliens Advice was deficient in that the instructions provided to
Aliens had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
45FASOC;
(D) the fourth defendant was obliged to have regard to or give adequate
consideration to the matters referred to at paragraph 34 of the
.5FASOC;
(f)

as to subparagraph (f):
(i)

as to the allegations in subparagraph (i):
(A) does not admit the allegations as to the fourth defendant's state of
mind on the basis that those matters are not within the knowledge of
the plaintiff; but
(B)

says that, even if the fourth defendant believed that the second and
sixth defendants together with Monaghan were taking the steps
alleged, the fourth defendant was obliged to have regard to or give
adequate consideration to the matters referred to at paragraph 34 of
the i2FASOC;

(ii) denies the allegations at subparagraphs (ii) and (iii) on the basis that:
(A) the WMS Report was deficient in that the instructions provided to
WMS had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
ilFASOC;
(B) the Aliens Advice was deficient in that the instructions provided to
Aliens had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
kFASOC;
(C) the fourth defendant was obliged to have regard to or give adequate
. consideration to the matters referred to at paragraph 34 of the
i2FASOC;
(g)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (g);

(h)

denies subparagraph (h) on the basis that:
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as to subparagraph (i), admits that there was no legal impediment to LMIM
as trustee of the MPF being treated as if it were an arm's-length litigation
funder if there was such an arrangement, but denies that there was any such
arrangement for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 34(a)(i) and (ii), (b)(i)
and (ii) and (c)(i), (ii) and (iii) of the a2FASOC;

(ii)

denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that it was appropriate to seek such
advice in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 34(a)(i) and (ii), (b)(i)
and (ii) and (c)(i), (ii) and (iii) of the LFASOC;
otherwise flees-net-akait denies as untrue that there was any understanding
between LMIM's directors that MPF's contribution to funding the
Proceedings would be recognised as alleged ola-the-basis-that-rhaving-inaEle
o the truth or—falsitAt-of-the
reasenable-entluiliesT4
allegation;

(iv) as to subparagraph (iii):
(A)

does not admit the allegation in subparagraph (A) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the
truth or falsity of the allegation;
Ii 23 of the
2FASOC;

(C)

otherwise denies the allegation that it was "clearly in the interests of
the FMIF" for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to be paid the Proceeds
Split because it was to the detriment of LMIM as RE of the FMIF
and not required in order to effect settlement of the Proceedings for
the reasons pleaded in the 35FASOC and the plaintiff repeats and
relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 4.44)19(ba) above;

(v) as to subparagraph (iv), denies the advice which LMIM did seek and
receive was adequate for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 30C of the
igASOC;
(vi)

(i)

as to subparagraph (v), denies the allegations on the basis that:
(A)

whether the proceeds split was in the best interests of members of
the FMIF within the meaning of sections 601FC(1)(c) and
601FD(1)(c) was a legal matter, in respect of which LMIM sought
legal advice from Aliens, in the form of the Aliens Advice;

(B)

alternatively, if and to the extent that the decision to pay part of the
proceeds of the settlement of the Bellpac proceeding was a
commercial, corporate or ethical judgment, it was not and could not
have been in the interests of members of the FMIF to pay the sum of
$15,546,147.85 to the MPF as pleaded at paragraph 35 of the
,.5FASOC;

as to subparagraph (i):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), admits that it was appropriate for the second
defendant to take the Aliens Advice and the WMS Report into
consideration but denies that it was sufficient for the second defendant to
do so because the Aliens Advice and the WMS Advice had the
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sixth defendant' decision-making had the deficiencies pleaded at
paragraph 34 of the 45FASOC;

20.

(j)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (j);

(k)

as to subparagraph (k):
(i)

as to subparagraph (i), does not admit that the fourth defendant made the
independent assessment alleged, whether at all or whether to a sufficient
degree having regard to the fourth defendant's knowledge of LMIM and
the complexity and structure of the operations of LMIM, on the basis that
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegation;

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), does not admit that the fourth defendant acted in
good faith and after making his her own independent assessment of the
matters referred to, on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(iii)

as to subparagraph (iii), denies the allegations therein for the reasons
pleaded at paragraph 34 of the 45FASOC and because s 189 does not apply
to contraventions of Part 5C.2 of the Act dees-net-admit-the-matters-alleged
en-the-basis4hatT-having-made-reasenable-enquiries, it remains uncertain as
to the truth or falsity of the allegations.

As to paragraph 39 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

joins issue with the allegations at subparagraph (b);

(c)

as to subparagraph (c):
(i), flees-not-admit denies as untrue that there was any understanding as alleged
on-the-basis-that aving-mede reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as
to the truth or falsity of the allegations;
(ii) as to the allegations in subparagraph (ii):
(A)

admits that LMIM as RE of the FM1F made the Settlement payment
in purported reliance on the advice of WMS; but

(B)

denies that it was appropriate for the Settlement payment to be made
for the reasons pleaded in the EFASOC;

(iii) as to the allegations in subparagraph (iii):
(A)

admits that LMIM as RE of the FMIF made the Settlement payment
in purported reliance on the Aliens Advice; but

(B)

denies that it was appropriate for the Settlement payment to be made
for the reasons pleaded in the asFASOC;

(iv) as to the allegations in subparagraph (iv), denies as untrue the allegation
that the settlement of the Proceedings could only occur with the consent
and cooperation of LMIM as trustee of the IVI-PF and says that the true
position was as set out at paragraph 30C(b)(ii) of the 45FASOC;
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denies subparagraph (v) as untrue;

(yi) denies subparagraph (vi) as untrue.
21.

22.

As to paragraph 40 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to the allegations in subparagraph (b):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (ii) on the basis that the true position
was as set out in the 45FASOC and the plaintiff repeats and relies upon the
matters pleaded in this Reply to the allegations referred to therein.

As to paragraph 41 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

joins issue with the allegations in subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):

(i)

elees-net--aknit denies the allegations in subparagraph (i) on the basis that3
falsity of the allegation there was no understanding of the kind alleged and
LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the Bellpac proceeding in the manner
pleaded at paragraph 24 of the 45FASOC;
0.12 *Ieffili#8=0443=6141

subparagraph (ii) *sAinkitte=014.61-ethat trike

(A)

admit it was necessary to obtain the consent and cooperation of
LMIM as RE of the MPF: but

(B)

deny LMIM would have withheld its consent or cooperation to the
settlement of the Proceedings in a way which prioritised the interests
of LMIM as trustee of the MPF over the interests of members of the
FM1F: and

(C)

repeat and rely on the response to paragyanh 38(ba) above;

(iii) as to subparagraph
repeats and relies upon its responses above to
paragraphs 26, g=14-e44104 31(0(iii) and 38(ba) of the Defence;
(iv)

denies that LMIM as-RE of the FMIF was entitled to direct the payment
pleaded therein for the r &sons pleaded in paragraphs 37 and 37A of the
LFASOC;

(iv) denies subparagraph (iv) on the basis that the true position was as pleaded
at paragraph 37 of the FASOC;
(v)

as to subparagraph (v):
(A)

admits that, as at 21 June 2011, the directors of LMIM had already
executed the Deed Poll and thereby recorded their decision to pay
part of the proceeds of settlement of the Bellpac proceeding to
LMIM as trustee of the MPF;
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denies as untrue that there was in fact a need to LMIM as trustee of
the MPF to agree to the overall settlement of the Proceedings or that
it was necessary or appropriate to pay 35% of those proceeds to
LM1M as trustee of the MPF;

(vi) as to subparagraph (vi):
(A) admits subparagraph (A);

23.

(B)

denies subparagraph (B) on the basis that any and all moneys
received by LM1111 as RE of the FMIF from or in relation to Bellpac
were subject to the Deed of Priority;

(C)

denies subparagraph (C) on the basis that:
(i)

PTAL or LMThil as RE of the FMIF's entitlement to payment
under the Deed of Release was not subject to the agreed split
of the settlement proceeds;

(ii)

directing all or Dart of the proceeds of settlement of the
Proceeding to LMIM as trustee of the F.14IF MPF was a
breach of LM11,1's duties under section 601FC of the Act.

As to paragraph 42 of the Defence, the Plaintiff:
(a)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (a) for the reasons pleaded in response to
paragraphs 2B, 2C, 26, 3I(c), 33C and 38 above and because the true position is
as pleaded at paragraph 37A of the LFASOC;

(aa) as to subparagraph (aa), repeats and relies upon its response above to paragraph
33C of the Defence;
(b)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (b) as untrue and because pursuant to
sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act, where and to the extent to which
there was any conflict between the interests of members of the FMIF and LMIM
(whether on its own behalf or as trustee of the MPF), LMIM was required to act
in a way which gave priority to the interests of members of the FMIF;

(c)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (c) on the basis of the matters pleaded at
subparagraph (b) above and because the circumstances referred to therein did not
justify the conduct of the fourth defendant;
denies the allegations in subparagraph (d) on the basis of the matters pleaded at
subparagraph (b) above and because each of the conclusions referred to therein
was incorrect;
denies the allegations in subparagraph (e) on the basis of the matters pleaded at
subparagraph (b) above and because each of the premises referred to therein was
incorrect and further:
(i)

as to subparagraph (iv), the WMS Report was not legal advice; and
denies subparagraph (v) on the basis that reasoning of the kind alleged was
not consistent with LMIM's duties under section 601FC of the Act and the
director defendants' duties under section 601FD of the Act.

2)1. As to paragraph 44 of the Defence, the-plaintifP
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(b)

25.

denies subparagraph (b) en the basis those duties were owed to LM1M and to
LM1M as RE of the FM1F.

As to-paragraphs 4-5 to 61 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

repeats and relics upon the matters plcadcd in paragraphs 39 to '19 of the
3FASOC;

(-13)—etherwise-jeins-issueith-the-allegatiens-thereha,
25AA. As to paragraph 53 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(c)

adopts the admission therein:

(d)

admits that clause 13.1 and 29.1 of the FMIF Constitution is in the terms pleaded
save that the terms in 29.1 were subject to the opening words at clause 29.1
"Subject to the Law";

Particular
(iv)

The Law was defined in clause 1.1 of the FM1F Constitution as "the
Corporations Act 2001 and the Corporations Regulations".

(e)

says that s601FD(1).(c) of the Corporations Act 2001 obliged the directors of
LMTM to prioritise the interests of members of the FMIF to the extent there is a
conflict between the members interests and the interests of the responsible entity
and that s601FD(1)(b) obliged the directors to exercise the degree of care and
diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they were in the officer's
position,

(f)

says that clause 29.2 of the Constitution of the FM1F did not exclude the
obligation at s601FD(1)(b) or s601FD(1)(e) of the Corporations Act 2001.

25A8. As to paragraph 54(c) of the Defence, the plaintiff denies the payment was within the
power conferred on LMIIM as RE of the FM1E(b)

for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 25AA above; and

(c)

because the payment of the settlement sum to the MPF was a breach of LM1M's
duties under section 601FC of the Act.

25AC. As to paragraph 54A of the Defence. the plaintiff

(a)

as to subparagraph (a):

(i)

as to subparagraph (i):
(A)

does not admit that taldrig the steps pleaded at paragraph
45AA of the 5FASOC would have been contrary to the duties
of LMD/1 as trustee of the MPF on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations,

(B)

says, if taking those steps would have been contrary to
LMIM's duties as trustee of the MPF:
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(ii)

(iii)

(b)

(1)

LMIM was required, pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c)
and 601FC(3) of the Act, to act in a way which gave
priority to the interests of members of the FMIF:

(2)

being in breach of its obligations to the MPF did not
excuse or justify LMEV's non-compliance with the
above provisions on behalf of the FMIF:

as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

denies that it would have been unreasonable to do so for the
reasons pleaded at subparagraph (i);

(B)

denies that it would have been uncommercial to do so because
the MPF had funded the Bellpac proceeding as second
mortgagee;

(C)

as to subparagraph (A), admits that LMIM as trustee of the
MPF had funded more than 90% of the costs of the Bellpac
proceedings:

(D)

as to subparagraph (B). denies as untrue that there was any
such understanding as alleged;

(E)

denies subparagraph (C) as untrue and says that the conduct of
the Bellpac Proceeding and the negotiations of directors of
LMIM as RE of the FMIF also contributed to the settlement of
the Bellpac proceedings;

(F)

admits subparagraph (D):

(3)

as to subparagraph (E), admits that as part of the settlement.
LM1M as trustee of the MPF was required to forever release
and forgo its rights against Guiarat as claimed in the Bellpac
proceedings:

(H)

admits subparagraph (F);

(I)

as to subparagraph (G), repeats and relies upon its responses
above to subparagraphs 31(f)(iv) and 38(ba) of the Defence

(J)

as to subparagraph (H), admits that LMIM had obtained the
Aliens Advice but says that the Aliens Advice had the
deficiencies pleaded in the 5FASOC:

(K)

as to subparagraph (I), admits that LMlIv1 had obtained the
WMS Report but says that the WMS Report was not legal
advice and that LMEVI as trustee of the MPF was not an
arms'length litigation funder to LMIM as RE of the FMIF;

as to subparagraph (iii), does not admit the allegations therein as it is
unaware of the truth or falsity of the allegations despite having made
reasonable inquiries and says that such an allegation is irrelevant as
LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not an "independent trustee"
because LMIM was at the same time the RE of the FMIF and the
trustee of the MPF;

as to the subparagraph (b), the plaintiff:
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admits the matters alleged;

(ii)

but says that Lmilvi would not have withheld its consent or
cooperation to the settlement of the Proceedings in a way which
prioritised the interests of Lmrm as trustee of the MPF over the
interests of members of the FMIF for the reasons pleaded in paragraph
19(ba) above;

(c)

as to subparagraph (c) repeats and relies on its response to paragraph 45AA of the
first defendant's fourth further amended defence to the 5FASOC;

(d)

deny on the basis that the true position is that pleaded in paragraph 45AA of the
5FASOC.

(e)

5FASOC.

25AD. The plaintiff denies the allegations of material fact at paragraph 5411 of the Defence
on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at paragraph 45AA of the 5FASOC.
25AE. As to paragraph 54C of the Defence, the plaintiff repeats and relies on paragraph 45AB
of the 5FASOC.
25A. As toparagraph 55 of the Defence, the plaintiff adopts the admission therein and:
(a)

denies subparagraph (a) as untrue and repeats and relies upon its response above
to paragraph 41 of the Defence;

(b)

denies subparagraph (b) as untrue and says that LMIM as RE of the FMLF was
entitled to receive the whole of the proceeds of the settlement of the Proceeding
in circumstances where the proceeds were insufficient to fully discharge the
FMIF Bellpac Loan;

(c)

denies subparagraph (c) as untrue and rqvats and relies upon the matters pleaded
at paragraph Error! Reference source not found. above,

25BA. As to paragraph 56A of the Defence, the plaintiff:

fa

as to subparagraph (a), denies the allegation therein and repeats and relies on its
responses to paragraphs 20. 31(f)(iv), 38(ba), 54A and 54C:

(b) as to subparagraph (b), denies the allegation therein and repeats and relies on
Paragraph 45B of the 5FASOC.
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26.

As to paragraph 63 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a), admits that the decision of the fourth defendant to execute
the Deed Poll was a "business judgment" within the meaning of section 180(3) of
the Act;

(b)

as to subparagraph (b), denies as untrue the allegation that the business judgment
to enter into the Deed Poll was made in good faith and for a proper purpose and
repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraphs 30A to 34 of the
45FASOC;

(c)

does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (c) on the basis that, having
made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegation;

(d)

as to subparagraph (d):

(e)

(i)

repeats and relies upon its responses to paragraphs 2B, 2C and 38(k)
above;

(ii)

denies that the fourth defendant properly informed himself herself about
the Proceeds Split and the Settlement payment for the reasons pleaded at
paragraphs 30A to 34 of the ;5FASOC;

as to subparagraph (e):
(i)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded above in response to paragraph
38(k) of the Defence; and
otherwise does not admit the matters alleged on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, he it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegation;

(f)

as to subparagraph (f), denies that the fourth defendant rationally believed the
judgment she made was in the best interests of LMT114 including in its capacity as
RE of the FMIF because the judgment was plainly to the detriment of the FMlF
and the plaintiff repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 37A of
the EFASOC;

(g)

as to subparagraph (g), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at
subparagraph (f) above;
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(h)

denies the allegations in subparagraph (h) for the reasons pleaded at
subparagraphs (a) to (g) above;

(i)

says that there is no statutory business judgment rule defence to a claim for
breach of section 601FD of the Act.

As to paragraph 64 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a), does not admit that the fourth defendant acted honestly
in making, permitting or directing the amount paid to LMIM as trustee for the
MPF to be paid by LMIM in its capacity as RE of the FM1F, on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegation; and

(b)

as to subparagraphs (b) and (c), denies the allegations therein because, having
regard to all the circumstances of this case (in particular those pleaded at
paragraph 37A of the KFASOC and the fourth defendant's knowledge and
experience in the operation of LMTM and the absence of any agreement
between LMIM as RE of the FMIF and LMIM as trustee of the MPF in
relation to the MPF recovering a share of the proceedings of the Proceedings
prior to the entry into of the Deed Poll), there is no basis on which it can be
said that the fourth defendant ought fairly be excused for any contravention of
the Act.

28.

As to paragraph 65 of the Defence, the plaintiff denies the allegations therein because s
189 of the Act does not apply to contraventions of Part 5C.2 of the Act flees-net-admit
the matters alleged on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains
uncertain-as-te-the-tfuth-er-falsity-ef-the-glegatiens.

29.

The plaintiff is not required to plead to paragraph 66 of the Defence.

30.

Save as aforesaid, the plaintiff joins issue with the matters pleaded in the Defence.

This fnfther-amended pleading was settled by Mr D O'Brien of Queen's Counsel and Mr M
Jones of counsel.

Signed:

C.

Description:

Solicitors for the Plaintiff

Dated:

29 March 201g

12 March 2019 4 April 2019
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SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND
REGISTRY: BRISBANE
12317/1 4
NUMBER:
Plaintiff

LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED (RECEIVERS
& MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN LIQUIDATION) ACN 077
208 461 AS RESPONSIBLE ENTITY OF THE LM FIRST
MORTGAGE INCOME FUND ARSN 089 343 288
AND

First Defendant

PETER CHARLES DRAKE
AND

Second Defendant

LISA MAREE DARCY
AND

Third Defendant

EGHARD VAN HER HOVEN
AND

Fourth Defendant

FRANCENE MAREE MULDER
AND

Fifth Defendant

JOHN FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN
AND

Sixth Defendant

SIMON JEREMY TICKNER
AND

-S eventh Defendant
- 4 Art? 2J`3

LM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED (RECEIVERS
& MANAGERS APPOINTED) (IN LIQUIDATION) ACN 077
208 461
AND

.EI,ghth Defendant

KORDA MENTHA PTY LTD ACN 100 169 391 IN ITS
CAPACITY AS TRUSTEE OF THE LM MANAGED
PERFORMANCE FUND

AMENDED REPLY TO TH MIEADEED DEFENCE OF THE SIXTH DEFENDANT
TO THE 14411114 FIFTH FURTHER AMENDED STATEMENT OF CLAIM
The Plaintiff relies on the following facts in reply to the Amended Defence of the Sixth
Defendant to the Third Fifth Further Amended Statement of Claim, filed in the Supreme Court
of Queensland, Brisbane Registry on 17 April 2018 7 Mar 1 _01, 4 April 2019 (Defence) as
follows:
1.

The plaintiff adopts the:

Amended Reply to the amended-Defence of the Sixth
Defendant to the344144_Fifth Further Amended
Statement of Claim

Filed on behalf of the Plaintiff
rA7tnmeNr-c

0411-01/1.41

GADENS LAWYERS
Level 11, 111 Eagle Street

BRISBANE QLD 4000
Phone: (07) 3231 1666
Fax: (07) 3229 5850
Ref: SCZ:JSO:201401822488

-2-

2.

(a)

admissions made in paragraphs 1,3(a), 4, 4A, 5 to 11, 12(b), 13 to 16, 18, 19,
20(a), 21, 2-27 24, 24(a) and (d), 25 to 30B, 25 to 27.29 to 30, 30D(a), 30E(a), 31,
31A(a), 3.2(n)7 and 34(g)(i), 34(4 44 and 53 of the Defence; and

(b)

the definitions used in the Et0S43€414 Fifth Further Amended Statement of Claim dated
7=14evert44,64Q661.6 2 April 2019 (5FASOC) and the Defence (unless the contrary
intention is expressed).

As to paragraph 2 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (a);

(b)

admits the matters alleged at subparagraph (b);

(c)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (c);

(d)

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

admits subparagraphs (i) and (iv);

(ii)

otherwise does not admit the matters alleged on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegations.

.--As-te-pafagraph-4b)--nf-the-Defeneer the-plaintiff-denies-the-allegatien-thefein-as-they-are
untrue-beeause-his-pewers-are-net4nnited-in-the-manner-alleged,
4.

As to paragraph 12(a) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission therein;us to subparagraph (i), eaunta4hat--o4ause-8-48-in4he
;Deeb,W;

(4)—as4e-subpafagrapla-(44)radcnits-that-PT-AL is not specifically mentioned in clause 8
but says:

5.

(i)

the term "Mortgagee" in clause 8 of the Deed of Priority was defined . in
.
clause 1.1 to mean the First Mortgagee, the Second Mortgagee, the Third
Mortgagee or Auf.aeorp;

(ii)

the term "First Mortgagee" was defined in clause 1.1 to include "the
Custodian" and the "Responsible Entity"; and

(iii)

"the Custodian" was defined to mean PTAL.

As to paragraph 17 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

admits the LASA is dated 21 October 2004; and

(b)

adopts the admission in subparagraph (b).

6.

The plaintiff admits the allegations in subparagraph 20(b) of the Defence.

7.

As to paragraph 22(aa) of the Defence, the plaintiff:

ms.Turv-sr, ,AltuviAl 4
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(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(aaa) admits subparagraph (aaa):
(aa) does not admit subparagraph (aa) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegation.
(b)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (b).

denies the matters alleged as untrue because the Amended Commercial List Statement:
(0-4id-net-speeify-v,,hether-L-44-sueil-i.n-its-eapeeity-as-RE-44he-FMIF-er--as4RIStee-fef
the MPF;
LMIM as RE of the FMIF to
(0)----at-pafagEaph--20BTreferred-te-demands-issuefkby-l
the-FMIF,

eh-was-c-usteeliala-fer

8A.

As to paragraph 24(aa) of the Defence, the plaintiff repeat and relies on its responses to
paragraph 22(b) of the Amended Defence of the Second Defendant to the 5FASOC.

8.

The plaintiff denies the allegations in subparagraph 24(c) of the Defence as they are
untrue because LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the Proceedings as mortgagee with
second priority as pleaded in paragraph 24 of the LFASOC and repeats and relies upon
its responses in this Reply to paragraphs 30C(k)(ii), 33(c), 34(c)(ii), 37(a), 37A(c)(vi),
37A(d)(i) and 55(b)(ii) of the Defence and further:
(a)

(b)

admits as to subparagraph (i);
(i)

admits the defendants formed the view alleged;

(ii)

does not admit they formed that view because of "conditions imposed on it
by the financiers" on the basis that. having made reasonable enauiries, it
remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations:

as to subparagraph (ii):
says that LMIM as RE of the FMIF funded some of the costs of the
Proceedings; but
(ii) admits that LMIM as trustee of the MPF funded the majority of the costs of
the Proceedings and, from the time that PTAL was joined as a party, LMIM
as trustee of the MPF continued to provide funding to progress and defend
the Proceedings

(c)

9.

as to subparagraph (iv), denies that the 45FAsoc alleges that funding of the
Proceeding was provided "pursuant to the Deed of Priority", but says rather the
;5FASOC pleads that LMIM as trustee of the MPF had "second priority under the
Deed of Priority".

As to paragraph 24(e) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

admits that LMThif as trustee of the MPF agreed to provide an undertaking as to
damages in the Bellpac proceedings; and

ral...,Grlf ICC ',Al /11111,11
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(b)

10.

does not admit that LMIIVI as trustee of the MPF agreed to fund the $1.3m payment
to Coalfields in order to facilitate settlement of the Proceedings on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of
the allegation.

As to paragraph 28 of the Defence, the plaintiff;
(a)

adopts the admission therein and admits the matters alleged therein;

(b)

denies that, on the proper construction of the Deed of Release, LMIM as trustee of
the MPF was lse-a-mKb.-en-the..4esis-the-refeFenee640-14-A.brwhieh-aeted
as custodian for the FMW, and that clause 22 of the instrument identified that
LMJM entered into it in its capacity as RE of the FMIF, the references in the Deed
of-Release to LMIM could only have been references to LMIM as RE of the FM1Fq
and

(c)

denies that, on the proper construction of the Deed of Settlement and Release
LMD4-as-tntstee-ef-the-MPF-w-as-alse-a-paEty-en-411e-basie-that—by-the-r-efeEense-te
LMIM
as-RE-44he-FM1F—the-referenses-iti-the-Deed-ef-Release-anEl-Settlement-te-LM114
senkl-only-have-been-a-referenee-te-LMIM-as-RE-of-the-FMW-

11.

As to paragraph 30A of the Defence, the plaintiff adopts the admission therein and admits
the matters alleged at subparagraphs (a) to (d).

12.

As to paragraph 30B of the Defence, the plaintiff:

13.

(a)

adopts the admission therein; and'

(b)

says that the reference to 'the ongoing solicitor and client relationship between
LMIM and Aliens in relation to matters concerned with and incidental to the
Proceeding and settlement thereof' is vague and therefore does not admit the
allegation on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain
as to the truth or falsity of the allegations.

As to paragraph 30C of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admissions in subparagraphs (a), Ee (h) and (j);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):

(i)

does not admit the date on which the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release
and the Deed of Release of Settlement were executed on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, he it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;

(n) admits the executed versions of those documents could not have been
provided to WMS or Aliens before they were executed;
)
(d)
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(e)

(i)

does not admit that the fmal forms of the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of
Release and the Deed of Release and Settlement were not in existence at the
dates of the WMS instructions on 6 December 2010 and the Aliens
instructions on 14 March 2011, on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, he it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(ii)

admits that the structure of any final settlement was not finally agreed upon
until the point the Gujarat Contract, the Deed of Release and the Deed of
Release and Settlement were entered into;

admits the matters alleged at subparagraph (f);

ffaj__ as to subparagraph (fa):
(i)

admits the matters alleged therein; but

(ii)

says that the failure of the instructions to WMS and Aliens to identify the
matters referred to in paragraph 30C of the 45FASOC (including the matters
referred to at subparagraph (b)(i) thereof) is relevant to the assessment of the
director defendants' breaches of duty pleaded at paragraph 45 of the
45FASOC;
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(g)

as to subparagraph (h):
(i)

adopts the admission therein;

(ii)

otherwise does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (i) on the basis
that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;

(iii)

does not admit subparagraph (ii) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegation;

(h)

admits the matters alleged at subparagraph (i);

(i)

as to subparagraph (k):

co.rcru-v.c. n
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(i)

denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 30C(d)(i) of the 45FASOC;

(ii)

does not admit denies subparagraph (ii) that "LMIM's directors always
understood that the MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be
recognised by providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which
resulted from the Proceedings" because the allegation that the directors
"always understood" the matters alleged is vague and unparticularised and
falsity-a-the-allegation there was no such understanding as alleged;

(iii) says that at the time LMIM as trustee of the MPF agreed to fund the
Proceedings as registered mortgagee of the Property with second priority
under the Deed of Priority in or about July 2009, the first to sixth defendants
had not considered that MPF's contribution to the funding of the
Proceedings was to be recognised by providing MPF with a share of any
proceeds recovered by the litigation as a litigation hinder;
(iv) says the subsequent conduct of the first to sixth defendants as pleaded at
paragraphs 30A to 32 of the 45FASOC is inconsistent with the existence of
any such prior understanding or agreement that MPF's contribution to the
funding of the Proceedings was to be recognised by providing MPF with a
share of any proceeds recovered by the litigation as a litigation funder.
(j)

as to subparagraph (1):
(1)

adopts the admission made therein;

(ii) admits the allegation of material fact made therein;
(k)

as to subparagraph (m):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii) denies as untrue that there was any binding express
prior arrangement and further:
(A)

as to subparagraph (A):
(1)

admits that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was funding the
Proceedings for its own benefit;

fa)

says that that benefit had been the prospect that, if enough was
recovered from the Proceeding to discharge the FMIF Bellpac
Loan in full, any surplus would be applied in reduction of the
MPF Bellpac Loan;

1,1) denies that LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not subordinated
to the interests of LMIM as RE of the FMLF in any settlement
which might occur because it was so subordinated by reason of
the requirements of section 601FC(1)(c) of the Act and the
priority of the FMLF pursuant to the Deed of Priority;
(B)

DIOMTrICC 141A/11M/

denies subparagraph (B) on the basis that there was no such •
understanding as alleged;
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(iii) denies as subparagraph (iii) for the reasons that:
(AA) admits subparaeraph (AA);

14.

15.

(A)

admits subparagraph (A);

(B)

otherwise denies the allegations on the basis that:
(1)

pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3) of the Act,
where and to the extent to which there was any conflict between
the interests of members of the FMIF and LMIM (whether on
its own behalf or as trustee of the MPF). LMIM was required to
act in a way which gave priority to the interests of members of
the FMIF

(2)

LMIM would not have withheld its consent or cooperation to
the settlement of the Proceedings in a way which prioritised the
interests of LMIM as trustee of the MPF over the interests of
members of the FMIF;

(3)

LMIM
as trustee of the MPF could not have, and would not haves
"insisted" on obtainine a "reasonable share" of the settlement
proceeds.

As to paragraph 30D(b) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

admits that the WMS Advice contained the opinion alleged and was addressed to
Monaghan Lawyers; but

(b)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 34(a) of the 45FASOC;
and

(c)

says that the WMS Advice was deficient in that the instructions provided to WMS
had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the LFASOC.

As to paragraph 30E(b) of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

admits that the Aliens Advice contained the statements alleged at subparagraphs (i)
and (iii) and did not advise the matters referred to at subparagraph (ii) and that the
Aliens Advice was addressed to Monaghan of Monaghan Lawyers and was
provided to LMIM by Monaghan Lawyers);

(b)

repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 34(a) of the KFASOC;

(c)

says that the Allens Advice was deficient in that the instructions provided to Aliens
had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph 30C of the KFASOC.

15A. As to paragraph 30F of the Defence, the plaintiff:
La)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

admits subparagraphs (b), (c), (d) and (e),

15B. As to paragraph 30G of the Defence, the plaintiff:

ns,:rrnnrc 1A.11111f1A7
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(a)

as to subparagraph (a). adopts the admission therein oaa08414at414@=tevats=pios€14M=a4

fFM1F.500.015.1877);
(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

admits that there is no express allegation in the ;5FASOC that the second
defendant breached the LMIlYI Conflicts Management Policy;

(ii)

says that paragraph 30G of the 45FASOC is relevant to establishing the
second defendant's breaches at paragraph 45 of the a5FASOC;

15C. As to paragraph 3011 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a):
(i)

adopts the admission contained therein;

(ii)

admits the allegation of material fact contained therein;

(b)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (b);

(c)

as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i)

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

admits that paragraph 27 of the Aliens Advice contained the text
alleged;

(B)

says that paragraph 27 of the Aliens Advice also contained other text;
and

(C)

says that the plea in the agASOC is that paragraphs 25 and 27
(together) has the effect pleaded and says that the true position is as
pleaded at subparagraph 30H(c) of the 45FASOC;

(iii) adopts the admission at subparagraph (iii);
(iv) as to subparagraph (iv):

"IFIronna C

(A)

denies subparagraph (A) on the basis that providing such advice was a
necessary component of reaching a conclusion whether the proposed
payment was "legally acceptable";

(B)

admits subparagraph (B);

(C)

as to subparagraph (C), says the statement referred to therein was
qualified, to the extent it was subject to the matters then identified at
subparagraphs [161(a) to (g) inclusive, of which subparagraphs (a),
(d), (e), (f) and (g) were not established for the reasons pleaded in the
45FASOC;
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(D)

(d)

as to subparagraph (D), admits that the Aliens advice did not expressly
state that paying 35% of the anticipated settlement proceeds to the
MPF would be inconsistent with sections 601FC or 601FI), but
repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded in subparagraph 30H(c) of
the 5FASOC and in this paragraph 15C;

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii)

denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that the true position was as pleaded at
subparagraph 30H(d) of the 45FASOC and further:
(A)

(B)

as to subparagraph (A):
(1)

admits thatparagraph [56] fell under the heading "Issues for the
RE as an AFS Licensee";

(2)

denies as untrue, to the extent it is alleged, that such placement
negatives the plea in the a5FASOC that paragraph [561
misconstrued or was inconsistent with the effect of sections
601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the Act;

as to subparagraph (B):
(1)

admits that the Aliens Advice did not advise upon the proper
construction of section 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(c) of the

Act.
(2)

(C)

(e)

says that the Aliens Advice was deficient in failing to do so,
having regard to the instructions to advise on whether the
proposed proceeds split was legally acceptable, the recognition
of the position of conflict of LMIM and the identification
(correctly) of those sections as being relevant to the question on
which LMIM sought advice;

denies subparagraph (C) on the basis that:
(1)

paragraph 56 of the Aliens advice addressed the requirement
not to put the interests of "one client" (FMIF) ahead of the
interests of "its other client" (MPF):

(2)

the Aliens Advice elsewhere (correctly) identified the relevance
of sections 601FC and 601FD of the Act to the question of
priority of interests of the FMIF and the MPF;

(3)

the reference to "vice versa" directly misconstrued that the
effect of subsections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FD(1)(e) was to
require LMIM and its directors to give priority to the interests
of members of the FM1F;

as to subparagraph (e):
(i)

nmcnnr,c, IA11%111141

adopts the admissions at subparagraphs (i) and (ii);
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(ii) as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at
subparagraphs (c) and (d) above;
(f)

as to subparagraph (f):
(i)

denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 3011(f) of the KFASOC;

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), admits the Aliens Advice contains the text alleged
therein;

(iii) denies subparagraph (fii) as it is untrue as there was no such understanding
as alleged;
(iv)
(g)

denies subparagraph (iv) as untrue;

as to subparagraph (g):
(i)

denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
paragraph 30H(g) of the 45FASOC;

(ii)

denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that the true position is as_pleaded at
paragraph 30H(g) of the ;5FASOC;

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):
(A)

is not required to_plead to subparagraph (A);

(3)

admits subparagraph (B);

(C)

as to subparagraph (C):

(D)

(h)

RIVCryle,
C, .141/1/1CIA1

(1)

admits that the case .against the director defendants is for
breaches of section 601FD of the Act rather than for breaches of
general law duties;

(2)

denies as untrue that the allegations at paragraph 3011(g) are
irrelevant as they are relevant to the court's assessment of the
conduct of the director defendants in response to the Aliens
Advice.

denies subparagraph (D) on the basis that paragraph 16 of the Aliens
advice was qualified, to the extent it was subject to the matters then
identified at subparagraphs [161(a) to (g) inclusive, of which
subparagraphs (a), (d), (e), (f) and (g) were not established for the
reasons pleaded in the a5FASOC;

as to subparagraph (h):
(i)

as to subparagraph (i), the compliance plan of the FMIF would be the
compliance plan of its responsible entity, being LMIM:

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), says that the terms pleaded at paragraph 30G
are found in the September 2009 revision of the Conflicts
Management Policy [FM1E500.005.5086], the September 2010
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revision of the Confficts Management Policy [FMIF.500.005.46831.
and the Compliance Plan [FMIF.500.015.18771;
(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):
(A) admits subparagraph (A);
(B)

admits subparagraph (B);

(C)

denies subparagraph (C) on the basis that section 601FC(1) is in
similar terms to paragraph 601FD(1);

(D) admits subparagraph (D1;

45-of-the-3-F-A&G4G,
(F)

admits subparalraph (F);

(G)

as to subparagraph (G):

(H)

(1)

(1)

admits that the case against the director defendants is for
breaches of section 601FD of the Act rather than for
breaches of general law duties;

(2)

denies as untrue that the allegations at paragraph 30H(g)
are irrelevant as they are relevant to the court's
assessment of the conduct of the director defendants in
response to the Allens Advice;

denies subparagraph (II) as untrue as acting in the best interests
of members of the MIT, being in the interests of LMIM as
trustee of the MF'F, rather than in the best interests of members
of the FMIF, would be a breach of section 601FD(1)(c) of the
Act.

as to subparagraph (i):

Li)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (i);

(ii)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (ii);

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):
(AA) denies subparagraph (AM on the basis that. whether or not
LMIM had or the directors considered whether LMIM had in
nlace adeauate arrangements for the management of conflicts of
interest in relation to the proposed proceeds split is relevant to
an assessment of the breaches pleaded at paragraph 45 of the
5FASOC:

PTIPT1(1/"C 141nnnei 1 S
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(A)

denies subparagraph (A) on the basis that section 601FD(1)(c)
is concerned with "a conflict between the 1-FMIF] members'
interests and the interests of the responsible entity";

(13) as to subparagraph (B):

(C)

(1)

says the conflict alleged at subparagraph (A) is not the
conflict pleaded in the i5FASOC;

(2)

says that the breach alleged in relation to section
601FD(1)(c) of the Act is in relation to "i conflict
between the [FMIF] members' interests and the interests
of the responsible entity":

denies subparagraph (C) on the basis that the matters pleaded at
subparagraph 3011(j) are relevant to establishing the second
defendant's breaches at paragraph 45 of the adFASOC;

(j)

denies subparagraph (j) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 30H(j) of the Act;

(k)

as to subparagraph (k):,
(i)

denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the statement was qualified
by the matters identified at subparagraphs 16(a) to (g) inclusive, of
which subparagraphs (a), (d), (e), (f) and (g) were not established for
the reasons pleaded in the ar5FASOC;

(ii) as to subparagraph (ii):

(1)

(A)

is not required to plead to subparagraph (A);

(B)

denies subparagraph (B) on the basis that the true position is as
pleaded at subparagraph 30H(j) thereof;

as to subparagraph (1):
(1)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii) does not admit subparagraph (ii) on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of
the allegations;
(iii) as to subparagraph (iii):
(A)

admits the matters alleged; but

(B)

says that the 444241 sixth defendant was required to make his own
independent assessment of the Aliens Advice and the
appropriateness of the proceeds split, as referred to at paragraph
50 of the Aliens Advice;

(iv) denies subparagraph (iv) on the basis that a reasonable director in the
position of the director defendants, who read the Aliens Advice,
would have appreciated that the Aliens Advice had the deficiencies

1:11,1FTVAPC ,F1 AMA, C
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pleaded in the a5FASOC and would have sought further advice before
acting in reliance on the Aliens Advice;
(v)

denies subparagraph (v) as untrue and repeats and relies upon the
matters pleaded at subparagraphs (iii) and (iv) above;

(vi) does not admit subparagraph (vi) on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of
the allegations;
(vii) does not admit subparagraph (vii) on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of
the allegations.
16.

As to paragraph 32 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission at subparagraph (a);

(b)

as to subparagraph (b), admits that the Deed Poll contained the text alleged;

(c)

dees-net-admit denies as untrue that there was any such "understanding of LM's
directors that it was appropriate for MPF's contribution to be recognised by
providing MPF with a share of any proceeds recovered by the litigation" as alleged;
fer-the-reasens-pleaded-at-paragraph-1-3(1)-abeve;

(d)

otherwise denies the allegations therein as they are untrue because the first to sixth
defendants' decision-making had the deficiencies pleaded at paragraph 34 of the
a5FASOC.

16A. As to paragraph 32A of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

denies subparagraph (a) on the basis that the reference to "expert advice" was not
clearly a reference to the WMS Report or the Allens Advice as alleged;

(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
admits the Deed Poll contained the text alleged;

(ii)

does not admit the truth of the allegation, on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegation;

as to subparagraph (c), denies that the passage cited was, or was construed by the
sixth defendant, as a reference to section 601FD of the Act on the basis that:

(c)

17.

(i)

(i)

the sixth defendant did not comply with section 601FD of the Act in
executing the Deed Poll and causing LMIM to give effect to the proposed
proceeds split;

(ii)

the Defence above denies the application of section 601FD.

As to paragraph 33 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(La) as to subparagraph (aa), repeats and relies upon his its responses above to
paragraph 24(c) of the Defence and the paragraphs referred to therein;

trwrrrunrc IA 1 AnflA
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18.

(a)

joins issue with the matters alleged at subparagraph (a);

(b)

admits subparagraph (b);

(c)

admits there was no formal agreement entered into between LMIM as RE of the
FMIF and LMIM as trustee of the MPF;

(d)

denies there was any understanding of the type alleged as it is untrue as there was
no such understanding;

(e)

otherwise does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (c) for the reasons
pleaded at paragraph 13(i) above;

(f)

as to subparagraphs (d) and (e):
(i)

admits the matters alleged;

(ii)

says that LMIM as RE of the FMIF had issued a notice of default and a
notice of exercise of power of sale to Bellpac at or about the time LMIM as
trustee of the MPF issued a notice of default and notice of exercise of power
of sale to Bellpac.

As to paragraph 34 of the Defence, the plaintiff:

(aa) as to subparagraph (aa):
(i)

denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 34(aa) of the ifFASOC;

(ii)

denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 34(aa) of the 15FASOC;
repeats and relies upon its responses above to
as to subparagraph
subparagraph 30H(1) of the Defence;

(iv) denies subparagraph (iv) for the reasons pleaded above in response to
paragraph 32A of the Defence;
(v)
(a)

denies subparagraph (v) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at
subparagraph 34(aa) of the a5FASOC;

as to subparagraph (a):
(i)

(ii)

rrkTannrc 1A1 /10/1A1

as to subparagraph (i), rcp.cats and rcli

4L410m4o+

(A)

admits the sale of the Property under the Gujarat Contract was part of
the overall proposed settlement of the Proceedings;

(B)

admits that only $10m of the proceeds of the settlement of the
Proceedings was allocated to the contract for sale of the Property;

(C)

otherwise repeats and relies on paratuaph 34(a) of the 5FASOC;

denies subparagraph (ii) as untrue;
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(iii) as to subparauaph (iii). admits the matters alleged;
(ba) as to subparagraph (ba):
(i)

admits subparagraphs (i).

(hi). (v) and (vi);

(ii) says that pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 60IFC(3) of the Act. where
and to the extent to which there was any conflict between the interests of
members of the FMIF and LMIM (whether on its own behalf or as trustee of
the MPF). LMIM was required to act in a way which gave Drioritv to the
interests of members of the FMIF
(iii) denies subparagraph (iv) as untrue because LMIM as RE of the FMIF and/or
PTAL had no such authority;
(iv) as to subparagraph (vii). denies that uam as trustee of the MPF was
entitled to or would have taken the steps alleged therein because the
directors or LMIM would not have caused uvam as trustee of the MPF to
take those steps. because:
(A)

doing so would have constituted a breach of sections 601FC(1)(e) and
601FC(3) of the Act:

(B)

there was no basis for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to sue LMIM as
RE of the FMIF in the manner alleged, or at all, and in the alternative.
there was no basis for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to sue LMIM as
RE of the FMIF in the manner alleged where there was not (and there
is not alleged by any director defendant to have been) any nrior
binding or enforceable agreement between LMIM as RE of the FMIF
and LMIM as trustee of the MPF for LMIM as trustee for the MPF to
be paid any amount if the amount that LMIM as RE for the FMIF
recovered did not cover the whole of the amount owing by Bellpac to

Particulars
The plaintiff repeats and relies on the particulars to paragraph
30C(d)(iii) of the 5FASOC.
(v)

further as to subpararaph
(A)

denies subparaaraph (A) on the basis that. in the premises pleaded at
subparagraphs fil to (iv) hereof. LMIM would not have withheld its
consent or cooperation to the settlement of the Proceedings in a way
which nrioritised the interests of LMIM as trustee of the MPF over the
interests of members of the FMIF and the true position is as pleaded at
paragraphs 45AA or 45AB of the 5FASOC;

(3)

denies subparagraph (B) on the basis that
(1) in the premises pleaded at subparagraphs (i) to Eh) hereof.
LMIM would not have caused or permitted LMIM as RE of the
FMIF to be exposed to the risks alleged: and

1116.11:1,11,
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(2)

the Proceedings could have alternatively been funded by LMIM
as RE of the FMIF utilisine funds which could have been
received from LMIM as trustee of the MPF in the form of
amounts payable by the latter to the former comprising:
(i)

Loans assigned by LMIM as RE of the FMIF to LMIM as
trustee of the MPF. being described as the "Albassit",
"KPG 13th Beach" and "Lifestyle" loans ("the Assiened
Loans") for a total of $36.6m of which between $31m
and $31513345 remained payable as at July 2009;
Farticulars
(a)

The Assigned Loans were assigned on
or about 28 August 2008 for
approximately $33.513.345.00.

(b)

As to March 2010. the balance of those
loans was approximately $31m.

(c)

As at 31 December 2010, the balance
of those loans was approximately
$20.2m.

(ii) An assignment of debt/management fee receivable of
$5.1m. which related to an assignment of debt from LM
Administration Ptv Ltd to LMIM as trustee of the MPF,
such that. as at 30 June 2009. LMIM as trustee of the MPF owed
to LMIM as RE of the FMIF approximately $41.745m;
(C)

(b)

admits subparagraph (C) but says that LMIM would not have withheld
its consent or cooperation to the settlement of the Proceedings in a
way which prioritised the interests of LMIM as trustee of the MPF
over the interests of members of the FMIF for the reasons pleaded in
subparagraphs (1) to (iv) above;

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

51efoRee;
paftwaph4g=4k4
of
(ii)

joins issue with subparagraph (ii).

(iii)

as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its responses to paragraphs
34(ba) and 30C(m) above:
thc MPF \Nita required as aBeg.,d for the I-ea:lens plead d at atibearo;raph
-1-44-filleve-atid-farther
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as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

joins issue with subparagraph (i);

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii):
(A)

joins issue with the allegation that the sixth defendant gave adequate
considerations to the matters referred to;

(B)

Elees—not---admit denies as untrue that there was any understanding
between LMIIV1's directors that MPF's contribution to funding the
Proceedings would be recognised as alleged, or that the sixth
defendant had regard to any such understanding as there was no such
understanding, for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 13(i) above;

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), denies that LMIN1 as trustee of the MPF had any
sueli-entitlement-as-allegeti-hesause-it-tlid-neti
(d)

la1.1

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

does not admit subparagraph (i), on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, he it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(ii)

as to subparagraph (ii), admits that the fact that LMEVI as trustee of the MPF
was a registered mortgagee with second priority did not impair its ability to
theoretically act as a litigation funder, but denies that LM1M as trustee of the
MPF entered into any form of litigation funding agreement or arrangement
prior to funding the Proceedings or that it could have advanced its own
interests contrary to, or in opposition to, itself as RE of the EVIIF;

IA 1111111A 1
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jeins-iesue-with as to subparagraph (e):

(e)

as to subparagraph (i):
(A) denies that the Aliens Advice was the advice referred to at
subparagraph 34(e) of the a5FASOC:
(B)

does not admit that the sixth defendant understood the Aliens Advice
to be such advice on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries,
it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

admits subparagraph (ii) but says that the sixth defendant also independently
read the advice and denies that the sixth defendant therefore wholly relied on
the alleged "Monaghan Advice" or that the sixth defendant was entitled to
rely on the alleged "Monaghan Advice" without giving independent
consideration to the Aliens Advice;
(iii) does not admit subparagraph (iii) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;
(iv) as to subparagraph (iv), repeats and relies upon its responses above to
subparagraph 301.10) of the Defence;
(f)

as to subparagraph (f):
(i)

as to subparagraph (i), admits that there was no legal impediment to LMIK4
as trustee of the MPF being treated as if it were an arm's-length litigation
funder if there was such an arrangement, but denies that there was any such
arrangement for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 34(a)(i) and (ii), (b)(ia)
ettE14ii.) and (c)(i)J1.1 and (iii) of the KFASOC;

(ii)

denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that it was appropriate to seek such
advice in the circumstances pleaded in paragraphs 34(a)(i) and (ii), (b)(ia)
ited=k4) and (c)(i) . (ii) and (iii) of the LFASOC;

(iii) otherwise Elees-net-admit denies as untrue that there was any understanding
between LMItvl's directors that MPF's contribution to funding the
Proceedings would be recognised as there was no such understanding as
alleged fer-the-masens-pleaded-at-peragraph-1-3(0-abeve;
(iv) as to subparagraph (iii):
•
(A) denies it was "clearly in the interests of the FMIF" for LMEVI as
trustee of the MPF to be paid the Proceeds Split because it was to the
detriment of LMIM as RE of the FMIF Etnel=nt4=r-esitwocl—ie=ord4ro=te
3-5FASOC--and the plaintiff repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded
at paragraph atit 18(bal above;

11:110
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(B)

denies subparagraph (A) for the reasons pleaded at paragraph
13(flivx)(B) 18(ba)(yi)(B) above;

(C)

does not admit denies subparagraph (B) as untrue on the basis that
there was no such understanding as alleged, hnving-made-feesenable
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enquiries, it remains—uneertain—as—to—the—tfath—or---f-alsitef—the
allegation;
(D) denies subparagraph (C) for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 13(f)
18(ba) above;
(v)
(g)

as to subparagraph (iv), denies the advice which LMIM did seek and receive
was adequate for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 30C of the igASOC;

as to subparagraph (g)(ii):
as to subparagraph (A), admits that it was appropriate for the sixth defendant
to take the Aliens Advice and the WMS Report into consideration but denies
that it was sufficient for the sixth defendant to do so because the Aliens
Advice and the WMS Advice had the characteristics pleaded at paragraph
30C of the kFASOC and the first to sixth defendants' decision-making had
the deficiencies pleaded at paragraph 34 of the EFASOC; and
(ii) denies subparagraph (B) for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 34 of the
KFASOC; and
as to subparagraph (h), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at
subparagraphs (ag) to (g) above;
is not required to plead to subparagraph (i);
as to subparagraph (i):
does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (i) on the basis that,
having made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;
(ii)

does not admit subparagraph (ii) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(iii) as to subparagraph (iii), repeats and relies upon its responses above so
subparagraph 30H(1) of the Defence;
(iv) denies subparagraph (iv) on the basis that, in light of the deficiencies in the
Aliens Advice pleaded in the 45FASOC, it was not reasonable for the sixth
defendant to execute the Deed Poll or cause the proceeds split to occur.
19.

As to paragraphs 35 and 36 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

denies that the amount paid to LMIIVI as trustee of the MPF is appropriately
categorised or defined as a "Litigation Funding Fee" because it is not;

(b)

does not admit subparagraph 35(b), on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, he it remains uncertain as to the date on which the documents referred to
therein were in fact executed;

(c)

admits subparagraphs 35(c) and (d);

(d)

as to subparagraph 35(e):

rrmcnnoc 1CIAAAA2
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(i)

admits that by letter dated 21 June 2011 (Direction Letter) Aliens, on behalf
of LMIM as RE for the FM17, directed that funds payable to PTAL pursuant
to the Gujarat Contract and the Deed of Release be paid in accordance with
the Direction Letter;

(ii)

says that the Direction Letter provided for cheques to be drawn and paid as
follows:
Wollongong Council

$291,106.31;

Sydney Water

$3,278.24

Office of State Revenue

$99,487.50;

LMIM ATF LM Managed Performance Fund

$13,601,649,61;

PTAL ATF LM First Mortgage Income Fund

$25,260,206.41;

PTAL ATF LM First Mortgage Income Fund

$4,055,572.81;

Harris Friedman Lawyers Trust Account

$1,300,000.00;

Brian James Gillard CMA Gujarat PTAL Settlement $5,000,000.00;
Brian James Gillard CMA Gujarat PTAL Settlement $500,000.00;
(iii) says further that the cheques provided at settlement on 21 June 2011
included:
(A)

a cheque made payable to PTAL ATF LM First Mortgage Income
Fund in the amount of $25,268,459.01;

(B)

a further cheque made payable to PTAL ATF LM First Mortgage
Income Fund in the amount of $4,055,864.92; and

(C)

a cheque made payable to LMIM ATF LM Managed Perfoirnance
Fund in the amount of $13,606,093.32;

(iv) denies that the Direction Letter directed Gujarat to draw a cheque in the
amount set out in paragraph 35(f)(i) of the Defence because it is untrue by
reason of the matters pleaded in sub-paragraphs (d)(i), (ii) and (iii) above;
(e)

riltiPENCIOC

as to subparagraph 35(f):
(i)

admits LMIM as trustee for the MPF received the amounts set out in
subparagraphs 35(f)(i) and (ii) of the Defence;

(ii)

but says that on or about 29 June 2011, an amount of $4,545.94 was
refunded by LMIM as trustee for the MIT to Gujarat for an overpayment
made on settlement;

(iii)

denies that the amount received by LMIM as trustee of the MPF is
appropriately categorised or defined as a "Litigation Funding Fee" because it
is not;

ntIrml
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20.

(f)

admits subparagraph 35(g);

(g)

denies subparagraph 35(h) on the basis there was no "Litigation Funding Fee"
payable as alleged.

As to paragraph 37 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

denies dees-het--adieit, the matters alleged at subparagraph (a) as they are untrue
because there was no understanding as alleged fer-the-reasens-pleadeil-at-peregfaph
140 -above;

(b)

as to subparagraph (b), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph
30C of the KFASOC;

(c)

as to subparagraph (c), repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded herein in
response to paragraphs 30C(e.) nd (m). 18(ba) and 37A of the Defence;

(d)--ackaits-subiaaragfaph-(4);
(e)

does not admit subparagraph (e) on the basis it is not clear what "accounts" are
being referred to therein, and haying made reasonable enquiries, he it remains
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegation;

(f)

as to subparagraph (f):
admits that LMIM as RE of the FMLF directed part of the Gujarat Settlement
Payment to LMIM as trustee of the MIT as it similarly directed other parts
of the Gujarat Settlement Payment to another six parties; but
(ii) denies that LMIM as RE of the FAT' was entitled to direct the payment
pleaded therein for the reasons pleaded in paragraphs 37 and 37A of the
agASOC;

(g)

(h)

as to subparagraph (g):
(i)

admits that, as at 21 June 2011, when the Deed of Release and the Deed of
Settlement and Release were entered into, the Deed Poll had already been
entered into;

(ii)

denies as untrue that there was a need for LMIM as trustee of the MPF to
agree to the overall settlement of the Proceedings for the reasons pleaded at
subparagraph 13(f) above;

as to subparagraph (h);
(i)

admits subparagraph (i);

(ii) denies subparagraph (ii) on the basis that the balance of the funds paid on
settlement of the Proceedings were payable to LMIM as RE of the FM1F,
both because of the terms of the Deed of Priority and because of the
obligation on LMIM to comply with section 601FC(1)(e) of the Act;
(Hi) denies subparagraph (iii) on the basis that such a direction would have been,
and was, a breach of LMIM's duties under section 601FC(1)(b) or (e) of the
Act.

covennoe 14 1Ann.',
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denies subparagraph (i) on the basis that the true position is as pleaded at paragraph
37 of the 45FASOC.

(i)
21.

As to paragraph 37A of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a) denies the matters alleged at subparagraph (a) for the reasons pleaded above in
response to paragraphs 30C(m) and 34 of the Defence;
(b)

as to subparagraph (b):
(i)

denies that there was an "Litigation Funding Fee" as that term is described
in the Defence;

(ia.) does not admit the existence of the Monaghan Advice or the Monaghan Oral
Advice on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(c)

(ii)

denies that it was appropriate for the sixth defendant to rely merely on the
WMS Report and the Aliens Advice because those advices had the
deficiencies pleaded at paragraph 30C of the 36FASOC;

(iii)

denies that there was any reasonable basis for an "after the event"
calculation of a rate to be paid to LMIM as trustee of the MPF "properly to
protect the interests of both the FMIF and the MPF" and says the Settlement
payment should have been accounted for in the manner pleaded at
paragraphs 37 and 37A of the KFASOC;

(iv)

denies that cl 29 of the Constitution of the FMIF made it reasonable for the
first to sixth defendants to reach the conclusion alleged:.

as to subparagraph (c):
(i)

nlorrw-w-c

141,
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denies that it was reasonable for the sixth defendant to reach the conclusions
alleged because:

(B)

the Proceeds Split was not fair to FMIF because the Proceeds Split
was to the detriment of LMIM as RE of the FMIF and the plaintiff
repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph 44(4) 18(ba)
above;

(C)

the Proceeds Split was not in the best interests of FMIF 's members
because it was to the detriment of FMIF's members and the plaintiff
repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph-1-344 18(ba)
above;

(D)

the Proceeds Split was excessive and unnecessary;

(E)

LMIM as trustee of the MPF was not in an analogous position to a
litigation funder at all because it had funded the Proceedings as
registered mortgagee with second priority under the Deed of Priority;
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(ii) otherwise does-not--admit denies that there was any such understanding
between the directors of LMIM as alleged as it is untrue because there was
no such understanding
as to subparagraph (d), denies that the sixth defendant gave adequate consideration
to the matters referred to, for the reasons pleaded at paragraph 37A of the
;SFASOC, and further:

(d)

(i)

denies that LMIlvl as trustee of the MPF was entitled to be paid any
"Litigation Funding Fee" because it was not;
denies elees-net-ackhit that there was any such understanding between the
directors of LMIM as alleged as it is untrue because there was no such
understanding for
13(i) above;

(iii) says it was not in the best interests if FMIF's members and it was unlikely
that LMIM as trustee of the MPF would sue LMIM as RE of the FMIF as
alleged where the former had no entitlement to any split of the settlement
proceeds; and
(iv) says the Proceeds Split caused detriment to LMTIvI as RE of the FMTF
because it reduced the amount recovered by it from the settlement of the
Proceedings;
(v)

(v0

(e)

as to subparagraph (v):
(A)

admits that the WMS Report opined that a split of 35% in favour of
the MPF was reasonable;

(B)

says that the WMS Report was not legal advice;

denies subparagraph (vi) as untrue for the reasons pleaded in the ;5FASOC
and says further that, even if the matters alleged were true,LMIM was still
obliged pursuant to section 601FC(1)113) and (c) to pay the whole of the
proceeds of settlement of the Proceedings to LMIM as RE of the FMIF•

as to subparagraph (e):

(0

does not admit denies as untrue that there was any such understanding
between the directors of LMIM as there was no such understanding as
alleged fer-the-r-easenf,pleadecl-at-paEagraph43(i)-aboye;

(ii) says the Settlement payment should have been accounted for in the manner
pleaded at paragraphs 37 and 37A of the LFASOC.
22.

As to naragraph-380)-of-the-Defenee, the plaintiff:
(a)

denies that tho duties were owed solely te-L-MINI-Ns,ithout-regard to its role as RE of
the-FM1F-beeau.se-these--duties-were-eweil-te LMIM and to LMIM as RE of the
FMIF;

scheme are prescribed in s 601FD of the Act; but
(c)

muGrvAnc

says that the duties .re not mutually exclusi

"IL Innr141
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23.

As to paragraph 39(e) of the Defence, the-p1tiffi
(a)

says that it is pleaded at paragraph 39(a) of the 2FASOC that the first to sixth
defendants' breach of duty, as was reasonably foreseeable, caused harm to the
interests-ef LMThI as
of the-FMTE;

(b)-

as to subparagraph (i):

(c)

(i)

admits the matters alleged at subparagraph (i)j-.but

(ii)

s-ays—that—the—mattefs—alleged--are---not—reaponsive to paragraph 39 of the
2FASOC:

as to subparagraph (ii34
(i)

denies subparagraph (A) fer--the-reasons-pleaded-at-pacagfaph 13(0 above;

(ii)

does not admit subparagraph (B) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain-as4o4he truth or falsity of the allegations;

(iii)

does not admit subparagraph (C) on the basis that—having-ma4e- reasonable
enqui,r4esT4t-remaiRs-uneeFtain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(iv)

denies subparagraph (D) as untrue.

23AA. As to paragraph 44, the plaintiff:
(a)

adopts the admission therein:

(b)

admits that clause 29 of the FMIF Constitution 1FMlF.100.005.7639] is in the
terms pleaded save that those terms were subject to the opening words at clause
29.1 "Subject to the Law";

particulars
(i)

The Law was defined in clause 1.1 of the FMLF Constitution
IFMIF.100.005.76391 as "the Corporations Act 2001 and the Corporations
Regulations"..

(c)

says that s601FD(1)(c) of the Corporations Act 2001 obliged the directors of
LMIM to prioritise the interests of members of the FM1F to the extent there is a
conflict between the members interests and the interests of the responsible entity
and that s601FD(1)(b) obliged the directors to exercise the degree of care and
diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they were in the officer's
position',

(d)

says that clause 29.2 of the Constitution of the FMIF did not exclude the
obligations under s601FD(1)(b) and (c) of the Corporations Act 2001.

23A. The plaintiff denies paragraph 45 of the Defence for the reasons pleaded above in

response to paragraph 37A and 44 of the Defence.
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23AB. As to paragraph 45AA the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a). repeats and relies on its responses to paragraphs 34(ba) and
30C(m) above;

(b)

as to subparagraphs (b) and (c):

(c)

(i)

does not admit that it would be in breach of LMIM's duties as trustee of the
MPF on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations'

(ii)

says. if taking those steps would have been a breach of LMIM's duties as
trustee of the MPF:
(A)

LMIM was required, pursuant to sections 601FC(1)(c) and 601FC(3)
of the Act, to act in a way which gave priority to the interests of
members of the FMTF:

(B)

being in breach of its obligations to the MPF did not excuse or justify
LMIM's non-compliance with the above provisions on behalf of the
FMIF-

.as to the first subparagraph (d), the plaintiff:
(i)

admits the matters alleged;

(ii)

but says that LMIM would not have withheld its consent or cooperation to
the settlement of the Proceedings in a way which prioritised the interests of
LMIM as trustee of the MPF over the interests of members of the FMLF for
the reasons pleaded in paragraph 18(ba) above;

(d)

as to the second paragraph (d) repeats and relies on its response to paragraph 45AA
of the first defendant's fourth further amended defence to the 5FASOC;

(e)

denies subparagraph (e) for the reasons pleaded in paragraph (b) and (c) above:.

(f)

as to subparagraph (f), denies clause 29 of the FMIF Constitution had the effect
alleged for the reasons pleaded in paragraph 23AA above.

23AC. The plaintiff denies paragraph 45AB of the Defence for the reasons pleaded above in
response to Paragraph 45AA of the Defence.
23B. As to Thc-plaint-iff-tknisa paragraph 45A of the Defence the plaintiff:
(aa) adopts the admission in (aa);
f a) denies subparagraph (a) for the reasons pleaded above in response to paragraphs 37
and 37A. and 45AA of the Defence.
23C. As to paragraph 46A of the Defence. the plaintiff:
(a)

Erst

denies there was any "Litigation Funding Fee" as alleged;

Ilt111,11
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(b)

denies that the matters set out at subparagraphs (a) or (b) provide a justification for
the payment of any amount to LMIM as trustee of the MPF or are appropriate
amounts by which any damages pursuant to section 1317H should be reduced.

()
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24.

As to paragraph 55 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a):
(i)

denies that the payment made to LMIM as trustee of the MPF is or was to be
properly categorised as a "Litigation Funding Fee" because it was not; but
otherwise admits that the decision of the Sixth Defendant to execute the
Deed Poll was a "busines•s judgment"-within-the-meaning-ef-•sectien--1-80(-3)
of4he-Aet;

(b)

as to subparagraph (b), denies as untrue the allegation that the business-judgment to
enter into the Deed Poll was made in good faith and for a proper purpose because:
(i)

the plaintiff repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraphs 30A to
34 of the 45FASOC;

(ii)

denies that there was any "Litigation Funding Fee" because the allegation is
untrue as there was no such fee;

(iii)

denies as untrue that the directors of LMIM "always understood at the
MPF's contribution to funding the Proceedings would be recognised by
providing the MPF with a share of any proceeds which resulted from the
Proceedings" as there was no such understanding as alleged for the reasons
pleaded at paragraph 13(i) above;

`. 14111,11.1
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(e)

does not admit the matters alleged at subparagraph (c) on the basis that, having
made reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegation;

(d)

as to subparagraph (d):
(i)

as to subparagraphs (i) and (ii), denies the sixth defendant properly informed
himself about the amount proposed to be paid to LMIM as trustee of the
MPF for the reasons pleaded at paragraphs 30A to 34 of the 45FASOC and
does not admit the existence of the Monaghan Advice or the Monaghan Oral
Advice on the basis that, having made reasonable enquiries, it remains
uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(E)

as to subparagraph (iii):
(A) admits that the sixth defendant received advice by the emails
particularised therein;
(13) otherwise does not admit the matters alleged on the basis that, having
made reasonable enquiries, he it remains uncertain as to the truth or
falsity of the allegations;

(e)

as to the matters alleged at subparagraph (e), denies that the Sixth Defendant
rationally believed the judgment he made was in the best interests of LMIM in its
capacity as RE of the FMIF because the judgment was plainly to the detriment of
the FMIF and the plaintiff repeats and relies upon the matters pleaded at paragraph
37A of the ilFASOC;

(ee) as to subparagraph (ea), repeats and relies upon its responses above to
subparagraph 34(e)(iii) of the Defence;

25.

(f)

denies the matters alleged at subparagraph (f) on the basis that, for the reasons
pleaded at paragraph 37A of the igASOC, the decision to enter into the Deed Poll
was not a decision that any reasonable person in the position of the sixth defendant
would have taken;

(g)

denies the matters alleged at subparagraph (g) for the reasons pleaded at
subparagraphs (a) to (f) hereof.

As to paragraph 56 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
(a)

as to subparagraph (a), does not admit that the sixth defendant acted honestly in
making, permitting or directing the amount paid to LMIM as trustee for the MPF to
be paid by LMIM in its capacity as RE of the FMIF, on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegation;

(b)

does not admit subparagraph (b) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

(c)

does not admit subparagraph fc) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;

Ica) does not admit subparagraph (ca.) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;
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(cb) does not admit subparagraph (cb) on the basis that. having made reasonable
enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations;
(cc) does not admit subparagraph (cc) on the basis that, having made reasonable
enquiries. it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegations:
as to subparagraphs (c1)
. and (e), denies that, haying regard to all of the
circumstances of the case, the sixth defendant should have relief pursuant to
section 1317S(2) or section 1318(1) of the Act on the basis that, in the
circumstances of this case, in particular those pleaded at paragraph 37A of the
afFASOC and the sixth defendant's knowledge and experience in the operation of
LMIM, the sixth defendant should not be entitled to such relief.

(d)

26.

As to paragraph 57 of the Defence, the plaintiff:
as to subpar-agaph (a)T-Elees-net-achnit-that-tbe--sixth-defenflant--aeted--in-ges€1-faith
in relying on the Aliens Advice or the WMS Report on the basis that, having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegation;

(a)

44----as-te-subPafagraph-0*
(i)

admits that the sixth defendant made enquiries of Mr Monaghan by the
omails particularised thereini

(ii)

otherwise does not admit that the sixth defendant made the independent
assessment as alleged, whether at all or whether to a sufficient degree having
Fegard-to-the-si-xth-defendaet2s knowledge of LMIM €144-semplexity-afid
structure of the operations of LMIM, on the basis that having made
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the
allegation.

2.7,--As-te-par-agapli-5-8-14-the-Defeneerthe-plaint-iff-clees-net-aelmit-the-matters-alleged-en-the
basis-ef-theillattecs-pieaded-at-paFagaph-1-8(4)-abeve-and-efi-4he--laaaia4liat-IlaYiug-maile
reasonable enquiries, it remains uncertain as to the truth or falsity of the allegation.
28.

Save as aforesaid, the Plaintiff joins issue with the matters pleaded in the Defence.

This amended pleading was settled by Mr D O'Brien of Queen's Counsel and Mr M Jones of
counsel.
Signed:
Description:

Solicitors for the Plaintiff

Dated:

15 May 2018 -1-2-Mor-ch-20-1-94 April 2019
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